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The object of the Association is to study questions
relating to Credit Insurance and Surety, to provide
opportunities for Members’ employees to acquire
knowledge of the theory and practice of credit
insurance and surety underwriting, to represent
the Members’ interests and to initiate means
whereby the common action of the Members
can be facilitated in order to develop their mutual
relations in the interest of their national and the
international economy, in the interest of their
insured and in their own interest.
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FOREWORD

Jos Kroon - President

90 years of change
In 2018, ICISA will celebrate its 90th anniversary and

management committee I feel we have set up a

we can safely say that our organisation is as vibrant as

structure that works in the best interest of all members,

it’s ever been, with an ever expanding membership and

regardless of size and scope.

an ever growing number of individuals actively involved
in its activities. We work in an industry that has changed

The strengths of the association lie mainly in the

considerably over the years. Compared to 90 years

commitment of its members and their employees.

ago, world trade and the insured part of it are at levels

We work in an industry that can pride itself on the

unimaginable in 1928. The same is true for the surety

commitment of the people who work in it and that

sector. Our membership is entirely different today from

shows in their dedication to ICISA as well. For an

what it was even twenty years ago. That is just to say

association like ICISA the involvement of the members

that there has always been change and change will

is of crucial importance and fortunately, we have

continue in ways we cannot even anticipate today.

numerous members who put in lots of time and effort
in the interest of the common good. Another strength

‘In 2018, ICISA will celebrate its 90th anniversary
and we can safely say that our organisation is
as vibrant as it’s ever been’

is the quality of the secretariat, which is required
to continuously take on more tasks with a reduced
number of staff. We appreciate their good work.
In a changing world, it wouldn’t be good if ICISA would
remain the same. We have to be flexible and adjust to
new realities. I think the past 90 years have provided
proof that we do just that, because today’s ICISA

4

Recently, we restructured the membership structure,

is very different from the association of local credit

so that we no longer have group members with

insurers that first got together in 1928.

permanent seats on the management committee and

Based on last year’s survey, we have decided during

triple voting rights. Instead, we now have membership

the 2017 General and Associated Meetings in Lisbon

categories based on the turnover of each member

to shift our focus to topics that according to our

in our lines of business, with membership fees that

membership are relevant for them today and I think that

differentiate between the various categories. With

most of 2018 will be dedicated to the implementation

secured representation of industry leaders on the

of those changes.
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‘For an association like ICISA the involvement of the
members is of crucial importance and fortunately,
we have numerous members who put in lots of time
and effort in the interest of the common good’

To remain relevant in a rapidly changing environment

the membership for the association’s lobbying work,

it is of great importance to work together with kindred

and we will provide adequate feedback about our

organisations in addressing the many challenges that

lobbying efforts. No doubt, there will be new issues

cross our paths. Organisations like Berne Union, PASA,

coming up that need to be addressed, but for now,

SFAA and ITFA, all of them very different, have one

the focus is on implementing what we have agreed.

thing in common and that is how important they are

We have committed to do this within strict budgetary

to us. In many areas, we can work together with them

constraints, because we realize that we live in a world

to make our own efforts more effective. However, from

where our members are required to deliver more

our survey among the membership at the end of 2016,

within the same means as well. Our members must

we know that most members also want us to retain our

be prepared to face changes and I think the best

own identity, while working closely together wherever

compliment that ICISA as an association could get

that is useful.

from its members would be the recognition that we
assist our members in preparing for them.

‘Our members must be prepared to face changes
and I think the best compliment that ICISA as

Jos Kroon,
President ICISA
Amsterdam, December 2017

an association could get from its members would
be the recognition that we assist our members
in preparing for them’
The main challenge for the coming year is to actually
deliver what we agreed upon: we will improve our
information collection and distribution, we will set
up a mechanism that collects relevant input from
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INTRODUCTION

Rob Nijhout - Executive Director

Increased collaboration key to
address tomorrow’s challenges
The Trade Credit Insurance and Surety sectors are

Members of ICISA continue to expand by working

not that different from other financial services. We all

together with their customer in growing the customer’s

continuously have to adjust to rigorous new regulations

business. They are committed and give forward looking

following the Great Recession and many of us suffer

advice and opinions, giving their clients a competitive

from soft market conditions brought on by ample

advantage over uninsured ones. Competition is fierce,

capital, low interest rates and diversification needs. This

and often on price, but this shows how vibrant and

is mostly seen in the Trade Credit Insurance sector,

relevant the sector continues to be. At the same time

where more is being insured against lower average

we continue to see new players emerge and this is also

premium rates. But surety is by no means immune to

reflected in the number of new members that joined

this, and many leading markets experience an ongoing

ICISA in the past few years.

downward trend on premium rates. Under these
circumstances growth is difficult for our sectors, with

As volumes grow and exposures increase, so does

the exception of relatively new developing markets,

the incentive to cooperate with other parties. An

where penetration levels are low as is the familiarity with

interesting development in this context is the increased

these types of insurance.

collaboration between public and private underwriters.
After many years, in which both sides operated in

‘Competition is fierce, and often on price,
but this shows how vibrant and relevant
the sector continues to be’

parallel and sometimes even in competition, we now
see an increased appreciation of what both sides can
bring to the table. Private and public underwriters are
also converging on business lines.
More and more, the private appetite for large deals and
long tenors is available to more prospects. Customers
now have more choice and enjoy equal quality of cover,
whether this comes from a government owned or

One would think that under these circumstances it

backed underwriter or from a fully private one.

is unattractive to remain a player in this industry or
perhaps even to start a new company. Nothing is

With opportunities come threats and our industries are

further from the truth.

certainly not immune to these. The biggest pitfall is to
think that the largest threat will come from a competitor

6
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‘Fintech, Insurtech and Blockchain are
obvious developments challenging the
current playing field’

or from tighter regulations. It is more than likely that, as

At this stage awareness of these challenges is needed

in other industries, new business models will challenge

and that is what we are aiming for in ICISA. Nobody

the status quo. Fintech, Insurtech and Blockchain are

can predict the future and much is still unclear. But

obvious developments challenging the current playing

staying in your comfort zone is not the solution.

field. Members of ICISA are adapting to these changes

These developments are better addressed by working

by incorporating new start-ups or collaborating with

together, and not just as industry players as we do

them. Blockchain in particular is expected to drastically

in ICISA, but also with other sectors. ICISA aims to

alter supply chains and the underlying financial flows,

achieve this by working closely together with other

eliminating certain risks and creating new ones that

associations, especially those that are important to

need to be identified and assessed. Another challenge

supply chains and to serving the customers we all rely

comes from existing technology based platforms. With

on. Extending and strengthening our relationships with

an unprecedented amount of capital at their disposal

other parties with whom we share common interests

they could become interested to get involved in our

is one of the main objectives of the association for

sector, as far as they have not done so already. How

the coming year. For an overview of our colleague

this will play out, how fast developments will unfold and

associations please see pages 35-55.

what this means for current players and their staff and
in particular the customer, remains to be seen.

I wish you pleasant reading and please feel free to
contact the ICISA secretariat for industry relevant

‘Extending and strengthening our relationships
with other parties with whom we share common
interests is one of the main objectives of the
association for the coming year’

information or further background.
My team is more than happy to assist!
Robert Nijhout,
Executive Director
Amsterdam, December 2017
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About ICISA
The International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

are involved in the underwriting of surety business.

(ICISA) brings together the world’s leading companies

With over EUR 2 trillion in trade receivables insured

that provide trade credit insurance and/or surety

and billions of euros worth of construction, services

bonds.

and infrastructure guaranteed, ICISA members
play a central role in facilitating trade and economic

ICISA has its origin in the first international conference

development on all five continents and practically

on credit insurance, held in London in 1926. The

every country in the world.

Association itself was established in Paris in April
1928 under the name of International Credit Insurance

ICISA promotes sustained technical excellence,

Association, or ICIA. The founding members were

industry innovation and product integrity. It represents

Cobac of Belgium (now Euler Hermes), Crédito y

the interests of its members by facilitating an open

Caución of Spain (now Atradius), Eidgenössische

exchange of information and ideas, while representing

of Switzerland (now AXA Winterthur), Hermes

the interests of the trade credit insurance and surety

of Germany (now Euler Hermes), NCM of the

bonding industries to international governmental,

Netherlands (now Atradius), SFAC of France (now

supervisory and regulatory bodies or at international

Euler Hermes), SIAC of Italy (now Euler Hermes)

conferences. ICISA plays a vital role advising and

and Trade Indemnity of the UK (now Euler Hermes).

educating international and multinational authorities
and organisations on issues related to credit

The current trade credit insurance members account

insurance and surety bonds.

for over 95% of the world’s private credit insurance

10

business. Surety companies became members of the

The Association was founded in Switzerland and

association since the 1950s. The name was changed

is subject to Swiss Civil Code. The Secretariat is

to International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

based in Amsterdam and registered under number

(ICISA) in 2001. Today, more than half of our members

64391736 at the Chamber of Commerce.
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Members of ICISA are insurance companies specialised in trade credit insurance and/or surety bonds as well as
multi-line underwriters, with specialised trade credit and surety divisions. Over the past decades credit and bonding have
grown rapidly, to some extent due to worldwide economic growth. Periods of economic recession and crises have also
emphasized the benefits and the necessity of trade credit and surety insurance for sound business management.

Trade Credit Insurance

Surety

Trade credit insurance covers manufacturers, traders and service

Surety bonds or guarantees secure the fulfilment of a contract

provides against the risk of non-payment by their domestic or

or an obligation. They protect the beneficiary against acts or

export buyers for goods or services delivered on credit terms.

events which impair the underlying obligations of the principal

The insurance covers the buyer’s failure to pay the contractual

debtor (generally known as the so-called “principal”). Surety

debt as a result of actual insolvency or to pay within a pre-defined

bonds guarantee the performance of a variety of obligations,

period calculated from the due date (known as protracted default).

from construction or service contracts, to licensing and

Trade credit insurance can also cover non-payment due to

commercial undertakings. Bonds and guarantees are normally

events or circumstances that are beyond the control of the

required under the terms of a construction or engineering

individual buyer. These so-called political or country risks include

contract, or in accordance with mandatory legal requirements,

transfer delays or payment stops decreed by the buyer country’s

to secure the obligations of the principal. Almost any sale,

government, war and riots in the buyer’s country or in general

service or compliance agreement can be secured by a

actions taken by the government of the buyer’s country that

surety bond. Surety bonds play a vital part in domestic and

prevent payment or performance of the transaction. Also the

international trade and in particular protect taxpayers against

failure to pay by a Public Buyer is considered a political risk.

the loss of public funds.

The insurance policy pays out a percentage of the outstanding
contractual debt, usually ranging 75 to 95% of the invoice

Although in many countries originally bonds were issued

amount.

mainly by banks, the security provided by a surety company
has proven equally acceptable. By lines of credit and bonds

In the absence of trade credit insurance many trade transactions

with surety or insurance companies. In doing so, they protect

would have to be done on a pre-paid or cash basis, or not at all.

their lines of credit with banks, which might otherwise be

Trade credit insurance is an essential credit management tool

blocked at such time when this working capital was needed.

and is used to control risk, obtain vital buyer information and

Banks usually prefer to issue so-called “on demand” bonds

monitor exposure. It provides protection from financial losses

and must therefore treat them as un-presented letters of credit.

and leverage for better financing terms from banks.

For more information, please visit our website: www.icisa.org
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The Organisation

Management Committee
The Association is managed by a President, together with

For the period 2017/2018 the members of ICISA have elected

a Vice-President, an Executive Director and a Treasurer. A

the following officers and members of the Management Com-

Management Committee meets under the chairmanship of the

mittee: Jos Kroon (President), Richard Wulff (Vice-President)

President and functions as advisor to the President.

and six members of the Management Committee: Atradius,
Chubb, Coface, Euler Hermes, The Guarantee Company of

The President and Vice-President are elected by the members

North America and Munich Re.

of the Association at the General and Associated Meetings, and
are appointed for one year. The President chairs the Management Committee, which is formed by the Vice-President and six
elected Members.
Jos Kroon
President of ICISA
Company: Nationale Borg

President, Vice-President, Executive Director & Treasurer
Management Committee
Secretariat
Committee on Management Issues

Asia
Committee

Committee of
Underwriters

Credit Insurance
Committee

Single Risk
Committee

General Membership

12
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Committees & Expert Groups
There are six committees ensuring a regular exchange of views and

the Credit Insurance Committee, the Single Risk Committee and the

in-depth knowledge in the specific fields: the Asia Committee, the

Surety Committee. Communication representatives from ICISA mem-

Committee of Underwriters, the Committee on Management Issues,

bers participate in the Communication Contact Persons Network.

Benjamin Gan

Olivier David

Chair of the Asia Committee

Chair of the Single Risk Committee

Company: SCOR

Company: Atradius

Igor Pirnat

Brendan Keating

Chair of the Committee

Chair of the Surety Committee

of Underwriters

Company: Argo Surety

Company: SID-First Credit

Judita Svetin

Robert Nijhout

Chair of the Credit Insurance

Chair of the Communication

Committee

Contact Persons Network

Company: SID-First Credit

Company: ICISA

The Secretariat

Insurance related questions /

Industry and market data /

The ICISA Secretariat is responsible for

Meeting content and agendas

Advocacy and media relations /

the provision of the full range of adminis-

Hans Lousbergh

Editor of The ICISA Insider

tration, communication / advocacy and

hans.lousbergh@icisa.org

Tim Frijters

coordination of services required by the

tim.frijters@icisa.org

Association. The Secretariat is headed by

Meetings logistics and planning /

the Executive Director.

General questions / Executive
Director’s Office

secretariat@icisa.org,

Executive Director / Treasurer

Anne de Koning

Phone +31 (0)20 625 41 15

Robert Nijhout

anne.dekoning@icisa.org

www.icisa.org
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Asia Committee

Main topics:

The Asia Committee addresses issues and concerns

For the upcoming Asia Committee meeting in 2018

particular to the Asian region. The committee identifies

which will be organized in Singapore, the members

areas of interest, suggests advocacy and media

will share their views on the development, challenges

related initiatives,

and outlook of the Trade Credit and Surety market.

studies and reports on issues related to policy un-

The members will discuss the opportunities and chal-

derwriting, insurance techniques, new products, and

lenges of Surety as the infrastructure development in

general risk underwriting, monitors the industry and

the region intensify. To remain relevant and adaptable

studies new developments in the Asian region.

in a very volatile environment, the members will ex-

To qualify for membership of the Asia Committee a

plore new initiatives and growth drivers in the industry

candidate must be located in or operate in one or

through technology application, training infrastructure

more markets in Asia.

and other services.

“Since the inaugural meeting in June 2012, the Asia
Committee has been well represented by various
members from the Asian, Australian and European monoliners, P&C insurers and Reinsurers. The members have
been pivotal in the growth of Trade Credit and Surety
markets in Asia through their contribution in knowledge
sharing and increasing market awareness. The Committee continues to serve the needs of the larger community
by leveraging on the members’ diverse experience and
maintaining close consultation with various government
agencies and key stakeholders.”
Chair Benjamin Gan
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of trade sectors, country risks and specific business.

Underwriters are strictly risk related, and so not antitrust sensitive, all delegates are gaining a lot through
an open discussion.”

Members of the Committee of Underwriters is open

Chair Igor Pirnat

Committee of Underwriters
The Committee studies and reviews the underwriting

to all Members.
Main topics:

“The topics discussed at the Committee of Underwriters
are selected by the committee members. The content
of the topics is covering the present as well as the
foreseen future economic and political situation and its’
influence on the changes in countries, regions, industry
sectors and specific business and hence on the risks
being covered by the credit insurance. On the top of
economic and political issues the agenda is covering
a lot of other topics (regulatory and/or legal changes,
information providers, underwriting procedures, etc)
that are of great importance for profound risk assessment. As the topics discussed in the Committee of

•	The agenda is influenced by a range of actual

Credit Insurance Committee

Committee a candidate must be directly involved in the

“Effectiveness of the CIC lies within its members - being
a group of exports in the field of credit insurance, together with readiness to share the knowledge and discuss
openly and professionally gives this committee real
value. Having at the same table direct insurers as well
as reinsurers with broader view on the market gives our
meetings real and comprehensive exchange of views.”

underwriting or reinsurance of credit insurance.

Chair Judita Svetin

The committee studies and reports on issues related
to policy underwriting, insurance techniques, new
products, and general risk underwriting, as well as monitoring the industry and studying new developments.
To qualify for membership of the Credit Insurance

topics and developments
•	Topics of discussion are currently e.g. development
of the BREXIT
•	Consequences of preferred payment protection
development in several European countries
•	Possible scenarios in case sanctions will be launched for the industry between Europe and Russia

Main topics:
•	Digitalisation, blockchain and their influence on the
credit Insurance
•	Brexit
•	Future of the credit insurance industry
•	different stipulations in contracts
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Single Risk Committee
The committee studies and reports on issues related
to policy underwriting, insurance techniques, new
products, and general risk underwriting with regard to
the insurance of single risk transactions, political
risk and medium or long terms of credit. To qualify for
membership of this committee a candidate must be
directly involved in the underwriting of one or more of
these types of risks.

“The Single Situation Committee gathers three times a
year, one of which is open to non-members. The forum
offers a unique and valuable opportunity for primary
insurers, reinsures and Lloyd’s syndicates to exchange
views. While respecting the need for confidentiality,
the conversations are honest and transparent to better
support development and collaboration in a market
where syndication is the norm. Topics of discussion
include technical wording evolution, lessons learned
from anonymous claims, product demand trends and
common challenges. The more we are aligned on these
topics, the more the market can provide a swift and satisfactory answer to our demanding and continuouslyevolving clients and brokers.

transparency on the market’s data. The recent lobbying
initiative related to various EU regulations affecting
us through our main insureds, the international trade
financing banks, is pursued in full transparency with
the Berne Union, the Lloyd’s Market Association and
the International Underwriting Association in London.
We are also supporting the initiatives of those organisations that have a similar goal to ours. The market
is diverse, fast growing and evolving. It is therefore
useful, a few times a year, to stop the clock, take a
step back and assess how we can improve. This is, in
a nutshell, what the ICISA Single Situation Committee
meetings are about.”
Chair Olivier David
Main topics:
•	The impact and handling of international sanctions in credit and political risk insurance.
•	Rethinking the meaning of Financial Guarantee.
•	Follow up of the trade versus non trade related
transactions.
•	Single Risk Market survey: Collecting data in
cooperation with non-members to assess and
communicate on the importance of this market
for the world economy.

Our market has grown tremendously in the past 15
years, gathering now over 50 insurers, largely represented at Lloyd’s. The ICISA meetings gather only a
sample of this market, but this sample is representative
enough to bring the most relevant issues to the table
and partake in the key projects that have an industrywide importance. The market survey we achieved two
years ago paved the way to a greater collaboration and

16

•	State of conditionality in today's Single Risk policy
wordings
•	Threat and Opportunity in MLT business
• How to manage the credit cycle
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cerning the underwriting of surety bonds, as well as

product becomes more commonly utlized throughout the
globe, we suspect the direction of the Surety Committee
to continue grow both in numbers and in topics."

monitoring the industry and studying new develop-

Chair Brendan Keating

Surety Committee
The committee studies and reports on issues con-

ments.
Main topics:
To qualify for membership of the Surety Committee a
candidate must be directly involved in the underwriting
or reinsurance of surety bonds.

•	The second phase of an industry study on
conditional bonds versus demand guarantees
•	The creation of enhanced industry statistics
•	The effects of Basel III and Solvency II on our

"The Surety Committee provides for a dynamic setting
for leaders to share thought provoking ideas, events and
questions within the global surety industry. The Committee is represented by insurers and reinsurers from all
parts of the world allowing for a very active and diverse
discussion. As a representative from a company that
does not have the global scale of some of our member
companies, we have especially benfitted from idea and
knowledge exchanges with other members. Examples
include covering areas like market analysis, legal
frameworks, IT, indemnity, and distribution methods. We
have also been able to uniquely educate ourselves about
non-US markets, which has been extremely helpful in
understanding the global surety landscape. Every meeting
provides for new learning opportunities that is a benefit
to all members regardless of size or scale. As the surety

industry.
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BOOK ON TRADE CREDIT INSURANCE
By the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance
A practical and accessible industry-wide reference on Trade Credit

This compact volume
is a practical guide for anyone inteThe International Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA) brings
together the world’s leading companies providing trade credit insurance

and surety bonds. ICISA promotes technical excellence, industry innorested in Trade Credit
Insurance.
International
Credit
vation and
product integrity, as The
well as addressing
business challenges
generated by new legislation.

Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA) presents an approachable but detailed guide written collaboratively by
carefully selected industry experts. The guide describes
the ‘lifeline’ of the credit insurance product, from the

A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance

A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance is a reference book on trade credit
insurance, written from an international perspective. It is a compilation
of contributions from various authors and reviewers drawn from ICISA
member companies. The book provides an overview of the whole process
regarding trade credit insurance, including the history of trade credit
insurance, trade credit insurance providers, the underwriting process,
premium calculation, claims handling, case studies and a glossary of
terminology.

Insurance, written by a team of industry experts

A Guide to
Trade Credit
Insurance
by the International Credit Insurance
& Surety Association

initial application stage to the expiration phase of the policy, including practical use aspects for credit managers.
The volume offers compact information on the history of
trade, the need for protection against trade credit risks,
and solutions offered by credit insurance providers. The
focus is on short term credit, including whole turnover
policies and single risk policies.

Readership

Publishing Date: 1 June 2015

Suitable for anyone interested in Trade Credit Insurance,

Binding: Hardback

from credit managers to policymakers.

Extent: 200 pages
Price: £50.00 / $80.00

Key selling points

ISBN: 9781783084821

•	Collaboration of a diverse group of experts from top
organizations around the world
•	Written in an approachable style, accessible to the

Where to order my copy

non-specialist
•	Includes extended glossary of key terminology

The book is available at Amazon UK,

•	Includes a list of relevant resources for further reading

Amazon USA and Anthem Press.
Discounts are available on bulk book orders.
Please contact orders@anthempress.com
for further information.
A lower-priced e-book is also available
for sale from Amazon UK, Amazon USA and
Anthem Press.
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1

Year

President

Member

Vice-President

1928/32

Heath, C.E.

Trade Indemnity

Desprez, H.

1933/35

Heath, C.E.

Trade Indemnity

Herzfelder, E.

Hermes

1936

Heath, C.E.

Trade Indemnity

De Mori, B.

SIAC

1937

Heath, C.E.

Trade Indemnity

Wüst, H.O.W.

NCM

1938

Heath, C.E.

Trade Indemnity

Patrick, A.N.

Trade Indemnity

Herzfelder, E.

Member

Hermes

Desprez, H.

1939

Heath, C.E.

Trade Indemnity

Rulmonde, H.

COBAC

2

1946

Rulmonde, H.

COBAC

De Duo, E.

CESCC

3

1947

De Duo, E.

CESCC

Maurer, R.

Eidgenössische

4

1948

Maurer, R.

Eidgenössische

Merlin, J.

SFAC

5

1949

Merlin, J.

SFAC

Hansson Per, M.

Storebrand

6

1950

Hansson Per, M.

Storebrand

Wüst, H.O.W.

NCM

7

1951

Wüst, H.O.W.

NCM

De Duo, E.

CESCC

8

1952

Merlin, J.

SFAC

De Duo, E.

CESCC

9

1953

Patrick, A.N.

Trade Indemnity

De Mori, B.

SIAC

1954

Patrick, A.N.

Trade Indemnity

Habicht, H.

Hermes

1955

Patrick, A.N.

Trade Indemnity

Engel, E.

Svenska

10

1956

Habicht, H.

Hermes

Lévy, J.

COFACE

11

1957

Engel, E.

Svenska

Caron, E.

SFAC

Groenendaal, C.P.H.

NCM

12

1958

De Mori, B.

SIAC

Groenendaal, C.P.H.

NCM

13

1959

Groenendaal, C.P.H.

NCM

Keustermans, M.

COBAC

1960

Groenendaal, C.P.H.

NCM

De Duo, E.

CESCC

14

1960/61

Keustermans, M.

COBAC

De Duo, E.

CESCC

15

1961/62

Signorino, L.

SFAC

Hertzum, P.

Dansk Kaution

1962/63

Signorino, L.

SFAC

Losecaat-Vermeer, F.

Nationale Borg

1963/64

Signorino, L.

SFAC

Losecaat-Vermeer, F.

Nationale Borg

1964/65

Phillips, S.E.

Trade Indemnity

Maurer, P.

Eidgenössische

1965/66

Phillips, S.E.

Trade Indemnity

Maurer, P.

Eidgenössische

1966/67

Phillips, S.E.

Trade Indemnity

Aarestrup, G.

Storebrand

17

1967/68

Schröder, G.

Hermes

Boccia, R.

SIC

18

1968/69

Cohen-Tervaert, G.

NCM

Krogh, A.

Dansk Kaution

1969/70

Cohen-Tervaert, G.

NCM

Benzo-Mestre, F.

CESCC

1970/71

Cohen-Tervaert, G.

NCM

Kerner, A.

Federal

16
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19
20
21
22

23

24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

20

Year

President

Member

Vice-President

Member

1971/72

Greulich, H.

Gerling

Kerner, A.

Federal

1972/73

Greulich, H.

Gerling

Leardini, U.

Concordato

1973/74

Maurer, P.

Eidgenössische

Aarestrup, G.

Storebrand

1974/75

Maurer, P.

Eidgenössische

Bradshaw, J.K.

GSG

1975/76

Nunn, H.E.

Trade Indemnity

Christophersen, O.S.

Kreditt-Garanti

1976/77

Nunn, H.E.

Trade Indemnity

Christophersen, O.S.

Kreditt-Garanti

1977/78

Merlin, E.

SFAC

Sluijter, H.Ph.H.

Nationale Borg

1978/79

Merlin, E.

SFAC

Sluijter, H.Ph.H.

Nationale Borg

1979/80

Merlin, E.

SFAC

Sluijter, H.Ph.H.

Nationale Borg

1980/81

Beuck, G.

Hermes

Thalbitzer-Foldskov, N.

Dansk Kaution

1981/82

Beuck, G.

Hermes

Thalbitzer-Foldskov, N.

Dansk Kaution

1982/83

Beuck, G.

Hermes

Thalbitzer-Foldskov, N.

Dansk Kaution

1983/84

Sluijter, H.Ph.H.

Nationale Borg

Beuter, H.

Allgemeine

1984/85

Sluijter, H.Ph.H.

Nationale Borg

Beuter, H.

Allgemeine

1985/86

Sluijter, H.Ph.H.

Nationale Borg

De La Vega, A.

CESCC

1986/87

Phillips, J.E.

Trade Indemnity

Beau, B.

SFAC

1987/88

Phillips, J.E.

Trade Indemnity

Magnusson, U.

Svenska

1988/89

Magnusson, U.

Svenska

Stas De Richelle, A.

COBAC

1989/90

Magnusson, U.

Svenska

Beuter, H.

Allgemeine

1990/91

Beuter, H.

Allgemeine

Lund-Petersen, O.

Dansk Kaution

1991/92

Beuter, H.

Allgemeine

Lund-Petersen, O.

Dansk Kaution

1992/93

Lund-Petersen, O.

Dansk Kaution

Eanes, J.C.

F&D Maryland

1993/94

Lund-Petersen, O.

Dansk Kaution

Eanes, J.C.

F&D Maryland

1994/95

Eanes, J.C.

F&D Maryland

Chauliac, Y.

Eidgenössische

1995/96

Eanes, J.C.

F&D Maryland

Darius, W-I.

Hermes

1996/97

Darius, W-I.

Hermes

Leisewitz, C.T.L.

Credit Guarantee

1997/98

Darius, W-I.

Hermes

Leisewitz, C.T.L.

Credit Guarantee

1998/99

Leisewitz, C.T.L.

Credit Guarantee

Demuth, W.

Österreichische

1999/00

Leisewitz, C.T.L.

Credit Guarantee

Meyer, B.H.

Gerling

2000/01

Meyer, B.H.

Gerling

Gomes da Costa, M.

COSEC

2001/02

Meyer, B.H.

Gerling

Robertson, F.

Chubb

2002/03

Robertson, F.

Chubb

David, F.

COFACE

2003/04

Robertson, F.

Chubb

David, F.

COFACE

2004/05

David, F.

COFACE

Rumpler, J.

QBE Insurance

2005/06

David, F.

COFACE

Rumpler, J.

QBE Insurance
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35
36
37
38
39
40

Year

President

Member

Vice-President

Member

2006/07

Rumpler, J.

QBE Insurance

Von Weichs, C.

Euler Hermes

2007/08

Rumpler, J.

QBE Insurance

Von Weichs, C.

Euler Hermes

2008/09

Von Weichs, C.

Euler Hermes

De la Herrán, J.

CESCE

2009/10

Von Weichs, C.

Allianz Re

De la Herrán, J.

CESCE

2010/11

De la Herrán, J.

CESCE

Davidson, J.

HCC International

2011/12

De la Herrán, J.

CESCE

Davidson, J.

HCC International

2012/13

Davidson, J.

HCC International

Tesch, A.

Atradius

2013/14

Davidson, J.

HCC International

Tesch, A.

Atradius

2014/15

Tesch, A.

Atradius

Kroon, J.

Nationale Borg

2015/16

Tesch, A.

Atradius

Kroon, J.

Nationale Borg

2016/17

Kroon, J.

Nationale Borg

Wulff, R.

QBE Insurance

2017/18

Kroon, J.

Nationale Borg

Wulff, R.*

QBE Insurance

* Until October 2017

Secretary / Executive Director
1

1928 - 1936

Noel Patrick

Secretary

2

1936 - 1974

Hans Karrer

Secretary

3

1974 - 1987

Robert Karrer

Secretary

4

1987 - 2001

Klaus Oppenheimer

Executive Director

5

2001 - present

Robert Nijhout

Executive Director
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1928

Paris

1979

Brussels

1930

Berlin

1980

Tokyo

1933

London

1981

Stockholm

1935

Vienna

1982

Quebec

1937

Baden-Baden

1983

Edinburgh

1946

Zurich

1984

Montreux

1947

Zurich

1985

Amsterdam

1947

Cannes

1986

Helsinki

1948

Stockholm

1987

Seoul

1949

Lugano

1988

Vilamoura

1949

Madrid

1989

Copenhagen

1950

Oslo

1990

Riva del Garda

1951

Noordwijk aan Zee

1991

Dublin

1952

Paris

1992

Mexico City

1953

London

1993

Biarritz

1954

Brussels

1994

Seville

1955

Lugano

1995

Scottsdale

1956

Hamburg

1996

Sun City

1957

Copenhagen

1997

Kyoto

1958

Venice

1998

Bath

1959

Monte Carlo

1999

Naples

1960

Seville

2000

Dresden

1961

Vienna

2001

Ottawa

1962

Aix-de-Provence

2002

Copenhagen

1963

Taormina

2003

Zurich

1963

Zurich

2004

San Francisco

1964

Oslo

2005

Barcelona

1965

Brussels

2006

Amsterdam

1966

Athens

2007

Guadalajara

1967

Wiesbaden

2008

Vienna

1968

London

2009

Jeju

1969

Zurich

2010

Marseille

1970

Amsterdam

2011

Edinburgh

1971

Washington

2012

Singapore

1972

Copenhagen

2013

Milan

1973

Vienna

2014

Hamburg

1974

Florence

2015

Toronto

1975

Madrid

2016

Tel Aviv

1976

Cannes

2017

Lisbon

1977

Oslo

2018

Stockholm

1978

Berlin
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COLUMN ICISA NEWSLETTER
This column was published in the ICISA Newsletter of May 2017

Grilled Sea Bass
It was on a lazy late summer afternoon on Adriatic coast after consuming a perfectly grilled Sea Bass with everything that goes with
or over it, when I decided to accept Daniel Stausberg’s invitation
to take the pen and write a contribution to our industries common
cause. Besides the excellent meal and a beautiful view on the sea
the decision was also based on my fast approaching retirement,
which obviously aligns with certain urge to have a farewell say on
the state of our industry. And there is this almost full quarter of a
not just cancel an important (sizeable) and regularly utilized credit limit

century of experience.

without previously consulting the client. Even if it is agreed that insurer
Will you be able to survive in the highly competitive EU market con-

is not allowed to cancel the limit, it of course doesn’t mean that one

sidering your size of operation? This was the most frequent question

cannot try and with proper argumentation and client’s consent also

coming from all sides (owners, competitors, clients) and all the time.

succeed. It will not always be easy having the “burden of proof” on our

Having survived the major financial crisis, new European Solvency re-

side but I am also sure that if professionally executed it will only help

gulation and so far the present really soft market conditions, the answer

regaining necessary trust. And in my view, this is more important than

is obviously positive. All this of course wouldn’t be possible without

possible occasional loss due to prolonged argumentation period.

reasonably good relations with information providers, reinsurers and
also clients allowing us to take a fair share of their “economies of scale”.

I am certain that direct communication with the client is so important
that will never be supplemented by a “machine”. At least as long as

In my opinion, one of the main factors of our success was also our re-

there are still people on the other side of the line.

latively conservative attitude regarding acceptance of “non-traditional”
features such as insured’s our selection of risk or “non- cancellable”

Considering the fast developing disruptive technologies already af-

limits.

fecting at least energy and automotive sector and consequently also

We have managed to maintain the whole turnover concept for the vast

their suppliers even for short term insurers the ability to detect the com-

majority of our business insured and will try to continue to do so with

panies heading in the wrong direction will be even more important than

rare exceptions whereby the selection can be treated as being objec-

just checking their financials. Looking at the smoking signs all over the

tive (financing receivables, single transactions, and so on).

place I just hope that in the future we will still be able to call inside E.U.
trade “almost domestic” and that travel will remain as free as possible.

I don’t believe that spreading fear or overemphasizing certain risks is
a proper sales tool but mere hinting of the possible consequences of

And to my colleagues from ICISA who so often feel that for compliance

the wrong own selection normally works. And it is quite possible that a

reasons it is not allowed to discuss sensitive insurance topics, I am

client may in an uninsured loss situation at least consider to blame the

offering (upon request) some very useful tips on preparing grilled Sea

insurer for allowing selection.

Bass instead.

We have also been restraining from offering so called “non cancellable”

Ladislav Artnik,

risks as a standard option. Looking back to the last crisis period and

CEO, SID First

the attitude of many insurers I see this request to formalise the “non
cancelability” as certain mistrust and reaction of clients’ to crisis driven
numerous credit limit cancellations. We have recently reconsidered our

The column expresses the personal opinion of the writer and does not necessarily

position since in real life, we all know that, a responsible insurer will

reflect the views of ICISA or any of its members.
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ADVOCACY & MEDIA

Communication
Advocacy & Media Relations
As member organisation ICISA serves and represents the interests of all

Our communications strategy is therefore based

members internally within the association, as well as in the international

on sharing objective factual information about our

media and advocacy arena. The story we want to share is very specific

members and/or the industry, and putting our sector in

and aimed at a selected audience, well designed and addressing

a larger economic framework in order to reach a larger

defined target groups. It requires a variety of aligned activities that

audience. We share facts and leave the conclusions

in the right combination reinforces each other in order to bring our

to the respective target groups. Not only the message

messages across to our key target group representatives.

is important, so are the channels we select to reach
these target groups as they differ in their selection of

Steered by the Management Committee and fed by input

information sources. It is our task to make sure we

assembled through surveys of members, messages are

select all channels of interest to them.

defined and strategy implemented. The messages are
aligned for both public relations as well as for advocacy

Communications activities

activities as this generates the best results. The goal of

Our main activities include the exchange of information,

these activities is not necessarily to increase sales of

taking industry positions on legal and regulatory

member companies, as there are more effective ways of

developments that affect our members, create

doing that, but to promote our members’ products and

and share common views of the industry towards

the important role they play in (inter)national trade and

our advocacy and media target groups, carry out

the economy – countering fact-free articles by influencers

market research and support or facilitate

such as journalists or decisions taken on incorrect

networking opportunities.

information by supervisors, therewith potentially harming
member’s interests and disrupting a level playing field.

Our main communications activities can be divided in:

Advocacy
One of ICISA’s tasks is to share common views of

Some of our selected advocacy and media topics

the industry towards our advocacy target groups. We

include(d), state support schemes, the definition

promote the understanding of trade credit insurance

of marketable risk, trading conditions, international

and surety and advise international and multi-national

accounting standards/IFRS, creating a level playing

authorities about regulatory, legal and accounting

fields for surety bonds and between public and private

developments affecting our industry; thus facilitating an

insurers. ICISA also maintains regular contact with the

open and level playing field for our members.

European Central Bank (ECB) regarding the facilitation of SME financing. Furthermore we represent our
members in the meetings of the UN Commission on
International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).
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Media relations

Meetings

ICISA has open communication lines with the international

ICISA members meet during three annual meetings: the Spring

media and initiates press conference calls. ICISA furthermore

Meetings (March), the General and Associated Meetings (June)

proactively informs the media by sending out press releases or

and the Autumn Meetings (September). Four committees meet

statements and through the ICISA newsletter The ICISA Insider.

during the Spring and the Autumn Meetings, while strategic mat-

The Communications Contact Persons Network, uniting the

ters and other concerns are raised at the General and Associated

communication experts from our members, prepares and

Meetings. The meetings are held in different locations globally

formulates key messages and positions, and assists answering

and are hosted by the ICISA Secretariat. Each annual meeting is

ongoing requests from the media for industry expert views.

attended by more than two thirds of all ICISA members. Additionally, the Asia Committee meets separately each year .

Furthermore representatives of the ICISA secretariat meet

Furthermore a Single Risk Open Forum is organised each year

frequently face-to-face with the international media to hear their

together with the Berne Union, Lloyd’s and the IUA. Except for

information needs and to share available statistics and possible

the Open Forum all meetings are for members only.

future scenarios.

Conference endorsements
ICISA liaises with international conference organisers, such as

Market analysis & statistics

GTR, BCR and Informa, in facilitating trade credit insurance
and/or surety related topics on the respective agendas of the

On a regular basis ICISA carries out market research on topics

various conferences they organize globally. Each year, ICISA

such as marketable risk, claims and losses and the impact of

partners with these conference organisers on approximately

legal legislation. Members’ results underpin the position of the

25 conferences.

industry with comparable data and statistics. Next to that ICISA
regularly conducts surveys among members regarding the current state and the outlook of the industry.
For example, in a combined effort, data on private providers of
structured trade and political risk insurance from members of
ICISA, Berne Union and Lloyd’s syndicates were collected. This
was the first effort to quantify this segment of the market and it
demonstrates that private underwriters offer similar terms as the
more traditional export credit policies.
For trade credit insurance and surety statistics,
please see page (32-33).
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Communication channels
To support the above activities, we developed the following
multi-channel approach over the last couple of years:

Press releases/press coverage

Conferences of interest

ICISA interacts with the most relevant international media. This

ICISA actively participates in various trade related conferences

generates approximately 40 articles annually on trade credit

and is seen by many external parties as a reliable knowledge

insurance and / or surety in various media including the Financial

centre for trade credit insurance and surety. Executive direc-

Times, Insurance Day, Global Trade Review and Credit Insurance

tor Robert Nijhout is a frequent guest speaker or chairman at

News Digest.

international conferences were he shares his views on current
and future developments within the industry and regulatory and
supervisory issues affecting the industry.

Press statements/position papers

Highlights of 2017

Press statements or position papers are written and shared

•	Executive Director Robert Nijhout was a speaker at the An-

irregularly on specific topics of interest to members and our

nual Meetings of the Surety & Fidelity Association of America

target groups.

(SFAA) and the International Trade and Forfaiting Association
(ITFA) and at a meeting of Factor Chain International (FCI).
•	Chair of the Asia Committee Benjamin Gan was a speaker at
the Asia Pacific Insurance Summit 2017.

Yearbook

•	Chair of the Single Risk Committee Olivier David and Robert

The ICISA yearbook is the oldest publication of ICISA and is

Nijhout were both speakers at TXF’s Private Insurance Confe-

published annually and contains industry views and valuable

rence 2017.

up-to-date information about our members. The Yearbook

•	Vice-President of ICISA Richard Wulff was a speaker at GTR’s

is available digitally and can be downloaded from the

Malaysia Trade & Export Finance Conference 2017.

ICISA website.
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Website
The ICISA website serves as a first point of contact for our members, the media, regulators and other interest groups. It contains
member information, information about trade credit insurance

YEARBOOK 2017
2018
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and surety, on the association and an overview of white papers,
other publications and press releases including a list of press
coverage. Additionally, there is a member’s only section where
relevant studies, data and meeting related material is shared.

INTERACTIVE EDITION

www.icisa.org

04-12-17 16:27
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LinkedIn

The ICISA Insider

LinkedIn is a social networking website geared towards com-

Six times a year ICISA publishes its newsletter The ICISA Insider.

panies and industry professionals Both for our members and

Three Special Editions are aligned with the three main Mee-

committees but also for anybody who is interested in our industry

tings. The Insider Special Edition includes interviews with guest

it offers a perfect tool to connect, communicate and collaborate,

speakers and interviews with ICISA members and other industry

and share news on ICISA and its members.

experts. Furthermore both the Special Edition as well as the
regular version includes a column written by one of the mem-

ICISA has set up several closed LinkedIn groups. Three technical

bers. New column authors are invited each time by the previous

committees each have one group which allows members of these

author. After each meeting The ICISA Insider is published digitally

committees to remain in contact with fellow committee members

for members and non-members such as our lobby and media

between meetings. This allows for an on-going exchange of infor-

target groups. Each regular edition of the ICISA Insider reaches

mation and gives the opportunity to raise questions or concerns

an audience of approximately 5000 readers and can be down-

as well as to suggest possible topics for future meetings.

loaded from the ICISA website.

The biggest group is the ICISA Open LinkedIn group which is

SPECIAL EDITION

The ICISA INSIDER

open to anyone who is interested in the industry. Information

Publication of the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

Volume 11 | September 2016

and thoughts are shared on methodology, insurance techniques
and related topics. Today, the group contains more than 3500
members, which is an increase of almost 3000 members within
the last 5 years.
AUTUMN MEETINGS 2016
21 – 23 September 2016, Amsterdam

Due to anti-trust regulation any discussion regarding or related to
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competitively sensitive matters are not allowed. This means that

3104_ICISA_Newsletter_3_2016_V4.indd 1

19-09-16 13:46

discussions on premium amounts or actual pricing cannot take
place for example.

Brochure on Trade

ICISA LinkedIn groups:
- ICISA Members (closed group, members only)
- ICISA (open to all interested in the industry)
- Dedicated groups (Committees)

Credit Insurance
The document ‘Much More Than
Insurance’ highlights the benefits of
trade credit insurance.

“Trade Credit
Insurance is much more
than insurance…”

The International Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA)
brings together the world’s leading companies that provide credit
insurance and/or surety bonds. Founded in 1928 as the first credit
insurance association, the current members account for 95% of the
world’s credit insurance business. Today, with over USD 2 trillion in
trade receivables insured and billions of dollars worth of construction,
services and infrastructure guaranteed, ICISA members play a central

This paper communicates the basics
role in facilitating trade and economic development on all five
continents and practically every country in the world.

of the trade credit insurance product.
INTERNATIONAL CREDIT
INSURANCE & SURETY
ASSOCIATION
www.icisa.org
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Catalogue of Trade Credit

Book on trade credit insurance

Insurance Terminology

To commemorate our 85th anniversary ICISA published the

The ICISA Catalogue of Trade Credit Insurance Terminology of-

line’ of the credit insurance product, from the initial application

fers descriptions of the most commonly used terms in the trade

stage to the expiration phase of the policy, including practical

credit insurance industry. These descriptions are offered in a

use aspects for credit managers. The volume offers compact

clear and simple language for the benefit of anyone not familiar

information on the history of trade, the need for protection

with trade credit insurance. The Catalogue also serves as a

against trade credit risks, and solutions offered by credit insu-

reference model for those working with or in the industry. Kindly

rance providers. The focus is on short term credit, including

note that general trade and insurance terms are not included,

whole turnover policies and single risk policies. This book is

as these are defined in several other sources.

unique because it is irrespective of any country or company.

book ‘A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance’. It describes the ‘life-

It was written, edited and reviewed by experts from different
The ICISA Catalogue of Trade Credit Insurance Terminology is

ICISA member companies from around the world. The aim of

available in several languages: English, French, German, Italian,

this book is to be an industry-wide reference manual for the

Spanish and Japanese. In 2017 the third edition of the English

sector and to contribute to a greater transparency of the trade

version has been made available. Updated versions of the other

credit insurance industry.

languages will follow soon.
The book is available on Amazon
If you would like to receive a hard

UK, Amazon USA and Anthem

copy, please send an email to

Press. ISBN: 9781783084821

secretariat@icisa.org.
For more details on the book
Please note that reimbursement of
mailing costs may apply.

‘A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance’,
CATALOGUE OF CREDIT
INSURANCE TERMINOLOGY

please see page 18

English edition
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Press calls
ICISA organises press conference calls if and when required. Furthermore ICISA encourages requests from media representatives for industry expert views and shares proactively
industry data with the media.

Cooperation with peer organisations
It is essential for our overall success that we improve and increase knowledge sharing
between an increasing number of peer organisations as we are more effective when
working closer together. These partnerships enable us to combine and pursue our
mutual influence and goals on global, regional and national levels. In 2017 ICISA increased its efforts to further intensify cooperation with peer organisations in order to jointly
align messages and position our industry better with our target groups. An example
of this cooperation with peer organisations is the joint state of the industry survey and
accompanying press release together with the Berne Union. ICISA was admitted as
associate member of the International Trade and Forfaiting Association (ITFA). The goal
is to increase understanding and knowledge of trade credit insurance and bonds and
to enhance cooperation between the banking community and trade credit insurers and
bond providers.
For an overview of peer organisations that ICISA works closely together with,
please see pages 35 - 55
For further information, please contact Tim Frijters, External Relations &
Information Manager, tim.frijters@icisa.org
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COLUMN ICISA NEWSLETTER
This column was published in the ICISA Newsletter of June 2017

To underwrite or not to underwrite,
that is the question
When my dear friend and one of the Godfathers of credit

The good news for our industry obviously being there’s less need

insurance Mr. Ladislav Artnik from SID First asked whether

than before to convince customers to buy protection for political

I would be willing to accept the pen as next column writer I

risk.

assumed there would be plenty of time left to ponder about
what to write. But it turned out to be similar to the deadlines

But since the deadline for handing over this article was short I prefer

imposed by European regulators on Solvency II reporting

to stick to what I know best, or at least think to know best, and that

these days: there was not that much time left.

is debtor risk underwriting. I hereby quote Mr. Christoph Virchow
who wrote in his article “Brave new world” in November 2015 that

So I won’t elaborate on the philosophical question one of my

“it is a commonplace (and almost boring) truism that we live in an

favorite reinsurers recently asked, namely “who do you need most,

increasingly complex world. Therefore underwriters now need to

clients or reinsurers…”.

include in their decision-making analysis exposures such as commodity price fluctuation, technological challenges, (non-credit) risk

And I am also not going to write about the pros and cons of the

management structures, exposure to corruption and fraud as well

standard formula for Solvency II calculations.

as “soft” political risk. While software-based credit analysis and scoring may be more reliable and precise overall, we will always need
the human elements of experience and decision-making to address

‘Optimizing the underwriting organization
is a continuous challenge in our business.
But it is the core of our business!’

these less quantifiable exposures. That is good news for the underwriting talent in our fascinating and valiant industry.”
It is not my intention to go against these very wise words. On the
contrary, I could not agree more since I am a very strong believer
of the added value of what Christoph calls the human elements of
experience and decision-making. Obviously both angles, the pure
data driven decision making which can be taken over by computer
models and the human element should be combined. The chal-

As Credendo focusses on debtor risk in non-OECD countries it

lenge is to find the magic formula with the right combination. In

would be a piece of cake to write about the interesting timeframe

many emerging countries the quality of data is still too poor to al-

which started some 3 years ago bringing us recession in Rus-

low the development of useful scoring models so there the human

sia and Brazil, many defaults in almost all countries in the metals

factor will be a much more dominant part than for most mature

sector, delayed or even non-payments because of hard currency

countries.

shortage in oil exporting countries such as S-Arabia, Angola and
Nigeria, the effects of local currencies sliding away in Mexico and

It is inevitable that more and more fields of finance once domi-

Turkey and so much more that can be summarized into the num-

nated by human beings will be partly taken over by machines

ber of downgrades exceeding largely the number of upgrades for

and algorithms. The New York trading desk of Goldman Sachs

political risk and systemic commercial risk over the past 3 years.

employed some 600 traders buying and selling stock at the
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beginning of this century. Today there are 2 traders, automated
trading programs have taken over the rest of the work, supported
by 200 computer engineers. I personally don’t believe we should
follow this example to this extent in the credit insurance industry,
especially not when underwriting risk in the more difficult countries
and sectors.
An equally challenging topic, regardless of up to which level
machines and algorithms might take over, is the discussion on
whether underwriting should take place close to the debtor or
rather not?
For many credit insurers a large part of their business model invol-

not always the ideal structure. With unlimited resources a combi-

ves supporting trade within the country of the supplier or towards

nation of debtor centric underwriting with dedicated-to-the client

neighboring countries. In such case the customer will most likely

underwriters working in tandem seems to be the ideal set up. Un-

be served by underwriters close to the debtors. But when you

fortunately no such thing as unlimited resources exists. So choices

have clients doing business worldwide you need to make choices:

have to be made, evaluated and adapted based on experiences.

a decentralized model with underwriters spread over countries
worldwide or rather a centralized structure with all underwriting

The same story goes for our clients when they are active in dif-

knowledge and capacity in the headquarter? At first sight it looks

ferent countries and continents. They also have to make up their

as if underwriting close to where the debtor is located is the wise

mind on the optimal credit management structure: centralized or

approach from a risk management perspective. In my experience

decentralized. And many of them change their minds over time.

however local underwriters sometimes tend to be too enthusiastic

So maybe in a few years from now the credit insurers with debtor

about “their” debtors and even fail to see part of the risk, espe-

centric underwriting models will have moved towards a centra-

cially when it involves political and commercial risk insurance for

lized structure and the others might have evolved the other way

cross border trade, merely because risk is not always perceived

around…

the same way by people inside or outside of a given country. And
when the business model includes a decent level of service to the

Optimizing the underwriting organization is a continuous challenge

client which translates amongst other things into access for the

in our business. But it is the core of our business!

client to the underwriter it is much better perceived by most clients
when they can speak to one dedicated underwriter in their own

Stefaan van Boxstael,

language in their own country.

General Manager of Credendo.

Does this mean it would not be good practice to underwrite risk
close to the debtor? Of course not, local underwriters do spot

The column expresses the personal opinion of the writer and does not necessarily

risks offshore underwriters will miss. But it is not the only way and

reflect the views of ICISA or any of its members.
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Trade Credit Insurance
(Data given are from ICISA members only and exclude reinsurance members)

Trade Credit Insurance - Premium, Claims & Claims Ratio ICISA Members*
(excl. reinsurance members)
Amount in EURO
Millions

7.000
6.000

Claims Ratio in %

Trade Credit Insurance - Premium, Claims & Claims Ratio ICISA Members*
100%
(excl. reinsurance members)

Amount in EURO
Millions

7.000
5.000
6.000
4.000
5.000
3.000
4.000
2.000
3.000
1.000
2.000
0
1.000

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

90%
Claims
80% Ratio in %
100%
70%
90%
Premium
60%
80%
50%
Claims
70%
40%
Premium
Claims Ratio in %
60%
30%
50%
Claims
20%
40%
Claims Ratio in %
10%
30%
0%
20%
10%

0

0%
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Trade Credit Insurance - Insured Exposure ICISA Members*
(excl. reinsurance members)

Amount in EURO
Billions
2.400 Trade Credit Insurance - Insured
2.200
(excl. reinsurance members)
2.000
Amount in EURO
1.800
Billions
2.400
1.600
2.200
1.400
2.000
1.200
1.800
1.000
1.600
800
1.400
600
1.200
400
1.000
200
800
600
0
2005
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
400
200
0

Exposure ICISA Members*

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
2013
2014 2015
Surety -2006
Premium,
Claims & Claims Ratio2012
ICISA
Members*

2016

2005

(excl. reinsurance members)
Amount in EURO
Millions
6.000

Surety - Premium, Claims & Claims Ratio ICISA Members*
(excl. reinsurance members)

Amount in EURO
5.000
Millions
6.000

Claims Ratio in %
100%

*Reinsurance
members not included
Claims Ratio
in %
80%
100%
Premium Surety
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Trade Credit Insurance - Insured Exposure ICISA Members*
UNITED KINGDOM ISRAEL SOUTH AFRICA SPAIN NETHERLANDS CHINA AUSTRIA AUSTRALIA ITALY KOREA SLOVENIA
(excl. reinsurance
members)
DENMARK USA GERMANY
BRAZIL
NEW ZEALAND LUXEMBOURG FINLAND NORWAY SWEDEN IRELAND HUNGARY HONG KONG
Amount in EURO
Billions
2.400
2.200
2.000
1.800
1.600
1.400
1.200
1.000
800
600
400
200 ICISA members only and exclude reinsurance members)
(Data given are from
0
2005
2012
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Surety

2013

2014

2015

2016

Surety - Premium, Claims & Claims Ratio ICISA Members*
(excl. reinsurance members)
Amount in EURO
Millions
6.000

Claims Ratio in %
100%

5.000

80%

4.000

60%

3.000

40%

Premium Surety

2.000

20%

1.000

0%

Claims Surety
Claims Ratio in %
The sample is not constant
over time as members have
joined and left ICISA throughout the years and not every
member has reported during
all years of their membership

-20%

0
2002 2003

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
-40%

-1.000

Surety - Insured Exposure ICISA Members*
(excl. reinsurance members)
Amount in EURO
Billions
800

Insured Exposure
Surety/Bonds

700
600
500
400
300

The sample is not constant over
time as members have joined and
left ICISA throughout the years and
not every member has reported
during all years of their membership

200
100
0

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

*Reinsurance members not included
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COLUMN ICISA NEWSLETTER
This column was published in the
ICISA Newsletter of October 2017

The new NEW NORMAL

Today is the 9. August 2017. I am writing for The ICISA Insider.
This honourable duty found its way to me via Stefaan Van Boxstael whom I would like to thank thoroughly for passing on the pen.

games. That’s not quite right. Take Two is a “rockstar” when it comes
to interactive entertainment, for now foremost in the US. But, they are

This morning my daily routine in the kitchen where I tend to drink a cup

conquering the world faster than the light. By the way, they started

of coffee and listen to DRS 3 got interrupted by a painful back flash:

back in 2005, burned cash for a while, made some money, burned

in the 7.40 news the Swiss radio turned the wheel back to 9. August

cash again, made more money just before making record losses,

2007: On that day the ECB and the FED injected $90bn into the finan-

simply to rebound again thereafter. Today, Take Two trades at $90 per

cial system as the interbank market had come to an halt.

stock. That propels the company’s market value to $10bn.

It was not the first sign that indicated the start of an abnormal crisis.

In hindsight, all looked crystal clear, back in 2007 and 2008, didn’t it?

Months before, HSBC and UBS already had shocked the investment

Actually, that’s not how it was. The lines were blurry. The Dow Jones In-

community with bad news like write-offs in the US mortgage market

dustrial climbed by 10% in the 60 days following the above mentioned

and losses related to Mortgage Backed Securities. Today, in 2017, the

bad news of 9. August 2007 - to peak in October at 14’100.

catalyst’s name is probably not subprime. It could be Trump and Kim,
Saudi Arabia and Iran or who knows what.

“Renewal related analysis work and decision taking
process will remain fairly traditional. Underwriting
adapts to changes but does not change as such”

And, today, it ain’t easier to say where we are in the cycle.
With the Rendez-Vous in Monte Carlo, the 1/1 renewal season kicks
off. The 1/1 is the dominant date for treaty renewals in our line of
business. Cedants and reinsurers will look for clues regarding the future
economic environment and thus capacity requests, scope of cover, potential geographical expansion and the like. Independent of the above
mentioned uncertainties and changes I suspect the renewal related

The press and the social media suggest a new New Normal: Tesla has

analysis work and decision taking process will remain fairly traditional.

overtaken Ford by market value back in April 2017, BBC reported. On

Underwriting adapts to changes but does not change as such.

my desk top I have an online analysis tool as underwriters in Credit &

In spite of Tesla, cars still have four wheels. And, I will “take two” ….

Surety usually have. Tesla’s market value stands at $60bn, give or take,

not stocks, but beers …. when the next renewal is done..

today. Ford shows $43bn market value and $3.8bn Net Income for the
first six months while EBIT is at $3.1bn. And Tesla? Well, they continue

Martin Hochstrasser,

to burn cash at EBIT and Net Income level. In spite of that Tesla out-

Underwriting Director Global Credit and

weigh Ford 1.5 times regarding market value.

Surety Reinsurance XL Catlin

One of my office colleagues pointed out a stock called Take Two to me,
some time ago. I had heard the name for the first time. Well, I started

The column expresses the personal opinion of the writer and does not necessarily

to follow this stock. What do they do? In my language it’s called video

reflect the views of ICISA or any of its members.
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ALASECE
About the ALASECE
“ALASECE” is the association of Trade Credit Insurance com-

founding members were private companies and government

panies that are active in Latin America and the Caribbean, both

agencies operating exports credit insurance in Argentina,

Domestic Credit Insurance and Exports Trade Credit Insurance,

Brasil, Colombia, Peru and Uruguay. Companies from Mexico

both private companies and Government linked Trade Credit

and Venezuela subsequently joined the association. At a later

Actors. Alasece is a private, non-profit entity, with registered of-

stage, the Association included the promotion and development

fice in Bogota, Colombia. Alasece has associated members that

of both, exports and domestic credit insurance, as one of its

are indirectly active in Trade Credit Insurance, such as Reinsu-

goals.

rance companies and Trade Credit Finance providers.
Alasece has an annual meeting, typically early autumn, in which

Our Goals:

the members discuss the challenges and opportunities facing

•	Promote the technical cooperation among its members,

the Trade Credit insurance industry in an open forum, and over
90% of the industry is represented in this annual assembly. All
major Trade Credit Insurance providers that are active in Latin
America and the Caribbean are members of Alasece.

especially in the exchange of information.
•	Encourage the strengthening and expansion of the activities
of its members.
•	Recommend the use of approaches that help in the acceptance and underwriting, according to the specific characteris-

Origins

tics of each country.

ALASACE was first created in the 1980’s when the CEPAL

•	Promote a free and open discussion of common problems.

(United Nations Economical Commission for Latin America) took

•	Perform information and dissemination activities of Credit

over the promotion of exports projects for the region, and included a chapter concerning the financing of manufacturing exports. For this purpose, meetings with the representatives of the
various organizations involved were convened, thus determining

Insurance and related subjects.
•	Coordinate the cooperation among its members in matters of
commercial information related to the risks they take.
•	Encourage and develop, among its members, the exchange

the importance of coordinating the efforts of the countries in the

of experience, knowledge and training of human resources,

region to achieve this goal.

preparing and performing the corresponding cooperation

The result of this work to develop credit insurance was the

programs.

creation of the LATIN AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF EXPORTS
CREDIT INSURANCE PROVIDERS (ALASECE). ALASECE

36

•	Promote mutual operations among its members in the field of
their interest.
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Officers
In general, propose as many actions as necessary for the

Felipe Buhigas is President of the Association for the period

development of Credit Insurance in America and the Caribbean.

2016-2018.

Alasece maintains close links with PASA (Pan-American Surety

E-mail presidencia@alacese.com

Association) and ICISA (international Credit Insurance & Surety
Association) with a mutual exchange of information and coope-

Bart A. Pattyn is Secretary General of the Association for

ration in the industry wide projects.

the period 2016-2018.
E-mail info@alasece.com

Contact
ALASECE
Phone

Bart A. Pattyn is President of the As-

Manuel F. Antunes Alves is secretary

info@alasece.com

+57 3266969 ext. 102/164

sociation for the period 2014-2016.

General of the Association for the

www.alasece.com

presidencia@alacese.com

period 2013-2016.
info@alasece.com
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Berne Union
The Berne Union – International Association of Export Credit

ST covers short term export credit insurance, mainly on trade

and Investment Insurers – is a non-profit industry body, formed

of consumer goods, with tenors of 12 months or less. MLT

of 82 member companies, from 73 countries, who collectively

focuses on ECA members’ medium and long-term export credit

represent all aspects of the export credit and investment insu-

transactions, primarily of capital goods, and with tenors usually

rance industry worldwide; including government-backed official

in the range of 5-7 years. INV covers investment insurance,

export credit agencies (ECAs), private credit and political risk

political violence and private cover of export credit with tenors

insurers, and multilateral development finance institutions.

up to around 15 years.

Membership is diverse: including the worlds’ largest credit in-

PC business includes both short term trade and medium/long-

surers, with global footprints, writing business in excess of USD

term export credit business, but relates specifically to the smal-

400 billion, as well as small regional outfits, with annual turnover

ler, newly established and often regionally focused members of

of only several million USD, and everything in-between.

the ‘Prague Club’ Committee.

In 2016, our members collectively provided USD 1.91 trillion

Data collected for the first half of 2017 shows a natural con-

payment risk protection to banks, exporters and investors

tinuation of the trends seen in 2016; positive growth in new

– equivalent to more than 11% of total worldwide trade of

business supported across all committees, healthy demand and

merchandise exports.*

a continued appetite for risk from members, despite an elevated
claims environment.

Since the beginning of the global financial crisis in 2008, Berne
Union members have paid claims of over USD 40 billion; de-

As an association, the Berne Union engages in activities to

monstrating the stabilising and counter-cyclical role of credit in-

promote and represent the industry and our members, both by

surers in providing flexible risk capacity to support international

creating opportunities for professional exchange and by enga-

trade transactions and to foster sustainable economic growth.

ging with external stakeholders on issues of mutual interest.

The Berne Union publishes collated statistics ½ yearly, reporting
on business turnover, total exposure, claims and recoveries for
each of the ST, MLT, INV, PC committees:
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We have a long and fruitful history of cooperation and collaboration with ICISA, working together, along with other industry
colleagues, to promote a better understanding of the activities
and products our members provide amongst regulators,
policy setters and trade bodies. We publish an annual joint
survey on the state of the industry, and coordinate various
ad-hoc marketing activities designed to build the profile of
the credit insurance industry amongst trade and international
business media.
The Berne Union remains an outwardly focused organisation,
dedicated to promoting and representing the industry, with
our mission to enhance trade and investment flows globally.
Our growing membership helps foster a genuinely valuable
professional exchange and reinforces and amplifies our collective voice. Through the course of 2018 we expect to find
new ways to engage with the community and look forward to
further expanding our external links and collaborations.
For further information, please contact Paul Heaney via:
T: +44 20 7841 1112 | E: pheaney@berneunion.org

Contact
Berne Union

Phone

+44 (0) 20 7841 1110

27-29 Cursitor Street

Fax

+44 (0) 20 7430 0375

London EC4A 1LT

bu-sec@berneunion.org

United Kingdom

www.berneunion.org
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Business Information Industry
Association (BIIA)
The Business Information Industry Association (BIIA) is a trade

The BIIA library contains over 9,000 posts covering important

association for providers of a wide range of business informa-

company announcements, expert opinions, white papers and

tion services that help other businesses manage growth and

presentations. BIIA portal has become an important resource on

reduce risk. Our members’ services spectrum includes informa-

standards, trends, technological developments and policies.

tion content, platforms, workflow software, decision systems,
compliance and risk assessment tools. The largest member

A credit insurer recently made the following comment in a

segments are consumer credit bureaus, commercial credit infor-

member survey: “Keeping track of developments at our main

mation companies, business information and software providers

business information providers across the globe is essential

supporting the financial services industry, credit insurers, trade

for our reviews and analysis and BIIA provides just the perfect

credit providers and digital commerce.

tool for that purpose.” It is one of many compelling values of a
membership in BIIA.

Our organization provides a neutral open forum for its members
to debate and resolve common issues with users, regulators,

ICISA has invited some time ago BIIA to its annual meeting to

government and the public information sector. We advocate a

discuss trends in risk management and the implication on infor-

legal regulatory environment that benefits the industry.

mation services. BIIA hosted a session on credit insurance at
its 10th Anniversary Conference in October 2015 in Hong Kong

Through our portal, BIIA.com, we provide a wealth of informa-

in which ICISA’s executive management participated.

tion for members, users, regulators and the general public on
the latest developments in business information and its value for

The BIIA 2017 Biennial Conference theme was ‘Embracing Digi-

users and national economies as a whole. The BIIA portal has

tization’ and the opening keynote was delivered by His Excel-

become an important resource on standards, trends, technolo-

lency Dr. Pichet, Minister of the Thai Ministry of Digital Economy

gical developments and policies.

and Society. Digitization is high on the development agenda in
Asia and BIIA members are participating in this fast developing
new business and financial services environment.
BIIA looks forward to a continued mutually beneficial co-operation with ICISA.

Contact
Business Information Industry Association

Phone

+852 2525 6120

Suite 4114, Hong Kong Plaza,

Fax

+852 6171

188 Connaught Road West, Hong Kong

biiainfoasia@gmail.com
www.biia.com
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FEBIS (Federation of European
Business Information Services)
Who We Are

reports and business data

FEBIS is the Federation of leading Business Information Services
Providers welcoming 102 full members. FEBIS develops a strong
participation to EU regulatory projects, supporting its members’

•	Enabling better reuse of public sector information and take the
digital requirements into account
•	Clarifying what is scoring and how it can be useful to better as-

efforts in delivering the best service. FEBIS Regulatory Committee is

sess/access credit and as an early-warning issue detector. This

strong of 16 “permanent” contributors heading legal or International

should be aligned with the “second chance principle” for honest

dpts of the largest Business Information Groups. FEBIS documented
comments on EU Projects like GDPR, CMU, FINTECH… are well

bankrupt entrepreneurs
•	Ensuring thorough information on company ownership, bad debts

considered in Brussels when regulation is discussed. ICISA Mem-

and loan defaults is available, as a critical pillar to the overall credit

bers are WELCOME sharing their position with FEBIS Regulatory

reporting system

Committee on the above-mentioned projects or any other EU project
where Data is core…. ICISA members are also more than welcome

Our Members aim to deliver…

joining FEBIS, like Atradius and Coface.

…Excellent service to B2B customers, Credit Insurers, Banks and

FEBIS is also member of ICCR (World Bank) and contributes actively

Factors, based on the achievement of the following objectives:

to the international works in Credit reporting matters.

•	A workable data protection regime, which permits the processing
of data by Business Information Providers and ensures that rele-

Our issues

vant credit information, can be used, to make this regime match

•	Maintaining a legal basis of the activity of Business Informa-

with the necessary transparency of the economy.

tion Services Providers by contributing to the development of

•	Improved SMEs access to finance and refinancing by accessing

manageable data protection policies, focusing on businesses and

financial information from all EU businesses (including sole entre-

individual’s business capacity (companies’ legal representatives

preneurs) to provide accurate timely updates to credit information

and sole entrepreneurs)

databases

•	Ensuring access is allowed to positive and negative credit information and that sufficient information feeds into Business information databases, which is critical basis for credit reporting systems
enhancing the overall economy in its multiple players

•	Clear data availability and public sector data reuse policies to
enhance economic activity
•	Transparency in company ownership and control to contribute to
compliance with anti-money

laundering legal frameworks

•	Provide SMEs better access to finance and credit granting
(including the trade credit magnitude) by using trustworthy credit

Contact
FEBIS

Phone

+49 (0)40 – 890 69 29 90

Contact person:

Winsbergring 10

Fax

+49 (0)40 – 890 69 29 99

Secretary General

D-22525 Hamburg

www.febis.org

Daniel-Francis Morin

Germany

secretariat@febis.org

(secretarygeneral@febis.org)
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ICC Banking Commission
About the Company
With over 85 years of experience, the International Chamber of

pillars centered on rulemaking, advocacy and financial inclusion

Commerce (ICC) Banking Commission has established itself as

ensure that we prepare the industry for future developments. We

the authoritative voice for the trade finance industry – setting the

do so through activities based on the existence and development

standards and benchmarks for industry practices.

of different initiatives: executed through working groups, work
streams, workshops and more.

The ICC Banking Commission strives to be a reputable provider
of market intelligence for the banking industry, and has been a key

Meanwhile, the trade finance industry is undergoing a significant

driver in bridging the information gap on trade finance. The Banking

transformation from the time-consuming manual processes invol-

Commission’s market intelligence and forward thinking publications

ving paper-based instruments – such as Letters of Credit – to an

– such as the Trade Register and the annual Global Survey on Trade

automated and digitised future. In turn, we launched a dedicated

Finance – are recognized as the most reliable sources of guidance

working group earlier this year to coordinate all work relating to the

to bankers and trade finance experts worldwide. The Commission’s

digitalisation of trade finance – a key focus of our new strategy.

unparalleled insights provide a snapshot of market trends and our
timely and comprehensive data paints an accurate portrait of the

Aligning to our efforts, the Banking Commission regularly organizes

trade and export finance sector.

seminars and conferences around the world in partnerships with
ICC national committees and various sponsors. The most promi-

In addition, by leveraging the ICC Banking Commission’s expertise

nent among these events is the ICC Banking Commission’s Annual

to help form the trade finance faculty for the ICC Academy, over ten

Meeting. The 2018 event, due to take place in Miami, will gather

thousand people in over 100 counties have been trained and cer-

over 500 trade and banking experts from more than 65 countries to

tified in international trade finance using our suite of ICC-approved

discuss the trends, hurdles and prospects across the trade finance

online training services and certification facilities.

landscape.

What’s more, our global strategy has evolved to reflect the ever-

The strength of the Banking Commission is generated from the

changing times for the trade finance industry, with the aim of main-

commitment of its members and various groups, as well as the time

taining and building frameworks and rules which enable financial

and effort that individuals and organizations contribute to advance

institutions to effectively support global trade flows. Our three core

the organization. Our membership has grown over the last several
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Leadership
years to a new record of over 600 members across over 100

Daniel Schmand

countries – with new banks based in Africa, the Middle East and

Chair, ICC Banking Commission

Asia coming on board.

Head of Trade Finance and Cash Management Corporates,
EMEA Deutsche Bank

We are able to support our global membership through our depth
and breadth of experience, as well as the support of our partners
and well-established collaboration with leading policymakers and
trade associations, including the WTO (World Trade Organization), ADB (Asian Development Bank), Baft, Berne Union,
EBA (the Euro Banking Association), EBRD (European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development), FCI (Factors Chain International), ITC (International Trade Centre), IDB (Inter-American
Development Bank), ITFA (the International Trade and Forfaiting
Association), the IFC (International Finance Corporation), the IMF
(International Monetary Fund), SWIFT, the World Bank – among
other institutions.
The ICC Banking Commission is proud to partner with ICISA
members – working together to play a central role in facilitating
trade and economic development on all five continents. Today,
the ICISA brings together the world's leading companies that
provide credit insurance and surety bonds and account for 95%
of the world's private credit insurance business.

Contact/Secretariat
Olivier PAUL

David BISCHOF

Head of Policy

Senior Policy Manager

ICC Banking Commission

ICC Banking Commission
Phone

+33 1 49 53 29 76

Email

david.bischof@iccwbo.org

www.iccwbo.org
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The International Trade and
Forfaiting Association (ITFA)
About the ITFA
The International Trade and Forfaiting Association (ITFA) is the

The ITFA Board is proud to say that in August 2015, the ITFA

worldwide trade association for companies, financial institutions

Insurance Committee was set up. Since then, the committee

and intermediaries engaged in trade and the origination, struc-

has worked on a number of initiatives. The Insur¬ance Commit-

turing, risk mitigation and distribution of trade debt. ITFA also

tee’s aim is to improve cooperation between banks, insurance

represents the wider trade finance syndication and secondary

companies and brokers in the field of trade finance and trans-

market for trade assets. ITFA prides itself in being the voice of

action banking, with the intention of helping ITFA members

the secondary market for trade finance, whilst also focusing on

to better understand and make use of this very important risk

matters that are relevant to the whole trade finance spectrum.

mitigation tool.

ITFA presently has more than 165 members, located in over

In order to better understand the exact challenges and is-

40 different coun¬tries. These are classified under a variety of

sues ITFA members face, in December 2015 ITFA carried

business sectors, with the most predominant being the ban-

out a survey to gain a deeper understanding on the role that

king industry. Others include forfaiting, insurance underwriters,

insurance plays in our market. It was interesting to learn that

law firms as well as other institutions having a business interest

more than 75% of our members use insurance to mitigate

in the areas of Trade Finance and Forfaiting.

credit risks. And of those already using insurance, more than
half had claims experience which was satisfactory for the waste

Recently ICISA became an associate member of ITFA. In fact,

majority.

ICISA’s Executive Director, Robert Nijhout attended the ITFA
Annual Conference which was held in September in Edinburgh.

From the results of the survey, it transpired that the biggest

Robert was also a panellist during one of the conference ses-

challenge our members are facing, is the fact that they do not

sions titled: 'Trade Finance insurance - credit risk mitigation,'

get additional credit capacity or sufficient capital relief from

looking to see how insurance compares to guarantees, risk

using insurance. And then they are often confused by the very

participations, surety bonds and other risk sharing techniques.’’

different policy wording and regula¬tory requirements – so ITFA

ITFA looks forward to working more closely with ICISA in the

obtained a clear vote in favour of a standard market policy. As

best interest of our members and the industry.
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a standard policy is a longer project, ITFA has issued guidelines on structure and content for CRR compliant nonpayment policies. These are avail¬able for all ITFA members
on the ITFA website - www.itfa.org.
In order to further improve understanding of different
insur¬ance products ITFA has also compiled a set of presentations which we use in many educational seminars and
confer-ences, which are either organised by ITFA and its
regional committees, or by partner bodies. Of course advocacy is also an important aspect to improve the use of insurance for bank products, so the ITFA insurance committee
has, for instance, sent a response to the Basel Committee
for Banking Supervision 362 paper, which is also available on
our website for our members.
To learn more about the ITFA Insurance Committee we invite
you to view the appropriate section in the ITFA website http://itfa.org/about-us/insurance-committee/. To find out
more about ITFA and how to become ITFA members please
send an email on info@itfa.org.

Contact

info@itfa.org
www.itfa.org
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The Institute of International Finance
About the IIF
The Institute of International Finance (IIF) is the global asso-

The IIF offers an independent source of global research, provi-

ciation of the financial industry. Our members include a wide

ding a comprehensive assessment of the global outlook with a

diversity of business types, including commercial and invest-

focus on emerging markets, timely analysis of capital flows and

ment banks, asset managers, insurance companies, sovereign

developments in international financial markets, and insights

wealth funds, central banks, export credit agencies, export

from seasoned country analysts. We focus on risks and policy

import banks, development banks, multilateral institutions,

challenges, drawing on first-hand insights from our interacti-

development banks and industry associations such as ICISA.

ons with policymakers and member firms as well as our close

Membership currently stands at close to 500 financial instituti-

involvement with the global regulatory debate.

ons from more than 70 countries.
The IIF is the leading voice for the financial services industry on
Our mission is to support the financial industry in the prudent

global regulatory issues. We engage proactively and construc-

management of risks; to develop sound industry practices;

tively with global standard setters through formal submissions,

and to advocate for regulatory, financial, and economic policies

thought-leadership reports, regular dialogue, and high-level

that are in the broad interest of our members and foster global

closed-door symposia. Topics include capital and liquidity

financial stability and sustainable economic growth.

standards for banks and insurers, resolution and recovery
policy issues, derivatives market rules, international conduct

That distinctive role is based on the professional excellence and

standards, market finance, supervision, and risk management,

independence of our research, the breadth of our membership,

and accounting standards, among many others.

and our extensive relationships with policymakers and regulators.
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Board of Directors Leadership
The IIF leverages our role as a leading voice of the financial

Axel Weber (Chairman)

industry to coordinate industry engagement with global

Chairman of the Board of Directors, UBS Group AG

standard setters and policymakers on fintech-related issues,
including in the area of regulation for risks related to Cy-

Walter Kielholz (Vice Chairman)

ber Security. We also bring together fintech entrepreneurs

Chairman of the Board of Directors, Swiss Re Ltd.

and leaders from members firms and the public sector for
discussions around the impact of technological innovation on

Brian Porter (Vice Chairman and Treasurer)

the financial services industry. The IIF and our members are

President and CEO, Scotiabank

also committed to helping expand financial services to the
2 billion unbanked around the world. Our work on financial

Executive Management

inclusion fosters cooperation among members around good

Timothy D. Adams, President and CEO

practices and engages policymakers to expand the reach of
financial services to underserved populations.
The IIF hosts a range of global and regional events throughout the year, providing the opportunity for members to meet
with clients, peers, and public officials. In 2017 alone we
hosted well over 100 events throughout the year, focused on
a variety of financial services topics.

Contact
Institute of International Finance

Contact person:

1333 H Street, NW, Suite 800E

Richard Heffernan

Washington, DC 20005, USA

Deputy Director, Global Membership

Phone

Phone

+1 202 857 3600

+1.202 857 3631

www.iif.com
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The International Surety
Association (ISA)
About the ISA

•	the adoption of the International Chamber of Commerce's

ISA was founded by The Surety & Fidelity Association of America
(SFAA), the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association
(ICISA) and The Surety Association of Canada to promote the use

"Uniform Rules For Contract Bonds", internationally,
•	as well as to work for a level playing field for surety bond underwriters by combating unfair treatment of the insurance industry.

of surety bonds worldwide. Other members are the Australian Surety Association (ASA) and Surety Association of Mexico (SAM).

Membership is reserved to National or Regional Associations and

The Association aims to intensify the co-operation between its

organisations which are representative of Insurance Companies

members and to enhance efficiency in their respective businesses.

specialising in direct surety or guarantee underwriting.

It promotes the use of the International Chamber of Commerce's
"Uniform Rules for Contract Bonds" and promotes the common in-

Current Members are:

terests of its Members and the globalization of the surety business.

• The Australian Surety Association (ASA)

The Association has members in all regions of the world. This allows

• The International Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA)

every member to focus on its own region, by attending meetings

• The Surety & Fidelity Association of America (SFAA)

and conferences, on behalf of other members, eliminating expenses

• The Surety Association of Canada (SAC)

and benefiting from local knowledge and experience. By combining

• The Surety Association of Mexico (SAM)

forces ISA is a more relevant partner when talking to regulators and
other influential making ISA a truly global surety representative body

Officers

for advocacy purposes.

Richard Wulff - President 2017-2018
The Statutes contemplate that ISA's constituent members retain

Dekker Buckley - Vice President 2017-2018

their individuality and sovereignty. When it comes to matters of

Robert Nijhout – Executive Director and Secretary 2017-2018

agreed joint action in the international and regional arena, ISA
spearheads the effort. This ensures that vital work with organiza-

Executive Committee

tions such as the World Bank, the Inter-American Development

Jules Quenneville, SAC

Jorge Orozco Lainé, SAM

Bank, the European Commission, UNCITRAL etc., are handled

Steve Ness, SAC

Adrian Kärle

by ISA.

Richard Wulff, ASA

Dekker Buckley, SFAA

On its foundation ISA’s goals were to promote:

Jos Kroon, ICISA

Lynn M. Schubert, SFAA

•	accessory bonds,

Rob Nijhout, ICISA

Contact
info@suretyinternational.org
www.suretyinternational.org
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Kreditförsäkringsföreningen (KFF)
About the KKF
KFF (The Swedish Credit Insurance Association) is a joint organiza-

ICISA on topics like education, advice regarding official relations,

tion for the private insurers, the export credit agency, the insurance

seminars etc.

brokers and relevant stakeholders within credit insurance and contractual guarantees in Sweden.

The Swedish credit insurance market is characterized by a fairly
low penetration rate, which is one of the rationales for founding

The main purpose of the association is to increase the knowledge

KFF. However, during the four years since KFF was founded, the

regarding credit insurance and contractual guarantees and its impor-

number of companies using credit insurance has increased with

tance for the Swedish trade and industry.

16%. KFF has also completed a study of in depth interviews with
Banks, Financial Institutions and Large Corporates, aiming at

The association will fulfil its purpose through:

identifying the underlying reasons for the low market penetration.

-	working for increased knowledge regarding the importance of

Furthermore, relationships with relevant stakeholders have been

credit insurance and contractual guarantees for society and for

developed including the Swedish Banker´s Association and an

individual entities

industry event has been organized for the past four consecutive

- acting as a reference body

years gathering around 100 participants.

-	executing investigations, issuing proposals and raising debate on
topics of importance for the credit insurance society, the Swedish
trade and industry as well as the economy in general.

Chairman
Mr Henrik Bromée, CEO Managing Director Euler Hermes Sweden

The organisation has 17 members:

Vice Chairman

AIG, Aon, Atradius, Brim, Coface, EKN, Euler Hermes, Equinox,

Mrs Corine Troncy, Managing Director Coface Sweden

Gar-bo, Howden, JLT, Loof & Partners, Marsh, Moderna Garantier,
Nordic Guarantee, Söderberg & Partners and Willis.
KFF has already achieved the status as a reference body with the
authorities, and has also participated in a government led project in
order to optimize the support to Swedish exporters. As one of the
first local Credit Insurance Associations, KFF is working closely with

Contact
Kreditförsäkringsföreningen (KFF)
The Swedish Credit Insurance Association
Phone

+46 (0)70 351 5685

info@kreditforsakringsforeningen.se
www.kreditforsakringsforeningen.se
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The Panamerican Surety Association
The Panamerican Surety Association’s name reflects its birth: it was

International Trainee Program

founded by a group of sureties from the American continent in 1972.

A highly successful exchange program for officers from member

We have come a long way since then: today, with 120 members from

companies who wish to get on-the-job training at a colleague com-

31 countries worldwide, PASA represents, more than any other entity,

pany in another country.

the world market in suretyship, surety insurance, credit insurance and

Research Contest - Carlos Dupont Award

reinsurance thereof.

This annual contest is open to the general public and its purpose is
PASA offers its members a variety of services and benefits, including:

to encourage and promote original research in the field of suretyship,
credit insurance and their reinsurances.

International meetings
Our events are held at a different venue each year. A well-balanced

NEW Case of the Year Contest

blend of lectures, workshops and social events make them the ideal

The main purpose of this new annual contest for member com-

forum at which to get updated on what is going on in the business,

panies’ officers is to share market’s specific situations in order to

and a unique and time-saving opportunity for networking with top

analyze and spread experiences related to the industry.

company executives and underwriting officers worldwide.

Working Committees
Technical seminars

Officers from member companies can participate in PASA's Surety,

Aimed at mid-level officers, these Seminars focus on specific techni-

Credit, Training and Legal Committees, which carry out a number of

cal topics, with emphasis on regional concerns.

activities throughout the year, and meet regularly to exchange views,
discuss issues of common concern and agree courses of action.

Publications
Member companies receive a printed book containing the academic

PASA SCHOOL – Training School for Underwriters

proceedings of our international meetings as well as digital books,

In pursuit of our goal of fostering PASA members’ training, we have

articles and online reports.

created a high-impact academic course oriented to underwriters with
an experience of two or more years. It aims at strengthening participants’ areas of expertise and providing them with a deep immersion
in the aspects pertaining to their work assignments in the sector.
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NEW PASA CREDIT SCHOOL
This new program was created to offer specific training on credit
insurance to those member companies’ underwriters who have
little or no experience and wish to start using this product. Participants will learn the basics of this tool, its underwriting process
and the different management stages.

Bulletin Board
Through this electronic forum, members exchange information,
technical assistance, expertise and advice in relation to surety and
credit insurance issues.

Statistical reports and industry news
PASA members receive quarterly reports on the figures of the
Latin American bonding and credit insurance market, a daily newsletter and a weekly summary of industry news.

Industry promotion
PASA works to achieve international acceptance of sound underwriting principles in the surety and credit sectors, to increase
public awareness and interest in surety and credit products, and
improve the legal environment under which our members operate.
PASA’s overall public policy goal is to advocate at all governmental levels public policies that are favorable to members' interests,
and, in general, to take part in matters of industry concern.

Contact
Further information can be obtained from:
PASA Operating Office
e-mail: info@apfpasa.ch
www.apfpasa.ch
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The Receivables Insurance
Association of Canada
About The Receivables Insurance Association of Canada

Canadian Credit Insurance Market in 2015

Driven by the collapse of trade credit, during the recent “Great Re-

Growth was muted in 2016 with an increase of only 1% in premium and

cession” the Canadian Government called upon private sector insu-

an actual decrease in the number of policies (down 3%). This can be

rers to coordinate with the Government owned Export Development

explained by a spike in loss ratios in 2015 which showed an increase

Canada to encourage businesses to reengage in trade utilizing

of 259% over 2014. In 2016, the industry wide loss ratio was a much

open account payment terms based on credit insurance protection.

more respectable 63% compared to the 117% in 2016. Most impor-

The congregation of all private sector credit insurance underwriters

tantly, the number of insurers operating in Canada increased by 2, ma-

(many of which are members of ICISA on an international basis),

king buyer capacity a non-issue. The 2017 mid-year figures, which do

Export Development Canada, major credit insurance brokers and

not include the results of the Government owned Export Development

bankers who utilize insurance as collateral enhancement for their

Canada, show that the sector is growing at a torrid pace of 27% over

working capital loans led to a consensus that credit insurance in

last year’s mid-year with loss ratios even better than last year and well

Canada is underutilized primarily because its existence and benefits

in check. However, there were two very significant retail bankruptcies in

are unknown by the vast majority of businesses. The result was the

the third quarter which will change the loss picture for the full year.

creation of the Receivables Insurance Association of Canada.

In 2016/2017 RIAC Was Engaged In:
Our Mandate

Reaching out to Canadian businesses, brokers and bankers

The Receivables Insurance Association of Canada will increase the

The Association’s refocused activities concentrated primarily on

awareness, the technical knowledge, the usage and the distribution

speaking engagements and social media. The Association sources

of credit insurance in Canada through advocacy projects introduced

speaking opportunities for its members who are provided with RIAC

and implemented by members under the auspices of the RIAC for

presentations which are designed to increase the awareness of both

the benefit of all members. All activities will reflect truthfulness and

the benefits of credit insurance and how credit insurance works. Typi-

the avoidance of anti-competitive behaviour. RIAC estimates that

cally, RIAC targets associations who are influencers of the insurance

currently penetration is only 20-25% of the market size that could

purchase decision, or influencers of the influencers, such as the Credit

be expected if Canada were a mature market.

Institute of Canada, The Department of Global Affairs’ Trade Commissioner Service, FEI Canada and the Insurance Bureau of Canada. The
members presenting receive the benefit of their company appearing
in front of these prominent organizations. Very active social media

The Receivables Insurance Association of Canada promotes the business opportunity for receivables insurance – also known as trade credit insurance – to Canadian
insurance brokers, the banking industry and businesses engaged in domestic trade
and exporting. The association also works to advance industry innovation and product
integrity, solve any business problems related to government legislation, and represent
the interests of its members by facilitating an open exchange of information and ideas.
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campaigns distribute newsletters which are supplemented with

This table shows the growing importance of trade credit

instructional videos and an enhanced landing web-page.

insurance in Canada

Advocacy

CREDIT INSURANCE GROWTH IN CANADA 2016

The Association continued in its efforts to have the Canadian

2016

Bank Act amended to level the playing field so that all members

Organization

Premium

Organization

of the industry receive equal treatment rather than Canadian

Export Develop-

$102,682,000

Export

banks being allowed to only recommend one specific entity. Ac-

ment Canada

tivities in this regard have included meeting with the Department

2015
Premium
$105,423,000

Development
Canada

Euler Hermes

$47,349,000

Euler Hermes

$47,879,000

Coface

$32,840,000

Coface

$32,306,000

AIG

$14,316,000

AIG

$12,563,000

meets regularly with the Credit Insurance Advisory Group which

Atradius

$13,541,000

Atradius

$14,280,000

is mandated to report to the Minister of Foreign Affairs regarding

Red Rock (Lloyds

the state of, and the activity within, the credit insurance market.

MGA)

of Finance, the Department of Global Affairs and the Office of
the Superintendent of Financial Institutions. In addition, RIAC

Guarantee

Education
RIAC’s strategy of reaching out to Canadian businesses,
brokers and bankers through speaking engagements is supplemented by the aforementioned instructional videos which

Red Rock

$4,878,000

Guarantee
Company of

North America

North America

Zurich
Allied World
Great American
Insurance Com-

for the next year is to expand this outreach with podcasts and

pany

webinars and include brief web-based courses designed to

Other

inform, instruct and provide educational credits required by

Total

brokers to maintain their professional designation. The Associ-

Total number of
Policies

$3,600,000

(Lloyds MGA)

Company of

are accessed through the Association’s website. The strategy

ation’s web-site will be updated to accommodate this direction

$3,800,000

0

Zurich

$4,154,000

$1,074,000

$732,000
$67,000

$3,674,000
$223,879,000
6524

Total
Total number

$221,279,000
6737

of Policies

but will retain its current links to recognized industry expertise
the primary example of which is ICISA.

Contact
Receivables Insurance Canada

Contact person:

122 Bagot Street

Mark R. Attley, President

Cobourg, ON K9A 3G1

Phone

+1 613 794-6683

Canada
www.receivablesinsurancecanada.com
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The Surety & Fidelity Association
of America
About the SFAA
The Surety & Fidelity Association of America (SFAA) is licensed as

public works procurement through education. Together we have

a rating or advisory organization in all 50 states, and it has been

had many successes, including at the World Bank, International

designated by state insurance departments as a statistical agent

Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and UNCITRAL. Surety bonds con-

for the reporting of the fidelity and surety experience. SFAA is a

tinue to grow in importance around the world, and SFAA works

trade association of more than 450 insurance companies that

closely with our international partners on surety issues abroad.

write the vast majority of surety and fidelity bonds in the United

Statistical Services

States.

SFAA collects statistical data and creates statistical reports for the
SFAA represents our member companies in matters of common

fidelity and surety lines of business including rankings of fidelity

interest before various Federal, State and Local government

and surety writers by premium volume, underwriting expense data

agencies.

for the top industry writers, and industry premium and loss results
for over 800 specific types of fidelity and surety bonds. SFAA also

Bonding is a tool that protects billions of taxpayer and investor

supports the risk management efforts of surety companies and

dollars each year. It supports economic empowerment, sustaina-

other construction related enterprises in the surety industry with

bility, job creation and legacy wealth for contractors, subcontrac-

its Loss Severity Study (LSS). The LSS allows study purchasers to

tors and other businesses. The Surety & Fidelity Association of

compute the Probable Expected Loss (PEL) and Probable Maxi-

America proudly supports its mission, member companies, and

mum Loss (PML) for different size bond limits, types of contrac-

this industry with purpose.

tors and regions of operation based on factors they input.

The SFAA and ICISA partnership started long ago, culminating in

Government Affairs

the creation of the International Surety Association (ISA), a confe-

SFAA’s Government Affairs Department aggressively pursues le-

deration of surety trade associations that now includes associ-

gislation on both the Federal and State levels. Through its strate-

ations from Australia, Canada and Mexico, as well as SFAA and

gic partnerships, SFAA has achieved numerous victories on behalf

ICISA. The ISA promotes surety bonds worldwide and works to

of the industry in Congress, all 50 states and the U.S. territories.

level the playing field between insurance companies and banks in
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Programming and Education

Recruiting and Diversity

SFAA provides a range of education and programming op-

Attracting new talent to the industry is a priority for the SFAA.

portunities on Contract and Commercial Surety, and Fidelity.

We actively promote surety and fidelity bonding as a career

By leveraging partnerships with the United States Department

choice through outreach and participation at national conferen-

of Transportation, Moody’s, large construction companies, and

ces. The Surety Foundation’s Intern & Scholarship Program for

others, SFAA has extended its reach in education and program-

Minority Students has been successful in bringing diverse talent

ming.

into the industry.

Amicus Briefs

Communications

SFAA pursues the interests of the surety and fidelity industry in

Promoting the benefits of bonding and expanding our reach

the form of filing amicus curiae briefs. Amicus curiae, or friend

are a cornerstone of SFAA’s Communications efforts. Through

of the court, briefs are intended to educate the court on specific

strategic partnerships, branding efforts, public relations, publi-

points of law. SFAA advances one of our missions by actively

cations, advertising and outreach, SFAA looks for opportunities

engaging in the legal issues surrounding the industry.

to raise public awareness and enhance the industry’s image.

Data Standards
Productivity and establishing industry-wide standards are a
major focus for the Data Standards and eBusiness committees.
The SFAA has taken a leadership role in helping to establish
standards to eliminate the need to rekey data into surety systems, which will increase the speed and accuracy of analysis
needed for our member companies.

Contact
The Surety & Fidelity Association of America

information@surety.org

1140 19th Street NW, Suite 500

www.surety.org

Washington, DC 20036, USA
Phone

202-463-0600

Fax

202-463-0606
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STECIS - The Trade Credit Insurance & Surety Academy
Training and education on Trade Credit Insurance and Surety is provided by STECIS, the educational foundation endorsed by ICISA.
STECIS promotes knowledge and professionalism in the technical theory and practice (case studies) of trade credit insurance and
surety underwriting. This includes in-depth analysis of industry developments, the terminology and the current market.
STECIS develops two-day training seminars, fly-in & fly-out seminars

The seminar fee for 2017 is € 2.200.-- and includes all training

and tailor-made in-company training programs. They are all highly

material, the welcome cocktail & all meals (dinners & lunches).

intensive and interactive with the highest standard of knowledge

Travel costs and any additional expenses (e.g. hotel room, phone,

sharing and offer a unique networking opportunity. Participation is

(mini) bar) are not included.

valued by professionals from inside and outside the industry such
as the media or civil servants of Ministries and other administrative

Discount for ICISA member companies

authorities.

As the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA)
strongly endorses the STECIS training seminar programme,

The basic training seminars are open to participants with up to

ICISA member companies receive a 5% discount on the total

3 years of work experience. The advanced training seminars are

seminar fee. Companies (ICISA members and non-ICISA members)

open to participants who have attended the basic training seminars

registering three or more participants to one training seminar,

or have at least 4 years of relevant work experience.

receive a 10% discount on the total seminar fee.

Participants April 2017
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Training Schedule 2018
STECIS Basic Training

STECIS Advanced Training

Seminar Program April 2018

Seminar Program April 2018

STECIS Trade Credit Insurance Training Seminar

STECIS Trade Credit Insurance Advanced Training Seminar

(Monday 23 – Wednesday 25 April 2018, The Hague, NL)
This two-day in-depth basic level training seminar in Trade Credit

(Underwriting & Claims Handling)
(Wednesday 25 - Friday 27 April 2018, The Hague, NL)

Insurance for professionals from inside and outside the trade credit insurance industry with up to 3 years of work experience.

‘The Essence of Trade Credit Insurance’
Day 1: Underwriting

Among others the following subjects will be addressed:

Day 2: Claims Handling

Introduction to trade credit insurance, Market overview, Underwriting credit risks; pricing, problem buyer management, credit

This two-day advanced training seminar in Trade Credit Insurance

solutions for different customer segments, Political risk, Detecting

for experienced professionals (4 years experience and more) is

early signs of financial stress, Claims handling, Pre-credit risk,

modular. Participants can choose to attend one or both modules.

Probable Maximum Loss (PML), Reinsurance.
STECIS Surety Advanced Training Seminar
STECIS Surety Training Seminar

(Wednesday 25 - Friday 27 April 2018, The Hague, NL)

(Monday 23 – Wednesday 25 April 2018, The Hague, NL)
‘Best Practices in Uncertain Times - Underwriting, Claims
‘A Focus on the Fundamentals of Surety’

Handling and Business Development in Surety Today’

This two-day in-depth basic level training seminar in Surety for

Among others the following subjects will be addressed:

professionals from inside and outside the surety industry with up
to 3 years of work experience.

A two-day in depth training in underwriting surety and
managing risks during a recession. The seminar is aimed at

Among others the following subjects will be addressed:

experienced surety underwriters (recommended 4 years’

Understanding the Surety business in general, Analysis of the

experience or more).

Surety markets worldwide, Objectives and assessment of client
and job site visits, Risk management in recession times, Underwriting bonds, Fronting, Risk management policy, Reinsurance,
co-insurance and capacity, Early warning signs and reasons for

For more information

companies to fail.

STECIS - The Trade Credit
Insurance & Surety Academy
Tel. +31 (0) 20 528 51 70
info@stecis.org, www.stecis.org
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STECIS
Interview Rob Klouth, chairman STECIS

Stecis update from
the Board of Stecis
For STECIS 2018 will be a year full of challenges. In its ten years existence STECIS has been
depending on ICISA for practical support and that will change in 2018 as the Board of ICISA
has indicated that STECIS should act as a standalone training and knowledge entity.

This will take place at the end of 2017 and in the

In practice a number of things will change regarding

beginning of 2018.

STECIS: another Legal Seat and address, and future
communication will be direct with STECIS staff instead

The offer of training session related to Credit Insu-

of with representatives of ICISA. What will remain the

rance and Bonding will remain unchanged and even

same are the communication channels: the STECIS

extended. Also there will be implemented a number of

updates will remain to be published in the Quarterly

new knowledge sharing bodies: the Academic Advi-

update letters of ICISA and the Website of STECIS

sory Boards that will act as a platform for knowledge

will remain the same, however maintained by

sharing and be l steering the content of existing and

STECIS itself.

future training programs.
In April 2018, STECIS will organise again the Basic
and Advanced courses on Credit Insurance and

‘There will be implemented a number of
new knowledge sharing bodies: the Academic
Advisory Boards that will act as a platform
for knowledge sharing’

58

Bonding in Scheveningen. The dates of these training
events are already known: Basic Credit Insurance and
Basic Bonding are planned on 24 and 25 April with a
welcome dinner on the evening of the 23rd of April.
The Advanced courses on Credit Insurance and Bonding are planned on the 26th and 27th of April with a
welcome dinner on the 25th of April.
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ICISA MEMBERS WORLDWIDE

*	 Anguilla
Antiqua
Aruba
Bahama’s
Barbados
Brithish Virgin Islands
Cayman Islands
Curacao
Grenada
Guyana
Haiti
Jamaica
Montserrat
St. Kitts
St. Lucia
St. Vincent
Trinidad and Tobago
Turks & Caicos

Canada
Argo Surety 
Atradius  
Chubb  
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
Liberty Mutual (non-admitted)   
The Guarantee Company of North America
QBE 
Travelers  
Zurich   

United States of America

Argo Surety  
Atradius  
Chubb  
Coface  
Euler Hermes   
Liberty Mutual   
The Guarantee Company of North America
QBE   
Tokio Marine HCC  
Travelers  
Mexico
Zurich   
Argo Surety 

Euler Hermes (partnership)
Liberty Mutual

 

Belize
Honduras
Guatemala
El Salvador
Nicaragua
Liberty Mutual



Trade Credit Insurance



Surety



Office
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Liberty Mutual



Gibraltar


Puerto Rico
Argo Surety 
Liberty Mutual (non-admitted) 
*
Travelers





Liberty Mutual
Travelers 

*
*
**



* **
*
**
*
**
*



Ecuador

Liberty Mutual 
CESCE  
Paraguay
Chubb  
Coface 
Coface  
Liberty Mutual
Euler Hermes (partnership) 
Liberty Mutual 



Travelers (joint venture)
Zurich  



Bolivia

Peru



Venezuela

Brazil





Algeria

 

Coface



 

Cape Verde
Lombard



Mauritania
Gambia
Guinea
Mali
Burkina Faso
Benin

Argo Surety 
Coface 
Senegal
Atradius 
Coface  
Ivory Coast
CESCE  
Coface  
Chubb  
Coface  
Sierra Leone
Euler Hermes  
Lombard 
Liberty Mutual  
QBE  
Liberia
Travelers (joint venture)  
Lombard 
Zurich   

Chile
Atradius (minority shareholding)
CESCE  
Chubb  
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
Liberty Mutual 
Zurich    

Coface  
Euler Hermes

Coface  
Lombard 



CESCE  
Coface 
Liberty Mutual
Zurich 

Morocco



Ghana

Virgin Islands

*

Coface  
Euler Hermes (partnership)
Liberty Mutual 

(non-admitted)  

members not included.



Bermuda

Costa Rica
Euler Hermes (partnership)
Liberty Mutual



CESCE  
Chubb  
Coface  
Euler Hermes 
Liberty Mutual

and/or Surety. Reinsurance



(passport basis) 

Colombia

bers offer Trade Credit Insurance

Atradius (minority shareholding)
Coface 
Euler Hermes (partnership) 



 

Dominican Republic

Panama

Countries in which ICISA mem-

Tunisia

Liberty Mutual
Travelers

Atradius  
CESCE  
Chubb  
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
Fianzas Atlas  
Liberty Mutual  
Zurich  
Chubb  
Coface 
Euler Hermes (partnership)
Liberty Mutual 

Liberty Mutual

Europe



Argentina

Uruguay

Cameroon

Coface 
Euler Hermes (partnership)
Liberty Mutual 

Afianzandora Latinoamericana
CESCE  
Chubb  
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
Liberty Mutual 
Zurich  
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Coface  
Lombard (partnership)



Gabon
Coface



Namibia
CGIC (Credit Guarantee)
Lombard 
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Russia
Atradius 
Coface  
Credimundi (cooperation)
Euler Hermes  

Europe



Israel
Atradius (minority shareholding)
Coface  
Euler Hermes   
ICIC   
QBE 
Zurich 



China

Kazakhstan
Coface

Atradius (coop. with local partner) 
Coface 
Euler Hermes (partnership)  

Atradius
(minority shareholding) 

Coface

Coface

Jordan



Libya
Niger


Coface

Egypt
Coface

 





United Arab Emirates

Kuwait
Bahrein
Qatar
Oman

Atradius (cooperation with

Chad
Djibouti
Coface

Coface

Lombard

Coface

Coface  
Euler Hermes
QBE  

 

Sri Lanka


Euler Hermes
Atradius (minority shareholding) 
CGIC (Credit Guarantee) 
Lombard 

Kenya

Thailand

 

CGIC (Credit Guarantee)
Lombard 

Lombard

South Africa
Atradius (coop. with local partner)
CGIC (Credit Guarantee)   
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
Liberty Mutual  
Lombard   
QBE 



Rwanda
Malawi





Botswana


CGIC (Credit Guarantee)
Lombard 







Coface  
Euler Hermes

Brunei
Coface



Atradius (coop. with local partner) 
Guam
Coface   *	
*	 Liberty Mutual
Euler Hermes
(partnership)  
Travelers 
Mitsui Sumitomo  
QBE  

Atradius
(coop. with local partner) 

 

(partnership)

Mitsui Sumitomo  
QBE  
SGI    (only in Vietnam)

Singapore
Atradius 
Coface  
ECICS Limited   
Euler Hermes   
Liberty Mutual   
Mitsui Sumitomo  
QBE   
Zurich   



Atradius 
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
Mitsui Sumitomo  
QBE 
Sompo Japan   
Tokio Marine   
Zurich   

PT. Askrindo   
Coface  
Euler Hermes (partnership)
Mitsui Sumitomo  
QBE 



Papua New Guinea
QBE





Hong Kong

Philippines

Indonesia

Vietnam
Malaysia
local partner) 

Tanzania
Mozambique
CGIC (Credit Guarantee)
Lombard 

Coface

Atradius (cooperation with

CGIC (Credit Guarantee)
Coface 
Lombard 

Swaziland
Lesotho



Atradius (coop. with local partner) 
Coface  
Euler Hermes (partnership)  
Mitsui Sumitomo  
QBE  

Mauritius



(partnership)

QBE

Japan

Atradius (cooperation with local partner)
Coface  
Euler Hermes (partnership)  
Mitsui Sumitomo  
QBE 
Zurich 



Bangladesh

India
with local partner) 





Euler Hermes



Atradius (cooperation

Yemen

Uganda

Angola
Zambia



(partnership)



CGIC (Credit Guarantee)
Coface 
Lombard 

Coface  
Euler Hermes
QBE  

Atradius (coop. with local partner) 
Coface  
Euler Hermes (partnership)  
QBE 
SGI   

Taiwan

Macau
Pakistan

local partner) 

Coface 
Euler Hermes

Nigeria
Coface



Saudi Arabia

Lebanon

South Korea

Atradius (cooperation with local partner) 
China I&G  
China Pacific   
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
Mitsui Sumitomo  
PICC   
Ping An   
QBE 
Zurich (short-term domestic credit only)  

Atradius  
Coface  
Euler Hermes   
Mitsui Sumitomo  
QBE   
Zurich  

Fiji
QBE



Australia
Atradius  
Chubb  
Coface  
Euler Hermes   
Liberty Mutual (non-admitted)
Lombard (joint venture) 
QBE   
Zurich   



*	Federated States
of Micronesia
	Northern Mariana
Islands
Liberty Mutual
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New Zealand
Atradius 
Coface 
Euler Hermes   
Liberty Mutual 
Lombard (joint venture) 
QBE   
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Iceland
Atradius (cooperation with local partner)
Coface 
Credendo  
Liberty Mutual 
Travelers 



Sweden

The Netherlands
Argo Surety 
Atradius   
Chubb  
Coface  
Credendo   
Euler Hermes   
Groupama Assurance
Crédit & Caution  
Liberty Mutual   
Nationale Borg  
QBE 
SACE BT 
Tokio Marine 
Travelers 
Zurich   

Ireland
Argo Surety 
Atradius  
Chubb 
Coface  
Credendo  
Euler Hermes   
Groupama Assurance Crédit
& Caution  
Liberty Mutual   
QBE  
Tokio Marine   
Travelers 
Zurich   

Norway

United Kingdom
Argo Surety 
Atradius  
Chubb  
Coface  
Credendo   
Euler Hermes   
Groupama Assurance
Crédit & Caution  
Liberty Mutual   
QBE   
SACE BT 
Tokio Marine   
Travelers  
Zurich   

Argo Surety 
Atradius   
Coface  
Credendo   
Euler Hermes   
Garant 
Groupama Assurance Crédit
& Caution  
Liberty Mutual  
Nationale Borg  
QBE 
Travelers 
Zurich   

Luxembourg
Argo Surety 
Atradius  
Coface 
Credendo   
Euler Hermes 
Groupama Assurance Crédit
& Caution  
Liberty Mutual  
QBE 
Travelers 
Zurich  

Portugal

bers offer Trade Credit Insurance
and/or Surety. Reinsurance
members not included.


Trade Credit Insurance



Surety



Office
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Germany

Belgium

Spain

Countries in which ICISA mem-

Atradius   
Coface 
Credendo  
Euler Hermes   
Liberty Mutual  
Lombard (cooperation) 
QBE 
Travelers 
Tryg Garanti   
Zurich  

Argo Surety 
Atradius   
CESCE   
Coface    
COSEC   
Credendo  
Euler Hermes   
Groupama Assurance Crédit & Caution
Liberty Mutual  
QBE 
Travelers 
Zurich  



France
Argo Surety 
Atradius   
CESCE  
Chubb  
Coface   
Credendo   
Euler Hermes   
Groupama Assurance
Crédit & Caution   
Liberty Mutual   
Nationale Borg 
QBE   
SACE BT 
Tokio Marine  
Travelers 
Zurich   

Argo Surety 
Atradius   
CESCE   
Chubb  
Coface  
Credendo   
Euler Hermes  
Groupama Assurance
Crédit & Caution  
Liberty Mutual   
QBE 
SACE BT  
Tokio Marine  
Travelers 
Zurich   

Liechtenstein
AXA Winterthur  
Coface 
Credendo  
Liberty Mutual  
Travelers 

Argo Surety 
Atradius   
Coface  
Credendo  
Euler Hermes   
Liberty Mutual  
Lombard (cooperation) 
QBE 
Tokio Marine 
Travelers 
Tryg Garanti   
Zurich  

Denmark
Argo Surety 
Atradius   
Coface  
Credendo  
Euler Hermes   
Liberty Mutual  
Lombard (cooperation) 
QBE 
Travelers 
Tryg Garanti   
Zurich  

Argo Surety 
Atradius   
Chubb  
Coface   
Credendo   
Euler Hermes   
Groupama Assurance Crédit
& Caution  
Liberty Mutual   
QBE 
SACE BT 
Tokio Marine 
Travelers 
Austria
Zurich   
Argo Surety 
Atradius  
Coface   
Credendo   
Switzerland
Euler Hermes   
Atradius  
Liberty Mutual  
AXA Winterthur    QBE 
Coface  
SACE BT 
Credendo
SID - First Credit 
(cooperation)  
Travelers 
Euler Hermes    Zurich  
Liberty Mutual  
QBE 
SACE BT 
Rep. San Marino
Zurich   
SACE BT 

Italy
Argo Surety 
Atradius   
Chubb  
Coface   
Credendo   
Euler Hermes   
Groupama Assurance
Crédit & Caution  
Liberty Mutual   
Nationale Borg 
QBE 
S2C  
SACE BT   
Travelers 
Zurich   
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Malta
Argo Surety 
Coface 
Credendo  
Liberty Mutual
QBE 
Travelers 
Zurich  
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Finland
Argo Surety 
Atradius   
Coface 
Credendo  
Euler Hermes   
Liberty Mutual  
Lombard (cooperation) 
QBE 
Travelers 
Tryg Garanti   
Zurich  

Estonia
Argo Surety 
Atradius 
Coface 
Credendo  
Euler Hermes  
Liberty Mutual  
QBE 
Travelers 
Zurich  

Latvia
Argo Surety 
Atradius 
Coface 
Credendo  
Liberty Mutual
QBE 
Travelers) 
Zurich  



Ukraine
Coface



Lithuania
Poland

Czech Republic

Argo Surety 
Atradius  
Coface  
Credendo   
Euler Hermes   
Groupama Assurance Crédit & Caution
Liberty Mutual  
QBE 
Travelers 
Zurich  

Argo Surety 
Coface  
Credendo  
Liberty Mutual
QBE 
Travelers 
Zurich  

Argo Surety 
Atradius  
Coface  

Credendo   
Euler Hermes  
Groupama Assurance Crédit
Serbia
& Caution  
Coface  
Liberty Mutual  
QBE 
Slovakia
Tokio Marine 
Slovenia
Hungary
Argo Surety 
Travelers 
Argo Surety 
Argo Surety 
Atradius  
Zurich  
Coface 
Atradius  
Coface  
Credendo  
Coface  
Credendo  
Liberty Mutual  
Credendo  
Euler Hermes  
QBE 
Euler Hermes  
Liberty Mutual  
SACE BT 
Groupama Assurance Crédit
QBE 
SID – First Credit  
& Caution  
Tokio Marine 
Travelers 
Liberty Mutual  
Travelers 
Zurich  
QBE 
Zurich  
Travelers 
Zurich  
Bulgaria
Croatia
Argo Surety 
Argo Surety 
Atradius 
Coface  
Romania
Coface  
Credendo  
Argo Surety 
Credendo  
Liberty Mutual  
Turkey
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
QBE 
Atradius  
Credendo  
Liberty Mutual  
SACE BT 
Coface  
Euler Hermes  
QBE 
SID - First Credit 
Euler Hermes    Groupama Assurance Crédit & Caution
Travelers 
Travelers 
Liberty Mutual  
Zurich  
Greece
QBE 
Argo Surety 
SACE BT 
Atradius  
Travelers 
Coface 
Zurich  
Cyprus
Credendo  
Argo Surety 
Euler Hermes  
Coface 
Liberty Mutual  
Credendo  
QBE 
Liberty Mutual  
Travelers 
QBE 
Zurich  
Travelers 
Zurich  
Albania
Coface
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Afianzadora Latinoamericana
Compañía de Seguros S.A.
About the company
Afianzadora Latinoamerican was founded in 2005 to operate

Afianzadora Latinoamericana has been certified in compliance

exclusively in the surety and credit insurance market. Its sharehol-

with the ISO 9001/2000 quality standards by Bureau Veritas in

ders - who have a well-established market expertise both locally

all the sectors of the company, which means that it, therefore,

and internationally - have set up a team of specialists in the surety

complies with permanently controlled quality standards. We have

business, most of them with a successful experience in the Latin-

been rated “A+” by Evaluadora Latinoamericana - a prestigious

American business.

rating company of insurance companies in Argentina - in accordance with the Standards of the Securities National Commission

Thus, in the first nine years in addition to showing a growth

of the Argentine Republic.

which has been greater than the market mean, Afianzadora
Latinoamericana has opened branches in the cities of Córdoba
and Rosario, Mendoza and Mar del Plata, four centers with a

Board of Directors

booming economic activity. Besides, since our start-up, we have

Gustavo Krieger – President

been offering coverage for Argentine contractors throughout Latin

Juan Jose Saldaña – Director

America making our company an integral credit and surety service
provider. In these first years of operation, the company has gained

General Manager

itself an important position in the insurance sales ranking.

Mariano Nimo

Afianzadora Latinoamericana deals in all type of bonds and credit

Managers

insurance expressly excluding financial bonds. The company

María de la Paz Lado - Administrative Manager

has based its growth and expansion on a large investment in

Fernando Masia - Operations Manager

technology, systems development and HR training. Consequently,

Vanesa Pascale - Legal advisor

it possesses one of the most advanced - state of the art - IT

Enrique Camarero - Underwriter Manager

department and has opened a training center to provide permanent updating training courses in the charge of highly qualified
university teachers.

Contact
25 de Mayo 81 piso 4

Phone

+54 11 4331 2320

Ciudad de Buenos Aires

www.afianzadora.com.ar

C1002ABA –
Argentina
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MS Amlin
About MS Amlin
MS Amlin is a leading insurer and reinsurer, part of the global top-

The MS&AD Group itself was formed in April 2010 through the mer-

10 insurance group MS&AD, with operations in the Lloyd’s, UK,

ger of insurance dynasties; Aioi Insurance Co., Ltd., Nissay Dowa

Continental European and Bermudian markets. With a 300-year

General Insurance Co. Ltd and the Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance

record and more than 2,400 people in 26 locations worldwide,

Group. MS&AD’s mission is to contribute to the development of

we deliver continuity for businesses facing the most complex and

a vibrant society and help secure a sound future for the earth, by

demanding risks. Our role places us at the forefront of the Property

bringing security and safety through the global insurance and finan-

& Casualty, Marine & Aviation and Reinsurance markets.

cial services business. It is currently ranked eighth largest* non-life

We are experts in underwriting, with both technical capability and

insurance group in the world. (*Fortune magazine’s Fortune Global

deep knowledge of the areas we insure. Our claims service aims

500: 2016 Ranking of non-life insurance companies by income).

to set the industry reference point for quality, with efficient, fair and
timely claims management.

MS Amlin was created in 2016 through the acquisition of Amlin by

Our reinsurance business, MS Amlin AG, is highly rated by in-

Mitsui Sumitomo, which is part of the MS&AD Group.

dependent rating agencies: A.M. Best A (Excellent), Moody’s A1
(Stable) and Standard & Poor’s A (Stable).

Highlights
We offer significant capacity and expertise in Trade Credit, Surety
and Political Risk classes. Coverage is worldwide and written on
an excess of loss, proportional and facultative basis. Our focus
on continuity ensures strong, long-standing client relationships; in

•	We have a client-centric structure, enabling us to forge deeper,
more meaningful relationships
•	We offer a culture of empowered underwriters with continued
investment in underwriting expertise

many cases going back to the establishment of our clients’ reinsu-

•	Our global presence is led by an experienced management team

rance programmes for these specialist classes..

•	We have an established presence in the ILS market through our
strategic partnership with Leadenhall Capital Partners

History
Our history can be traced back hundreds of years and with the

Board of Directors

significant support of the MS&AD Group behind us we can continue

MS Amlin AG Board - Martin Albers, Stefan Materne,

to provide continuity for businesses into the future.

Martin Burke, Robin Adam

Contact
Amlin

Andrew Phelan ACII,

Paul Murphy, Underwriter

Head of Specialty Lines (Bermuda)

Paul.Murphy@msamlin.com

and Global Product Lead

Phone

141 Front Street

Andrew.Phelan@msamlin.com

Hamilton HM19, Bermuda

Phone

Phone

+1 441 248 1500

www.amlin.com

1 441 248 1536

1 441 248 1535

Erica Parsons, Assistant Underwriter
Erica.Parsons@msamlin.com

Richard Neame ACII, Lead Underwriter

Phone

1 441 248 1561

Richard.Neame@msamlin.com
Phone

1 441 248 1521
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Arch Re Europe
About the company
Arch Reinsurance Europe Underwriting Limited Dac (“Arch Re

underwriting unit based in Zurich with global mandate (except for

Europe”) was incorporated in Ireland (May 2008) to form the

Surety in USA and Canada). The team consists of 10 dedicated

primary European-based platform for writing regional European

professionals in underwriting, analytics and accounting. Our book

and worldwide specialties business of the reinsurance group of

has 75 in-force clients across 35 countries, for whom we provide

Arch Capital Group Ltd. (“ACGL”). Arch Re Europe is a wholly

both treaty, and facultative capacity.

owned subsidiary of the ACGL, a Bermuda-based company with
approximately $10.5 billion of capital at December 31, 2016.

Board of Directors
Arch Re Europe has been underwriting since 2009 as authorized

Ian Britchfield (Chairman), Michael Hammer (President & CEO),

by the Central Bank of Ireland, its regulator in Ireland. We operate

Maamoun Rajeh (Group Director), Jason Kittinger (Group

from our head office in Dublin and branch offices in Zurich and

Director), Søren Scheuer (Group Director), Anthony Asquith

London with a staff of 50. Our focus is on specialty lines such

(Independent Director), Gerald König (Independent Direcror).

as Accident & Health, Casualty, Credit & Surety, Life & Health,
Marine, Other Specialty, Agriculture, Property and Property

Divisional Executive Management

Catastrophe. We utilize our underwriting strength, strong financial

Richard Lange – Head Credit & Surety

capacity, operational flexibility and active management of risks to

Patrick Wendt – Deputy Credit & Surety

underwrite a select portfolio of profitable business. The reinsurance group continues its diverse mix of business geographically,
by line of business and type of coverage globally.
Arch Re Europe has an ‘A+’ rating by both Standard & Poor’s
and Fitch.

Credit and Surety
Within the wider Reinsurance Group, our involvement in the
Credit & Surety Reinsurance started in 2001. Today the Credit &
Surety book of Arch Re Europe is handled by a specialized

Contact
Arch Reinsurance Europe

Phone

+353 1 669 9700

Underwriting Limited Dac

www.archre.eu

Contact person:
Richard Lange

Level 2, Block 3, The Oval

Phone

+41 44 217 88 14

160 Shelbourne Road

richard.lange@archre.eu

Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, Ireland
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Argo Surety
About the company

History

Argo Surety provides commercial and contract surety bonds in all

Argo Surety is a member of Argo Group International Holdings,

50 U.S. states through one of our A.M. Best “A” rated compa-

Ltd. (NasdaqGS: AGII), an international underwriter of spe-

nies, and customs bonds through a partnership with C.A. Shea

cialty insurance and reinsurance products in the property and

& Company. Our tailored underwriting approach is built on our

casualty market. In 2007, Argonaut Group became Argo Group

extensive expertise in evaluating specialty risks. We take the time

when it merged with Bermuda-based PXRE Group and moved

to find a way to write your business, and, after we earn it, the

its headquarters from San Antonio to Bermuda. Argo Group

service we deliver is designed to help you grow and succeed for

subsequently acquired Heritage, a specialist insurer and Lloyd's

the long term.

syndicate. Its mix of property and liability business and access
to the Lloyd’s market made it a complementary addition to Argo

Argo Surety has the ability to support bonds in Canada, Mexico,

Group’s Bermuda and U.S. books of business.

Brazil, and the European Union through local licenses and
fronting relationships. We are open to reverse-flow business from

Currently, Argo Group has offices at 30 locations in nine

major countries where the domestic subsidiaries need bonds in

countries, including the United States, Brazil, Europe and the

the United States.

United Arab Emirates. Argo Group’s geographic expansion has
produced positive financial results, most notably a compounded

Argo Surety is the largest start-up surety established in the last

growth in book value per share of approximately 13 percent

decade and has grown to a top 20 surety company in just 9

since 2002.

years. We continue to build on our momentum with a talented
team to execute a results-driven business plan. We are experienced surety professionals who build relationships with carefully

Highlights in 2017

chosen agents — those who understand that our underwriting is

•	Launched a new Contract Surety unit to focus on sticks-and-

responsive, open-minded and innovative. Our expertise gives our
agents a competitive edge.

bricks contractors
•	Expanded our international surety focus by forming a new International Surety unit
•	Added to our mining and energy engineering units to continue
vigorously underwriting this business
• On track to eclipse $100 million in GWP this year

Contact
Argo Surety

Phone

13100 Wortham Center Drive

contact@argosurety.com

+1 281 640 7912

Suite 290

www.argosurety.com

Houston, TX 77065
United States of America
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Aserta
About the company

different groups. Finally, in 2007 it was acquired by the same group of

Afianzadora Aserta and Afianzadora Insurgentes (jointly “Aser-

Mexican investors that in 2005 bought Aserta.

ta”), belongs to Aserta Financial Group, whose experience in
surety bond underwriting, dates back to 1954. The group’s tech-

In 2008, the two bonding companies became subsidiaries of Grupo

nical, commercial, local and macroeconomic knowhow, as well

Financiero Aserta.

as its recognized technological competitive advantages and high
profile underwriters, has allowed us to lead the Mexican Surety
Market with 28% of market share, as of June of the current year.

Highlights in 2015/2016

Aserta, through more than 20 branches in México and 1,300 ac-

Aserta has recently (October 13, 2017) got the DGSFP (legal autho-

tive agents/brokers, issues more than 300,000 bonds per year.

rity in Spain) authorization to operate Caución, with the registration

According to our internationalization strategy plan, we recently

number E0223 through our Aserta España branch office.

added Aserta España during last year.
In México, We are in the very final process to transform our Surety
Both surety bonds companies, Aserta & Insurgentes, are rated

Bonding Companies, into Surety Insurance Companies, which will

A- (Excellent) by AM Best, Baa2 by Moody´s and BBB- by Fitch

allow us to issue Bonds, Caución & Credit Insurance in our country.

Ratings.
Aserta Financial Group also owns Aserta Seguros Vida (Life

Board of Directors

Insurance Company).

Aserta Financial Group
Enrique Murguía Pozzi – Chief Executive Officer

History

Aserta Executive Directors

Afianzadora Aserta was established in 1954 under the original name

Juan Carlos Lugo Escoriza – Chief Executive Underwriting

of Fianzas Modelo. Subsequently, it was acquired by different com-

and Commercial Officer

panies and finally, by a group of Mexican investors in 2005, which

Aserta España Director

changed its name to Afianzadora Aserta, S.A. de C.V.

Mario García Cueto

International Area
Afianzadora Insurgentes was founded in 1958, by Mr. Juan Murguía

Norma Villaurrutia

de Palacio. Since 1993 it was acquired by Mexican and International

Contact
Aserta México

Aserta España

Contact Person:

Periférico Sur 4829, P9

Paseo de la Castellana, 52

Norma Villaurrutia

Col. Parque del Pedregal

Planta 2a B. 28046

International Area

Tlalpan, 14010

Madrid, Spain

nvillaurrutia@aserta.mx

Ciudad de México, Mexico

Phone

+34 915 643 367

Phone Off. 5255-54473976

+34 915 637 678

Phone

Phone
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PT. Askrindo (Persero)
About the company

Highlights in 2016

PT Asuransi Kredit Indonesia (Persero) abbreviated as PT Askrindo

Along with company long term strategies to be a sound and

(Persero) is a state-owned company which business is providing

healthy insurance company in Indonesia, in 2016 PT Askrindo

insurance to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) and

(Persero) was produce profitability IDR 907 billion (consolidation).

corporation business as well since 1971. Currently PT. Askrindo

Calculations based on the company’s soundness regulation SOE

(Persero) has five business lines, namely Suretyship (Surety

Minister Pe-04/MBU/2011 that takes into account the company’s

Bond, Customs Bond and Counter Bank Guaranty), Bank Credit

performance on financial, operational and administrative liability

Insurance, Trade Credit Insurance, and General insurance such as

had “Healthy” predicate.

property, marine, liability, etc. PT Askrindo also receive receiprocal
businesses from foreign insurance and reinsurance companies as
well as domestic insurance and reinsurance companies

Board of Directors
Mr. Asmawi Syam, President Director

Capacity is the power of the insurance company and becomes

Mr. Dwi Agus Sumarsono, Commercial Operation Director

one of the company spearheads which is calculated from the

Mr. Anton Fajar A. Siregar, Retail Operation Director

equity of the company. Based on data, equity askrindo is the

Mr. Mohammad Shaifie Zein, Technical Director

largest equity of Indonesia's general insurance industry in 2016.

Mr. Firman Berahima, Human Resouces Director

Askrindo had 5.7 million customer base spread throughout the

Mr. Sabdono, Finance Director

territory of Indonesia.
In 2020 Askrindo has a goal to become a market leader in the
Indonesian general insurance industry. To achieve that, Askrindo
has prepare seven strategic initiatives ie: 1) business process
digitalization 2) expand channel distribution 3) build brand image 4)
increase literacy and inclusion 5) information technology investment 6) increase customer data based 7) one day and one stop
service.

Contact
Head Office

Contact Person:

Jl. Angkasa Blok B-9 Kav. No. 8 Kota

Mr. Lucky A. Hartawan – Head of Networking Division

Baru, Bandar Kemayoran

Mrs. Endang Tri Kuswati – Head of Business Management Division

Jakarta 10610, Indonesia

endang_tri@askrindo.co.id

Phone

+6221 6546471-72

dianmd@yahoo.com

Fax

+6221 6546564

yulia_lucinda@yahoo.com

www.askrindo.co.id
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Aspen Re
About the company

History

We, the Aspen Re Credit, Bond and Political Team, provide

The Aspen Re Credit, Bond and Political Risk Reinsurance Team

worldwide treaty reinsurance capacity on proportional and non-

was established in summer 2008 in line with Aspen Group long

proportional basis to the following products:

term strategy to diversify its overall book with additional reinsu-

- Trade Credit insurance

rance lines.

- Bond insurance (Surety insurance)
- Political risk insurance

Aspen Group was founded in 2002 and has been listed on the
New York Stock Exchange since 2003. Aspen Group wrote a

We are part of Aspen Group which provides reinsurance and

premium volume of USD 3.1bn in 2016.

insurance coverage.
Aspen is rated A (Strong) by Standard & Poor’s, A (Excellent)
by A. M. Best and A2 (Good) by Moody’s and has over 1’150

Highlights in 2017

employees across eleven countries.

We have further developed our already well-diversified book by
selectively expanding our network to more than 30 countries and

Location

above 85 active clients.

The Aspen Re Credit, Bond and Surety Reinsurance Team is
located in Zurich (Switzerland) as part of Aspen Re, a branch of
Aspen Insurance UK Limited. We have further two fully dedicated

Board of Directors

underwriters to the line of business, one being located in the

The Credit, Bond & Political Risk Reinsurance Team:

United States of America and one in Singapore

Winfried Knust, Underwriting Manager
Melissa Hergesell, Underwriter

Aspen Group is present in the United States of America, the Uni-

Felix Kuhlmey, Underwriter

ted Kingdom and Bermuda (Headquarters) with branch offices in

Nicole Abderhalden, Assistant Underwriting

Dublin, Paris, Singapore, Zurich, Australia, Canada and Cologne.

Scott Hurlburt, Senior Vice President (US Surety, USA)
Annie Leong, Senior Underwriter (Singapore)
Chris Messier, Vice President US Surety

Contact
Aspen Re, Zurich Branch

Contact person:

Sihlstrasse 38

Winfried Knust

8001 Zürich, Switzerland

winfried.knust@aspen-re.com

Phone

+41 (0)44 213 61 00

www.aspen-re.com

Fax

+41 (0)44 213 61 29
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Atradius N.V.
About the company
Atradius is recognised as a global leader in credit insurance and

Its product lines are credit insurance (bespoke global, domestic, ex-

credit management – protecting customers against the risk of

port and import), collections, surety/bonding, export credit agency

non-payment of commercial trade receivables. Headquartered in

of the Netherlands, reinsurance and Instalment Credit Protection

Amsterdam, the company has over 90 years of experience in the

(ICP). Atradius N.V. maintains financial strength ratings from A.M.

credit management business and a meaningful presence in most

Best of ‘A (excellent) outlook stable’ and from Moody’s of ‘A3

key markets.

outlook stable’.

The Atradius Group provides trade credit insurance, surety and
collections services worldwide. With a presence through 160 offices
in 50 countries Atradius has access to credit information on 200

History

million companies worldwide. Its products help protect companies

Atradius traces its history back to 1925: originally as NCM,

throughout the world from payment risks associated with selling

supporting Dutch trade and later State supported exports. In 2001,

products and services on credit. All its solutions include direct

it merged with Germany’s Gerling, forming Gerling NCM, and

access to Atradius’ secured online connection to unique data on

rebranded as Atradius in 2003. Its 2008 alliance with Spain’s CyC

buyers, countries and trade sectors worldwide providing customers

consolidated Atradius’ status as a leading global credit insurer.

with an opportunity to explore new business opportunities. For
multinationals, Atradius offers a sophisticated tailored Global credit
management solution, noted for its ‘best in class’ features. As the

Board of Directors

clear market leader in the multinational segment, with more than

Management Board

15 years of experience, Atradius Global has developed an excellent

Isidoro Unda (Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the

understanding of the needs of multinationals.

Management Board), Andreas Tesch (Chief Market Officer), Chris

Atradius’ mission is to strengthen its customers’ credit management

van Lint (Chief Risk Officer), Dominique Charpentier (Chief Insurance

and support their growth by providing them with accurate as-

Operations Officer), Claus Gramlich-Eicher (Chief Financial Officer)

sessments of the payment default risk of their buyers, effective collections of overdue invoices, and reliable surety protection against

Supervisory Board

payment defaults of their buyers. Atradius provides its customers

Ignacio Álvarez (Chairman), Francisco Arregui (Vice Chairman),

excellent service through dedicated teams who know the business

Xavier Freixes, Désirée van Gorp, John Hourican, Bernd-Hinrich

environment they trade in.

Meyer, José Ruiz, Hugo Serra, Dick Sluimers

Contact
David Ricardostraat 1

Contact person:

1066 JS Amsterdam

Christine Gerryn

https://twitter.com/atradius

the Netherlands

corporate.communications@atradius.com

http://www.linkedin.com/company/atradius

Phone

www.atradius.com

http://www.youtube.com/atradiusgroup

+31 20 553 2047

Connect with Atradius on Social Media
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AXA Winterthur
About the company

half of Winterthur. In 2003 the “Eidgenössische” was merged

AXA Winterthur is the leading multiline insurer in Switzerland

into its parent company. Since 2007 Winterthur belongs to the

and is a member of the AXA Group. The company offers all

AXA Group and business is now run under the name of AXA

Life&Savings and P&C lines of business in the Swiss market

Winterthur, Credit & Surety (brand name).

including Trade Credit Insurance and Surety Bonds. In those
special lines we write: Domestic and Export Commercial Trade
Credit Insurance, Political Risk Insurance. Concession and

Highlights in 2016 / 2017

license bonds, Construction bonds (bid, advanced payment,

Start implementation of the 5-year strategy roadmap defined in

performance and maintenance bonds), Bonds concerning

2015/16 with a bunch of actions for the upcoming years. This

purchase of goods and / or services, Supply bonds, Custom

includes for example Single Risk or Payment Protection Insurance

bonds, Freight, Tax and Payment bonds. The Trade Credit &

(PPI) and other priority projects that already have started.

Surety unit is located in Zürich Oerlikon and is represented by
offices and agencies of AXA Winterthur all over Switzerland.

In the field of rental guarantee AXA became number two on the
Swiss market within two years. A further innovation in this arena
has been launched: the collective contract for the rental guaran-

History

tees.

Winterthur Insurance Company Ltd., established in Winterthur
in 1875, was a multiline insurance company. In 1962 Win-

Credit & Surety at AXA Winterthur has started its transformation

terthur took over the “Eidgenössische” (Federal) multiline

into a global Business HUB. The mission of this role is to further

insurance company, the first Credit Insurer in Europe, which

develop business, technical excellence and competitiveness in

had been established in 1881 in Zürich and had offered Credit

these two lines of business for the whole group.

Insurance since 1906. “Eidgenössische” started to write Guarantee Insurance in 1921 and was a founding member of the

Board of Directors

ICIA in 1928.

Antimo Perretta – Chief Executive Officer
After the takeover in 1962, the “Eidgenössische” became the

Fabrizio Petrillo – Head P&C

specialized company of Winterthur for Credit Insurance and

Andreas Schiller – Manager Credit & Surety

Bond business active both in its own name as well as on be-

Contact
AXA Insurance Ltd.

Phone

+41 58 215 25 25

Credit & Surety

Fax

+41 44 310 28 76

Thurgauerstrasse 36/38
P.O. Box 6938

credit@axa.ch

CH – 8050 Zurich, Switzerland

www.axa.ch/credit
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AXIS Re SE
About the company
AXIS Re SE in Dublin is the European reinsurance carrier of AXIS

Credit and Bonding

Capital Holdings Bermuda, a global provider of specialty lines

The Credit & Bond book of AXIS Re Europe is handled by a

insurance and reinsurance. In 2016 the total GWP of AXIS Capi-

specialized underwriting unit. The Zurich team has worldwide

tal was $ 4.97 billion (split insurance 54.7%, reinsurance 45.3%)

responsibility for all Credit & Bond business except for US Surety.

produced from locations in Bermuda, the United States, Europe,

The latter business is written by a dedicated team in New York.

Singapore, Canada and Australia. At June 30, 2017, AXIS Capital

In 2016 the worldwide reinsurance premium volume in Credit &

had shareholders’ equity of $5.89 billion, total capitalization of

Bond written by the AXIS Re’s was about USD 319.1 million.

$6.89 billion and total assets of $21.50 billion.
In 2016, AXIS Re SE in Dublin had a GWP of $ 1’137.5 million

History

and a NPW of $ 251.2 million. At December 31, 2016, the share-

AXIS Capital was capitalized with approximately $1.7 billion in

holders’ equity was $ 673.2 million.

November 2001 to address the need for quality capacity in the
global insurance and reinsurance marketplace following the tra-

AXIS‘ operating subsidiaries have been assigned a rating of

gedy of September 11th. AXIS Re Europe as the Zurich branch

“A+” (“Superior”) by A.M. Best and a rating of “A+” (“Strong”) by

of AXIS Re Ltd, was launched in October 2003 and is writing

Standard & Poor’s.

Credit & Bond since its first year.

At AXIS Re Europe, the Zurich branch of AXIS Re SE in Dublin is
organized by product lines. Property Cat & per Risk, Engineering,

Board of Directors AXIS Re SE in Dublin as of

Motor, Personal Accident, Liability and Credit & Bond business

October 2017

are the product lines offered to the European and International

Michael Butt - Chairman, Richard T. Gieryn, Jr., Christopher

client base.

Greetham, Timothy Hennessy, Maurice A. Keane, Henry Smith.

Contact
Alfred Escher-Strasse 50

Contact person:

8002 Zürich

Uwe Remy, Head of Credit & Bond

Switzerland
Phone

+41 567 01 00

uwe.remy@axiscapital.com

Fax

+41 567 01 01

www.axiscapital.com
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BTG Pactual
About the company

in surety within the Brazilian surety market. Additionally, BTG

BTG Pactual was founded in 1983 as a brokerage house in

Pactual Resseguradora S.A. has been very active in retroces-

Brazil, commenced banking activities in 1989, expanded its

sion of risks, both through automatic and facultative contracts,

franchise over the 1990s and 2000s, finally going public through

maintaining strong relationships with local and international

an IPO in 2012 in the Brazilian stock exchange (primary capital

retrocedants.

increase of R$ 3.2 Bi). Over the last few years the group has expanded geographically, becoming the leading investment bank in

BTG Pactual Resseguradora S.A.’s long term goals are to main-

Latin America, active in Investment Banking, Corporate Lending,

tain steady and responsible growth of the surety and financial

Sales & Trading, Wealth Management and Asset Management,

risks business in the Brazilian market, with an outlook to expan-

as well as in the Insurance business, through BTG Pactual Res-

ding these business lines into other Latin American countries in

seguradora S.A..

the near future.

BTG Pactual Resseguradora S.A. was established in April 2012
and obtained authorization to operate as a local reinsurer from
SUSEP (Brazilian Superintendency of Private Insurance) without
restrictions on the 21st of February of 2013. After final corporate
formalities required by the respective regulations, BTG Pactual
Resseguradora S.A. started its activities on the 1st of May of
2013.
The company has operated almost exclusively as a captive
reinsurance company, reinsuring risks / policies issued by BTG
Pactual Seguradora S.A. and / or Pan Seguros S.A., primarily

Contact
Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima 3477,
04538-133 São Paulo SP Brasil

www.btgpactual.com
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Catlin Re Switzerland Ltd
About the company

Highlights

Catlin Re Switzerland Ltd, an XL Group company operating in

The legal entity Catlin Re Switzerland Ltd was established in

the market under the XL Catlin brand, is a multi-line reinsurer that

2010 to provide European cedants with high-quality security for

writes Property and Casualty lines of business for clients based in

select classes of property, casualty and specialty reinsurance.

Continental Europe, as well as Credit and Surety on a global basis.

When XL Group acquired Catlin Group in 2015, the company be-

Through its Bermuda Branch, the Company also underwrites

came a wholly owned subsidiary of XL Group plc (now XL Group

agriculture and structured risks on a global basis. Our broad trade

Ltd) and part of the Group’s Reinsurance segment.

credit and surety bond know-how complements XL Catlin’s global
trade expertise, forming the cornerstone of our endeavors to be a

Founded in 1986 as EXEL, XL Group Ltd (New York Stock

capital provider of choice to primary underwriters in these markets.

Exchange: XL), through its subsidiaries and under the “XL Catlin”

In addition to being a member of ICISA, XL Catlin with its subsi-

brand, is a global insurance and reinsurance company providing

diaries is also affiliated with the following industry associations:

property, casualty and specialty products to industrial, com-

Panamerican Surety Association PASA, Forum Cauzioni e Credito,

mercial and professional firms, insurance companies and other

and the Surety and Fidelity Association of America SFAA.

enterprises throughout the world. Catlin Re Switzerland Ltd is
a licensed reinsurance company regulated by FINMA. Catlin Re
Switzerland Ltd ratings are: Standard & Poor’s A+’ with a positive

History

outlook and A.M. Best rate A1 Stable ‘.

Our Trade Credit, Surety Bond and Political Risk reinsurance book
includes around 150 clients domiciled in Europe, the Middle East,
Latin America, Asia, the US and Canada with over 500 treaty pro-

Credit & Surety Reinsurance Team

grams. XL Catlin offers a comprehensive and flexible reinsurance

Peter Schmidt (Chief Executive APAC, Latin America and Global

product range that includes property, casualty and specialty

Credit & Surety), Martin Hochstrasser (Underwriting Director),

cover, as proportional and non-proportional treaty business, as

Felix Winzap (Underwriting Director), Jean-Pierre Portmann

well as facultative cover. XL Catlin is among the top 10 global

(Underwriting Director), Peter Schuppli (Underwriting Director),

P&C reinsurers with a significant presence in all of the world’s

Stefanie Koch (Underwriter), Mathias Lemblé (Underwriter),

major reinsurance markets. An inno¬vative reinsurer, it blends

Alain Villard (Underwriting Analyst), Alexander Steiner

underwriting discipline, analytic excellence and a singular client

(Underwriting Analyst)

focus to create strong partnerships with its clients and brokers.

Contact
Limmatstrasse 250

Contact person:

8005 Zurich - Switzerland

Felix Winzap, Underwriting Director

Direct

+41 43 268 3508

Global Credit and Surety Reinsurance

Mobile

+41 79 101 7437

Felix.winzap@xlcatlin.com

Fax

+41 43 268 3413

www.xlcatlin.com
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CESCE
About the company

revolutionized the traditional credit insurance market by breaking

CESCE is the leader of a group of companies providing compre-

the principle of globality: our clients are no longer bound to cover

hensive commercial credit management solutions in Europe and

all their credits, they now have the possibility of assuring only

Latin America. CESCE is also the Spanish Export Credit Agency

the risks that they consider more critical, assuring their full risk

(ECA) which manages Export Credit Insurance on behalf of the

portfolio or not even assuring any risk at all. Moreover, we have

Spanish State. CESCE’s mission is to encourage the steady and

launched a new financial service, which offers our clients access

long term growth of its customers, providing intelligent commer-

to a non- banking financial mechanism.

cial credit management solutions that cover the entire business
value chain – market prospecting, risk management and transfer

We are currently present in Spain, Portugal and France and have

and access to funding – and surety and guarantee solutions to

subsidiaries in Latin America: CESCE Argentina (Argentina),

help them tackle new projects and business ventures.

CESCE Brasil (Brazil), CESCE Chile (Chile), SEGUREXPO (Colombia), CESCEMEX (Mexico), SECREX CESCE (Peru) and CESCE

To honour its public obligation as managers of Export Credit Insu-

LA MUNDIAL (Venezuela). Besides, CESCE owns stakes at the

rance on behalf of the State with technical rigour, professionalism

Moroccan company SMAEX.

and strict compliance with applicable regulations, fully geared to
support the internationalization process of spanish companies.
Shareholder composition: 50,25% of its shares are held by the

Highlights in 2016

Spanish State, 21,07% Santander Group, 16,3 BBVA Group and

• More than 140.000 customers

the remain 12,38%, insurance and banking groups.

• 1.13 million credit limits
• 1.462 employees

We are specialists in offering comprehensive management of commercial risk and insight for trade credit. Therefore we have desig-

•	Most influential financial and insurance company in the
social media

ned a new business model based on a variable price system that
is able to carry out improved control of risks and prevent defaults
in an efficient way, offering global solutions designed to satisfy the

Board of Directors

needs of our clients at different stages of their commercial activity.

Mr. Alvaro Rengifo (Chairman and Chief Exectutive Officer)

CESCE has changed its business line by offering not only Credit

Ms. Beatriz Reguero (Chief Operating Officer, State Account Business)

Insurance, but becoming a Credit Services Company. CESCE has

Mr. Luis Antonio Ibáñez (Chief Operating Officer)

Contact
C/Velázquez 74

cesce@cesce.es

28001 Madrid

www.cesce.com

Spain
Phone

902 11 10 10 (inside Spain)

http://twitter.com/cesce_es

+34 91 423 48 05
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China National Investment &
Guaranty Corporation
About the company

Board of Directors

China National Investment & Guaranty Corporation (I&G) is a

Mr. Huang Yanxun	Chairman of China National Investment & Guaranty

nationwide guarantee institution specializing in credit guarantee.

Corporation
Ms.Li Xurong

CEO of SDIC Finance Company Ltd., Board Member

The company’s business philosophy is to enhance corporate

Mr.YAO Zhaoxin	Assistant General Manager of sdicessence

credit, optimize allocation of social credit resources, improve

Co.,Ltd, BoardMember

market transaction efficiency, promote the building of social credit
system and credit culture, and serve the national economic and
social development by means of credit enhancement services.

Ms.Bao Hongyu	General Manager of audit and compliance department of sdicessence Co.,Ltd, Board Member
Mr.Lu Yang	Vice President of CCB International (Holdings) Co.,
Ltd. , Board Member

According to the compound appraisals of China Chengxin International Credit Rating Co., Ltd , China Lianhe Credit Rating Co.,

Mr. Liu Xiaoping	Senior Adviser of CITIC Capital Guaranty Investments Limited, Board Member

Ltd and Dagong Global Credit Rating Co, Ltd, I&G boasts a long-

Mr. Wu Shangzhi	Chairman of CDH Investments, Board Member

term corporate credit rating (financial institution rating) of AAA.

Mr. Zhang Miao	Senior Manager Director of CITIC Capital Guaranty

The company aims to become the most competitive integrator of
non-standard financial and credit enhancement services in China.

Investments Limited, Board Member
Mr. Zhang Xianyun	Chief Partner of Beijing Zhongzhengtiantong Accounting Firms (special general partnership), Board

Our lines of major bonds and guarantees written: Financial
Guarantee, Construction surety, Government procurement bond,
Bonds concerning commodities trade.

Member
Mr. Cui Jianguo	Board of directors of Guangxi Fenglin Wood Industry Group Co.,Ltd., Board Member

Executive Management
Mr. Shi Jun - President

History

Ms.Zhang Xiaohong - deputy Party secretary

I & G was established by the Ministry of Finance and the former

Mr. Yan Jun - Executive President

State Economic and Trade Commission in 1993 with approval of

Mr. Zhang Weiming - Chief Financial Officer

the State Council. It is now a Sino-foreign joint-venture company.

Mr.Wang Jianguo - Chief Compliance Officer

Company was listed on National Equities Exchanges and Quota-

Ms.Hai Yan - Board Secretary

tions in 2015.

Mr. Li Feng - Chief Risk Officer

Contact
22th Floor, Office Building of

Phone

Guangyaodongfang Plaza,

+86 10 88822888 (operator)
+86 10 88822855 (direct)

No.100 Xisanhuan Beilu,

Fax

+86 10 68437040

Haidian District,

haiyan@guaranty.com.cn

Beijing 100048, China

www.guaranty.com.cn
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China Pacific Property Insurance Co., Ltd.
About the company

In 1991, China Pacific Insurance Co., Ltd. established.

China Pacific Insurance (Group), Co., Ltd ( CPIC) is a leading

In 1994, China Pacific Insurance Co., (H.K.) Limited established.

integrated insurance group in the PRC, providing, through our

In 2001, China Pacific Insurance Company underwent restructu-

nationwide marketing network and diversified service platform,

ring. China Pacific Insurance (Group) Co., Ltd. was established and

a broad range of risk and protection solutions, investment and

China Pacific Property Insurance Co., Ltd. and China Pacific Life

wealth management and asset management services to about

Insurance Co., Ltd were established with China Pacific Insurance

80 million customers throughout the country. China Pacific Pro-

(Group) Co., Ltd. as the holding company.

perty Insurance Co., Ltd. (CPIC Property), a subsidiary of China

In 2006, Pacific Asset Management Co., Ltd. Established.

Pacific Insurance (Group), Co., Ltd. (CPIC Group), is a property

In 2007, A Shares of CPIC were listed (中國太保, SH601601).

and casualty insurer based in Shanghai, with a registered capital

In 2009, CPIC became the holding company of Changjiang Pen-

of RMB 19.47 billion. CPIC Property has 41 branches, more than

sion Insurance Co., Ltd.

2480 grass-roots offices and a direct sales team of more than

In 2009, H Shares of CPIC were listed (CPIC, HK02601).

10,000 sales agents. In 2015, the company’s total asset and net

In 2010, CPIC Investment Management (H.K.) Company Limited

asset was RMB 125.011 billion and RMB 33.587 billion respecti-

was established.

vely, with a 11.2% market share and a RMB 5.331 billion net profit.

In 2012, Pacific Insurance Online Services Technology Co., Ltd.

The company’s premium income reached RMB 94.615 billion,

was incorporated.

a 1.7% growth year on year. CPIC Property was rated A1 by
Moody’s since 2011. CPIC Group was listed on Shanghai & Hong
Kong Stock Exchanges on Dec. 25, 2007 and Dec. 23, 2009

Highlights in 2015/2016

respectively. In 2012, it was included in Top 500 enterprises of

•	CPIC was named to Fortune Global 500 for the sixth successive

Fortune, Forbes of America, and Financial Times of Britain.

time, ranked 251th, up 77 places from 2015.
• Ranked 173th on the list of Forbes 2000, up 54 places from 201
•	Awarded Best China Brand published by Interbrand and ranked

History

top 3 in insurance industry.

China Pacific Insurance (Group) Co., Ltd. (“CPIC”) is an insurance
group basically constituted by China Pacific Insurance Company,
a company established on 13 May 1991. The head office of CPIC

Board of Directors

is located in Shanghai.

Mr. Yue Gu (Chairman & General Manager), Mr. Zongmin Wu

Contact
No.190, Yincheng Road (Middle)

Contact person:

Shanghai 200120

Ringo Liu

China

liukeya@cpic.com.cn

Phone

+86 21 33962678
www.cpic.com.cn
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Chubb Group
About the company

Surety reported net written premium of $584 million in 2016.

Chubb is the world’s largest publicly traded property and casualty

Chubb has $163 billion in assets, and $35.9 billion of gross pre-

insurer. With operations in 54 countries, Chubb provides com-

miums written in 2016. Chubb’s core operating insurance com-

mercial and personal property and casualty insurance, personal

panies maintain financial strength ratings of AA from Standard &

accident and supplemental health insurance, reinsurance and

Poor’s and A++ from A.M. Best.

life insurance to a diverse group of clients. As an underwriting
company, we assess, assume and manage risk with insight and

Chubb Limited, the parent company of Chubb, is listed on the

discipline. We service and pay our claims fairly and promptly.

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CB) and is a component of the

We combine the precision of craftsmanship with decades of

S&P 500 index.

experience to conceive, craft and deliver the very best insurance
coverage and service to individuals and families, and businesses

Chubb maintains executive offices in Zurich, New York, London

of all sizes.

and other locations, and employs approximately 31,000 people
worldwide.

Chubb is also defined by its extensive product and service offerings,
broad distribution capabilities, exceptional financial strength and
local operations globally. The company serves multinational corpo-

Chubb Surety Executives

rations, mid-size and small businesses with property and casualty

Chubb North America

Chubb Europe

insurance and risk engineering services; affluent and high net worth

Stephen M. Haney

Luc Reuter

individuals with substantial assets to protect; individuals purchasing

Senior Vice President & Head

life, personal accident, supplemental health, homeowners, auto-

Chubb Overseas Group

mobile and specialty personal insurance coverage; companies and

Bruce Cliff

affinity groups providing or offering accident and health insurance

Executive Vice President,

Chubb Asia Pacific

programs and life insurance to their employees or members; and

Surety COG

Roy Amos

insurers managing exposures with reinsurance coverage.

of Surety for Europe

Head of Surety APAC
Chubb Mexico

Chubb offers a wide variety of surety products and specializes

Arturo Martinez

in underwriting both commercial and contract bonds and has

Executive Vice President,

the capacity for bond issuance on an international basis. Chubb

Surety Latin America

Contact
Chubb European Group Limited
Luc Reuter

Phone +49 69 756 13 6702

Senior Vice President &

luc.reuter@chubb.com

Head of Surety for Europe
Lurgiallee 12, 60439 Frankfurt, Germany

www.chubb.com
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CLAL Credit Insurance Ltd.
About the company

History

Clal Credit Insurance Ltd. (the "Company"), is an Israeli leading

The company was established in January 1981 in Israel.

credit insurance company. The Company offers both domestic

Clal Insurance Company Ltd., the leading insurance group in

and export credit insurance (commercial and political risks).

Israel holds together with Atradius N.V. 100% of the Company's
shares. The present ownership took place in 1999. Atradius N.V.

Domestic credit insurance – the Company is a market leader

holds a 20% of the Company's shares and serves as the Com-

in the credit insurance activity in Israel and a pioneer in its activity

pany business partner.

in this field. The Company has been operating for about 37 years
in this line of business and has over approximately 470 insured

Board of Directors

clients in its portfolio.

Mrs. Anath Levin	Head of investments and Credit Division,
Export credit insurance – the Company began substantial

Clal Insurance Company, Chairman of

activity in export credit insurance in 2001and it insures debtors in
more than 110 countries worldwide.

the Board of Directors.
Mr. Daniel Stausberg

CEO Atradius Reinsurance, Dublin.

Mr. Uri Levi

Former CFO of Clal Insurance Company

It’s the Company's vision to lead the credit insurance market in

Mr. Tal Cohen

CFO Clal Insurance Company

Israel and continue its professional service to its insured clients

Mr. Kobi Shalom 	VP Credit and Alternative Assets, Clal

by strengthening its clients’ credit management and support

Insurance Company

their growth by providing them with accurate assessments of the

Mr. Jonathan Irroni

Director from the public

payment default risk of their buyers.

Mr. Eran Polak

CPA, Director from the public

The Company's headquarter is in Tel Aviv, Israel.

Contact
36 Raoul Wallenberg Rd.

Contact persons:

Kiryat Atidim Park, Tower 8

Shachar Oshri – CEO

Eti Benano - CPA, CFO

Tel Aviv, 6136902, Israel

SHACHARO@clalcredit.co.il

EtiB@clalcredit.co.il

Phone

+972 3 6276333

www.clalcredit.co.il

www.clalcredit.co.il

Fax

+972 3 6276300

www.clalcredit.co.il
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Coface
About the company

Members of the Group Management Board

The Coface Group is a trade risk expert and a worldwide leader

Xavier Durand, Chief Executive Officer

in credit insurance. Through direct presence or partners the Group

Valérie Brami, Chief Operating Officer

is able to help its clients in 100 countries by assessing risks and

Nicolas de Buttet, Deputy Director in charge of Risk Underwriting

collecting unpaid debts in almost 200 countries.

and Information
Cyrille Charbonnel, Underwriting Director
Nicolas Garcia, Commercial Director

History

Carole Lytton, General Secretary

Coface was created in 1946 as an insurance company spe-

Carine Pichon, Chief Financial & Risk Officer

cialised in export credit insurance. In 1992, Coface began its

Thibault Surer, Strategy & Business Development Director

international development in the United Kingdom and Italy. In

Extended Group Management Committee comprising 16 members

1994, Coface became a private company and acquired German

Michel Grot, IT Director

(AK) and Austrian (ÖKV) credit insurers. In 2002, Natixis Banques

Didier Dechoux, Organization Director

Populaires became its main shareholder. In 2011, Coface refocu-

Pierre-Emanuel Albert, Transformation and processes Director

sed its activity on credit insurance. The Group is a listed company

Patrice Luscan, Marketing Director

(Euronext, Paris – CAC Small) since 2014. Coface has been also

Thierry Croiset, Risk Director

managed French government export guarantees until the recent

Pierre Bevierre, Human Resources Director

transfer of this activity to the French Public Bank of Investment.

Monica Coull, Communications Director

Under its new leadership Coface is presently implementing the

Frank Marcilly, Compliance Director

strategic plan ‘Fit to Win’.

Julien Marcilly, Chief Economist

Regional Directors
Declan Daly, CEO Central Europe Region

Highlights in 2016

Katarzyna Kompowska, CEO Northern Europe Region

Operating directly or indirectly in 100 countries representing

Antonio Marchitelli, CEO Western Europe Region

around 97% of global GDP, Data on 80 million businesses

Bart A. Pattyn, CEO Latin America Region

worldwide, € 493 billion in secured debt, 50,000 corporate

Fredrik Murer, CEO North America Region

customers, 660 underwriters and credit analysts,

Cecile Paillard, CEO Mediterranean and Africa Region

410 claims and recovery managers.

Bupesh Gupta, CEO Asia Pacific Region

Contact
COFACE SA

Contact person:

1 place Costes et Bellonte

Martha Di Maria

92270 Bois-Colombes, France

communication@coface.com

Phone

+ 33 (1) 49 02 20 00

Fax

+ 33 (1) 43 02 20 00

www.coface.com
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COSEC
About the company

• 20 sectors permanently monitored

COSEC is the leading Insurer in Portugal for credit and bond

• 85% credit limits requests processed in less than 48h

insurance, offering the best management support and credit

• 50% average credit recovery rate over the last 6 years

control solutions for both internal and external markets. It is also
responsible, on behalf of the Portuguese State, for covering and

COSEC is located in two major cities of Portugal: Lisbon (head

managing credit and investment risks in political risk countries.

office) and Oporto. It has branches in Aveiro, Braga, Coimbra,
and Leiria.

COSEC’s mission is to establish a partnership with its clients,
allowing them to better manage risk credit, to know their clients
through detailed and updated information, to be more effective

History

in debt collection, and to be closely followed and advised by a

1969	COSEC was created on 29 December mainly with

team of professional technicians and managers.

public capital.
1975	COSEC is nationalized

COSEC’s shareholder structure is very relevant, both institu-

1992

COSEC Privatization (100%)

tionally and operationally, due to the existence of distribution

1996

BPI Bank became major shareholder.

synergies with BPI Bank and the access to Euler Hermes Group

2007	Euler Hermes became COSEC shareholder, together

International network, that allows the company to have a better

with BPI Bank, each one own 50% of COSEC’s

assessment to foreign companies and a strong credit recovery

share capital.

capacity in foreign markets.

2014

COSEC presents a new brand image

Founded in 29 December 1969, COSEC’s long history translates

Board of Directors

into the following figures:

Maria Celeste Hagatong Agrellos - Chairman
• More than 1.440 national clients

Thierry Etheve - CEO

• 241 thousand national companies under surveillance

Berta Dias da Cunha

• More than 12.770 credit limit decisions per month

José Vairinhos

• About 40 million business monitored internationally

Paolo Cioni

• 16,5 billion euros business transactions protected worldwide

Pedro Silva Fernandes

Contact
Av. da República, nº58

R. Gonçalo Sampaio, 329, 3º,

cosec@cosec.pt

1069-057 Lisboa

4150-367 Oporto

www.cosec.pt

Portugal

Portugal

Phone

+351 217 913 700

Phone

+351 226 070 600

Fax

+351 217 913 720

Fax

+351 226 070 605
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Credendo
About the company

History

Credendo is a European trade credit insurance group that pro-

Although the name Credendo is relatively recent, our group has a

vides customised solutions for insurance, reinsurance, guaran-

long history. Our story began in 1921 when Delcredere | Ducroire,

tees, surety and financing related to domestic and international

the Belgian export credit agency, was founded. In recent years

trade transactions or investments abroad. The group protects

the group experienced some far-reaching changes, developing

companies, banks and insurance undertakings against credit and

from a traditional export credit agency into an international player.

political risks or facilitates the financing of such transactions.

Today we are a European credit insurance group that is present
across the continent. We are active in all segments of credit insu-

Among the solutions we offer:

rance, offering a range of products that provide cover worldwide.

•	Credendo – Short-Term Non-EU Risks offers whole turnover
short-term credit insurance. It provides flexible insurance policies with approved credit limits and a risk period of less than 2

Highlights in 2017

years, worldwide, even in complex risk environments;

New step in the group consolidation: each entity integrates Cre-

•	Credendo – Single Risk covers single contract or single buyer
risks up to 7 years in more than 160 countries;
•	Credendo – Excess & Surety:

dendo in its name and the names of Credimundi, Garant, Trade
Credit and others have ceased to exist. A new website (www.
credendo.com) has been launched to reinforce this development.

–	covers exceptional and unforeseeable risks involving
clients’ turnover receivables that could endanger their financial health, while the clients stay in charge of their credit

Group Executive Committee

management (excess of loss);

Dirk Terweduwe, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman

–	adds capacity to the credit limits of a short-term trade
credit insurance policy (top-up cover);

Frank Vanwingh, Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Nabil Jijakli, Deputy Chief Executive Officer

– issues contractual and legal bonds (surety).

General Managers
Credendo – Short-Term Non-EU Risks: Stefaan Van Boxstael
Credendo – Single Risk: Michael Frank
Credendo – Excess & Surety: Eckhard Horst

Contact
Credendo

Contact person:

Rue Montoyerstraat 3

Marijke Van Gucht

1000 Brussels, Belgium

Phone

Phone

m.vangucht@credendo.com

linkedin.com/company/credendo

www.credendo.com

@CredendoEN

+ 32(0) 2 788 88 00

+32 2 788 85 02
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Credit Guarantee Insurance Corporation
of Africa Limited
About the company
Founded in 1956, Credit Guarantee Insurance Corporation

We are rated “AA” with regards to our claims paying ability, we

(CGIC) has spent more than 6 decades in business, establishing

hold ISO9001 quality accreditation from the South African Bureau

ourselves as South Africa’s leading Trade Credit Insurer. We

of Standards and we subscribe to the Codes of Best Practice of

leverage our strong partnerships to extend our reach beyond

the South African Department of Trade & Industry.

South Africa’s borders and provide Domestic and International

As proponents of positive social change, CGIC is also a Level 3

Trade Credit Insurance to credit buyers throughout the African

Contributor to Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment.

continent.
Our database of 150,000 buyers provides us with the real-time

With roughly 300 people employed across 5 branches located

credit information that enables the informed decision-making and

throughout South Africa, an extensive broker network and exper-

secure trading of our policyholders.

tise in all important industry groups, CGIC has the capacity and
the knowledge to design and implement Trade Credit Insurance

We also pride ourselves on our specialised business salvage and

solutions that meet the aligned needs of both our clients and our

recovery unit, dedicated to facilitating the intricate restructuring

shareholders.

that is, at times, needed to ensure both our clients’ interests and
that of our shareholders – Old Mutual Insure (75%) and Atradius

Credit Guarantee is an Authorised Financial Services Provider.

NV (25%) – are met.
		
With the convenience and care of our clients taking center stage
at every level of operations, our Johannesburg-based underwriting team is well-positioned to provide rapid turnaround of
enquiries and credit limit decisions. Additionally, our proprietary
CregaLink application offers clients and intermediaries a direct
digital interface to CGIC systems.
As of 2010, CGIC has also offered Bonds & Surety products,
providing our clientele a wide range of tender and performance
guarantees.

Contact
Physical Address

Postal Address

Phone

+27 11 889 7000

Credit Guarantee House

Private Bag 9908

Fax

+27 11 886 1027

No. 1 Mutual Place,

Sandton, 2146

107 Rivonia Road,

South Africa

Sandton, 2196

#info@cgic.co.za
www.creditguarantee.co.za

South Africa
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ECICS Limited
About the company

History

ECICS Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of IFS Capital Limited

ECICS started out as the Export Credit Insurance Corporation of

(IFS), provides a wide range of risk management solutions

Singapore in 1975 and we have since provided a wide range of

through its offer of domestic and exports credit insurance

export credit insurance products for all types of businesses.

policies, bonds and guarantee and general insurance business
in Singapore. As a pioneer in this area with over 30 years of risk

In 2003, the company became a wholly owned subsidiary of IFS

management experience, ECICS is well-equipped to assist Sin-

Capital Limited. IFS is an established financial institution involved

gapore companies and branches of foreign companies.

in commercial, alternative and structure finance, private equity
investments and factoring (including domestic and export facto-

Our Group mission is to be an innovative regional financial soluti-

ring). Incorporated in Singapore in 1987, IFS was listed on the

ons provider for our clients, committed to service excellence and

mainboard of the Singapore Exchange in July 1993.

creating value for shareholders, management and staff.

Board of Directors
Lim Hua Min - Chairman
Lim Wah Tong
Andrew Ng Choon Tiang

Contact
7 Temasek Boulevard

Contact person:

#10-01 Suntec Tower One

Mr Terence Teo – Chief Executive Officer

038987 Singapore, Singapore

Mr Richard Ong – Chief Operating Officer

Phone

+65 6337 4779

Mr Ivan Ho – Head, Business Development

enquiries@ecics.com.sg

Fax

+65 6338 9267

Mr Johnny Ho – Head, Underwriting & Operations

www.ecics.com.sg
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Euler Hermes
About the company

Highlights in 2016/2017

Euler Hermes, the world’s leading trade-credit insurer with a

Performance:

market share of 34%, helps companies worldwide to develop
their business safely. Unrivalled in its financial solidity, risk analysis
and integrated global structure, the Group provides companies
of all sizes with the complete range of financial services and support they need to successfully manage their B-to-B cash & trade
receivables. Euler Hermes offers credit insurance, surety bonding
and guarantees, and trade debt collection. Its proprietary intelligence network tracks and analyses daily changes in corporate
solvency among small, medium and multinational companies,
which are active in markets representing 92% of global GDP.

-	Euler Hermes posted a consolidated turnover of €2.6 billion in
2016 and insured global business transactions for €883 billion
-	Rated AA- by Standard & Poor’s and Aa3 by Moody’s as of
October 2017
Launches:
-	Launch of the EH Sync Broker portal, an advanced mobileready digital interface, to support key business partners
-	Launch of “Euler Hermes Energy” in the US, which provides
energy industry credit support and risk management solutions
New countries:
-	Solunion, the Euler Hermes and MAPFRE joint venture, laun-

Euler Hermes is a subsidiary of Allianz and is listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange (ELE.PA). The company employs more
than 5,800 people in over 50 countries, and is headquartered in
Paris, France.

ches operation in Costa Rica and Dominican Republic
Rewards & Anniversaries:
-	10th anniversary of Euler Hermes World Agency, the tailormade, world-class credit risk management solutions to global
businesses
-	Euler Hermes is named best export credit agency 2016 by the

History

industry publication Global Trade Review

For more than 100 years, Euler Hermes has expanded organically
and through acquisitions to become the world’s largest credit
insurer. After the acquisition by the French company Euler of the

Board of Management of Euler Hermes Group

German credit insurance group Hermes from Allianz in July 2002,

Wilfried Verstraete (Chairman), Frédéric Bizière, Clarisse Kopff,

the Euler Hermes group harmonized its business processes and

Paul Overeem, Michele Pignotti, Ludovic Sénécaut.

became an integrated group. As an example, all Euler Hermes
entities share the same integrated global risk database.

Contact
1, place des Saisons

Contact person:

92048 Paris-La-Défense Cedex

Isabelle Nguyen

France

isabelle.nguyen@eulerhermes.com

Phone

+33 (0)1 8411 5050

www.eulerhermes.com

Fax

+33 (0)1 8411 5017

@eulerhermes
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Fianzas Atlas
About the company

Fianzas Atlas also participates in the world’s main surety associa-

23rd June 2017, Fianzas Atlas celebrated 81-years being the most

tions, including the Panamerican Surety Association (PASA), The

Antique Surety Bond Company in Mexico, and the only one where

Surety and Fidelity Association of America (SFAA) and the Internatio-

the shareholders are direct descendants of the founder. Established

nal Credit Insurance and Surety Association (ICISA).

in 1936, it is part of a variety of companies, which inlcudes Seguros
Atlas, Financiera Atlas, among many other companies.

2017 News
Throughout this time, Fianzas Atlas has been characterized by it´s

To become a Seguro de Caución Company, the existing surety

technical business underwriting, always based on the quality and

companies who want to operate the “Seguro de Caución”,

capacity of Principals and Obligees, in the technical, financial and

needed the authorization from the CNSyF, and Fianzas Atlas got

moral solvency aspects.

it past summer 2017 from the Comisión Nacional de Seguros y
Fianzas (CNSyF) the main authority in Insurance and Surety, and

Fianzas Atlas has kept since many years the rating mx AA+ by

will be a Company operating both products, Surety Bonds and

Standard & Poors, due to its excellent relationships with the most

Seguro de Caución. The Companies who already got the authori-

importand surety companies and reinsurers in the world; is inter-

zation, can not operate this product as is still in process.

nationally recognized as a key player for bond structuring in large
projects in Mexico. Has an international area that has been operating

Board of Directors

since 1972.

Mr. Rolando Vega Saenz – Chairman of the Board
It has national coverage through its service offices and its wide

Mr. Jorge Orozco Lainé – Ejecutive Board Delegated

network of brokers and agents. Has a solid professional commercial
and technical team that has allowed it to provide bonds for the large

Officers

operations of many of the main companies in the country as well

Mr. Gerardo Sánchez Barrio - CEO

as small bonds for the small clients, always providing coverage that

gerardo.sanchez@fianzasatlas.com

meets their needs.

Ms. María Eugenia Martínez - CFO
mariaeugenia.martinez@fianzasatlas.com

The company operates all of the surety branches: fidelity, legal non-

Ms. Lídice Vázquez Chavolla - International Coordinator

criminal, administrative and credit.

lidice.vazquez@fianzasatlas.com

Contact
Paseo de los Tamarindos 60, 3er piso,

Contact person:

Col. Bosques de las Lomas

Ms. Lídice Vázquez Chavolla

05120 Mexico City,

lidice.vazquez@fianzasatlas.com

Mexico
Phone

+52 55 91 77 54 00

Fax

+52 55 91 77 54 54

www.fianzasatlas.com.mx
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Groupama Assurance-Crédit & Caution
About the company

History

Groupama Assurance-crédit & Caution is part of Groupama, one of

Groupama A-C was created in 1978 as a joint venture between

France’s leading insurance groups. Established in the 19th century

the regional Groupama mutuals to develop credit insurance

as mutuals of farmers Groupama operates now in all insurance bran-

and bonding solutions for their members. Originally the portfo-

ches (P&C, Life, Health) and in Finance (Banking, Asset Manage-

lio was focussed on the Food and Beverages sectors in which

ment). In 2016 the group turnover was € 13.6 Bn (80% in France;

the Groupama group is strongly involved due to the agricultural

20% abroad). The Groupama Group has subsidiaries in 10 countries

history of the mutual companies. Groupama A-C has developed

in Southern Europe (Italy, Portugal, Greece, Turkey), Eastern Europe

partnerships with professional unions to build specifics policies

(Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Slovakia), Northern Africa (Tunisia) and

dedicated to some food industries.

Asia (China & Hong Kong). Since 1978, Groupama Assurance-crédit

In 1991 Groupama A.C became a “Société Anonyme” and an

& Caution operates in the following business lines :

insurance company in its own right. Since 1998, Groupama A-C
has extended its underwriting policy to other industries such as

Credit Insurance

Packaging, Chemicals, Transport and Metals. In the 2000’s Grou-

Domestic, Export - Commercial Risk, Export - Political Risk

pama Assurance-crédit & Caution relaunched the surety activity.
Groupama Assurance-crédit & Caution is operating in France

Surety

and in the European Union with the support of the international

Customs, tax and similar bonds,

subsidiaries of Groupama Group.

Bonds concerning purchases of goods and/or services,
Bonds concerning concessions and licences,
Other bonds: EU bonds, judicial bonds

Highlights since 2016
In November 2016 the company has been rebranded from

In 2016 the global risk exposure is well balanced between France

Groupama Assurance Crédit to Groupama Assurance-crédit &

(50%) and international markets (50% in 167 countries).

Caution to reflect the 2 branches where GAC is operating.

The Groupama Assurance-crédit & Caution headquarters are located in Paris. Supported by the 9 Groupama regional mutuals (unions

Board of Directors

of 5,400 local mutuals) Groupama A-C has offices in Paris (Noisy-le-

Laurent Poupart, Chairman

Grand, Gentilly), Bordeaux, Montpellier, Rennes and Reims.

Jean-Michel Pérès, CEO

Contact
8/10 rue d’Astorg

Contact person:

75 008 Paris

Jean-Michel Pérès

France

jmperes@groupama-ac.fr

Phone

+33 1 49 31 27 69

www.groupama-ac.fr
www.groupama.com
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The Guarantee Company of
North America (The Guarantee)
About the company
The Guarantee Company of North America (The Guarantee) is a

Our team

recognized leader in surety and specialty insurance in the North

With over 400 dedicated employees, we offer deep knowledge

American marketplace. Founded in 1872, The Guarantee has

and expertise in niche segments including the construction

a longstanding history in the insurance industry which demon-

industry, corporate programs and customized personal insurance.

strates our strength and stability. Although our roots run deep,

In the event of a claim we have a multi-disciplined team of profes-

we remain flexible and nimble; responding to new and emerging

sional, in-house claims personnel including engineers, accoun-

needs by providing our broker partners with the right insurance

tants, lawyers, appraisers and insurance specialists. Our team

solutions to ensure ongoing protection for their clients.

will work with you to get you back on track as quickly as possible.

What we do

Our commitment to you

In Canada, The Guarantee’s suite of surety and specialty

We look forward to earning your business, with a promise to

insurance products includes:

provide you with responsive customer care, comprehensive coverage, innovative products and fair claims resolutions. Our focus

• Surety: Contract, Commercial and Developer Surety

is on making it easy for you to do business with us. And with

• Corporate Insurance: Directors’ and Officers’ Liability

locations across Canada and the US, you can count on prompt,

Insurance, Miscellaneous Errors and Omissions, Fiduciary,

local service.

Crime, Office Shield, Privacy Breach Services
• Transportation: Guarantee Transportation Solution

Partnering with independent brokers and agents

•	
Personal Insurance: GUARANTEE GOLD®,

The Guarantee is proud to offer our surety and insurance products

Guarantee SUPERIOR

through independent brokers and agents across the country.

• Credit: Guarantee Trade Credit Solutions
For additional information please visit www.theguarantee.com
In the US, The Guarantee specializes in surety products, with a
head office in Southfield, Michigan and branches throughout the
United States. The Guarantee US is licensed to write Surety in

Managing Director & CEO

50 states, Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands.

Jules R. Quenneville

Contact
4950 Yonge Street

Phone

+1 416 223 9580

Madison Centre

Fax

+1 416 223 7654

Suite 1400
Toronto, ON M2N 6K1
Canada

www.theguarantee.com
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Hannover Re
About the company

the Hannover Re Group and positioned as a specialist reinsurer

Hannover Re, with gross premium of EUR 16.4 billion, is the

for the German market. Today, the company ranks as the second-

third-largest reinsurer in the world. It transacts all lines of property

largest reinsurer in the German market and number three in the

& casualty and life & health reinsurance and is present on all con-

world according to its gross premium income.

tinents with around 2,900 staff. The rating agencies most relevant
to the insurance industry have awarded both Hannover Re and
E+S Rück very strong insurer financial strength ratings: Standard

Highlights in 2017

& Poor's AA- "Very Strong" and A.M. Best A+ "Superior".

•	In March the company was able to post its fifth consecutive
record year. The net income reached EUR 1.17 billion and thus

Hannover Re’s specialised Credit, Surety and Political Risk
Division is one of the market leaders in this segment. It has longterm expertise and provides reinsurance cover to more than 250
ceding companies worldwide.

comfortably beat its profit target of EUR 950 million. The book
value per share reached an all-time high of EUR 74.61.
•	Hannover Re acquired the UK holding company Argenta Holdings plc. By making this acquisition Hannover Re has gained
additional access to international and London Market business.

Hannover Re seeks to enhance its position as a large, globally

•	Hannover Re’s credit, surety & political risk business continues

operating reinsurer by increasing its profit as well as the value

to be very stable based on many long-term client relationships

of the company by a double-digit percentage every year. The

to which we selectively add new customers.

principal shareholder is HDI Haftpflichtverband der Deutschen
Industrie V.a.G., which holds 50.2% of Hannover Re’s shares via

Executive Board

Talanx AG.

Ulrich Wallin - Chairman

History

Non-Life

Hannover Re was established in 1966 under the name

Sven Althoff (inter alia responsible for the Credit, Surety and

“Aktiengesell¬schaft für Transport- und Rückversicherung”. Beco-

Political Risk Division), Jürgen Gräber, Michael Pickel

ming a listed com¬pany in 1994, Hannover Re took a major step
forward in its future development. In 1996 the Group was restruc-

Life & Health

tured; Eisen and Stahl Rück (today E+S Rück) was integrated into

Claude Chèvre, Klaus Miller

Contact
Karl-Wiechert-Allee 50

Contact person:

30625 Hannover

Jan Müller

Germany

Jan.Mueller@hannover-re.com

Phone

+49 511 5604 1338

Fax

+49 511 5604 3338
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ICIC
About the company

History

ICIC – The Israeli Credit Insurance Company, Is the leading credit

ICIC was established as a government owned company in 1957,

insurer in Israel. ICIC has been insuring credit since 1957 and

privatized in 2002, and today is owned by EULER HERMES

today insures sales totaling over $16 billion annually, in both local

(50%) AND Harel (50%).

and foreign trade transactions.
ICIC is an equal partnership company, jointly owned by EULER

Highlights in 2016 / 2017

HERMES – the largest credit insurer in the world, and HAREL

ICIC continues to look ahead, and has enlarged new lines of

INSURANCE INVESTMENTS AND FINANCES LTD –the largest

business products customized for its policy holders: mid-term

insurance and finance company in Israel.

credit insurance, surety bonds, etc.In addition it established
together wit hone of the 2 biggest banks is Israel.

ICIC insures credit in 140 countries and the company’s 500
policyholders include many of the leading companies in Israel
and their subsidiaries around the world. Using Euler Hermes

Board of Directors

systems and connection ICIC is able to provide quick solutions to

Mr David Blumberg – Chairman

transactions all over the world.

Mrs Hagit Chitayat-Levin – CEO

ICIC offers varied and advanced credit insurance services as
well as programs which enables obtaining finance by banks and
financial instituions and guarantees for both domestic and export
purposes.. Our lines of bonds and guarantees written contains
Bid bonds, Advance Payment bonds, Performance bonds and
Custom bonds.
ICIC works hand in hand with leading reinsurers around the
world and has an Aa3 local rating with a stable forecast.

Contact
12 Hachilazon St.

Contact person:

Ramat Gan, 5252276

Hagit Chitayat Levin

Israel

Hagit.levin@icic.co.il

Phone

+972-3-796 2401

www.icic.co.il
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Liberty Mutual Insurance
About the company

History

Liberty Mutual Insurance helps people preserve and protect what they

Liberty Mutual began operations as the Massachusetts Employees’

earn, build, own and cherish. Keeping this promise means we are

Insurance Association (MEIA) on July 1, 1912 as a mutual company.

there when our policyholders throughout the world need us most.

In 1917, the company name was changed to Liberty Mutual Insu-

In business since 1912, and headquartered in Boston, Mass., today

rance Company. Liberty Mutual entered the surety market in 1994

Liberty Mutual is a diversified insurer with operations in 30 countries

with its purchase of CIGNA and later acquisitions of Wausau and

and economies around the world. The company is the fifth largest

Peerless. Liberty Mutual purchased Safeco in 2008 and Ohio Ca-

property and casualty insurer in the U.S. based on 2015 direct written

sualty Group in 2007, each of whom started writing surety in 1929.

premium data as reported by the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners. Liberty Mutual is ranked 73rd on the Fortune 100
list of largest corporations in the U.S. based on 2015 revenue. As of

Liberty Mutual Surety Global Leaders

December 31, 2015, the company had $121.7 billion in consolidated

Global Surety President: Timothy Mikolajewski

assets, $102.5 billion in consolidated liabilities, and $37.6 billion in

Global Risks COO: Nathan Zangerle

annual consolidated revenue.

North America COO: David Carey
Europe/Asia Pacific: Graham Pitt

Liberty employs more than 50,000 people in over 800 offices throug-

Brazil: Marcio Oliveira

hout the world, and we offer a wide range of insurance products

Canada: Paul McIntyre

and services, including personal automobile, homeowners, accident

Mexico: Carlos Guerrero

& health, commercial automobile, general liability, property, surety,
workers compensation, group disability, group life, specialty lines,

Liberty Specialty Markets

reinsurance, individual life and annuity products.

Head of Global Financial Risks:
Peter Sprent

Liberty Mutual Surety, a Liberty Mutual business unit, is the United

Underwriting Manager, Reinsurance Specialty Products:

States’ second largest surety on a direct written basis and largest on

Susan Barber

a net written basis and a leading surety globally. With underwriting of-

Zurich Branch Manager, Reinsurance Specialty Products:

fices in seven countries, and capacity to place bonds in over 60 coun-

Christoph Nienhaus

tries worldwide, Surety has the capacity, capabilities, and professional
expertise to underwrite all types of contractors and corporations.

Contact
Liberty Mutual Surety

Liberty Specialty Markets

Roland Richter

Roland.Richter@Libertymutual.com

Christoph Nienhaus

Christoph.Niehaus@libertyglobalgroup.com

2200 Renaissance Blvd.

Phone

1 (610) 832-8235 or

Zweigniederlassung Zürich

Phone

+41 (0) 44 285 1033

1 (610) 832-8240

Lintheschergasse 19

Mobile

+41 (0) 79 774 9679

CH-8001 Zürich, Switzerland

libertyspecialtymarkets.com

King of Prussia, PA 19406
USA
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Lombard Insurance Company Limited
About the company

History

The Lombard Group provides a portfolio of specialist insurance

Lombard Insurance Company Ltd was registered in 1990 as a

products to a variety of industries through its respective Short-term

specialist Short Term Insurance Company operating in the surety

and Long-term Insurance licences.

and guarantee market. The Hollard Insurance Company (South
Africa’s largest privately owned insurance company) was the

Products offered include:
• Construction bonds
• Custom and Excise bonds
•	Mining Rehabilitation

major shareholder then. Through great relationships with our
•	Commercial Property
insurance

reinsurers we were able to diversify our product offering and in
2000 our Trade Credit insurance division was established, fol-

• Personal Accident insurance

lowed by our Trade Finance and Mining Rehabilitation guarantees

•	Commercial Vehicle insurance

divisions. In 2007, a diversification strategy was initiated which

• Trade Credit insurance

•	Death, Dread Disease,

has resulted in a number of equity partnerships being formed with

• Engineering insurance

Disability insurance

specialist underwriting management agencies. A Life license was

guarantees

•	Professional Indemnity
insurance
• Liability insurance
• Marine insurance

•	Income Protection insurance

acquired in 2008 opening the doors to new markets. In 2014, an

• Medical Gap Cover

Africa strategy was developed as we increase our footprint over

•	Directors and Officers

Sub-Saharan Africa.

insurance

• Fidelity guarantee insurance

Board of Directors
The Group also offers trade finance and through co-operation

ML Japhet – (Chairman)

agreements with global partners we are involved in the underwriting

PJ Orford – (Managing)

and advising of local businesses, enabling credit underwriting to take

CE Backeberg

place for foreign companies wanting to trade within South Africa.

GJM Carlin
A Magwentshu

We strive to be the best Product and Service Provider in our chosen

A Pienaar

markets, by creating sustainable relationships with suppliers, dis-

RJ Symmonds

tribution channels and clients alike. We are a Johannesburg based
Company with a footprint in different regions through our Partners.

Contact
Ground Floor, Building C

Phone

+27 (0)860 551 0600

Contact person:

Sunnyside Office Park

Fax

+27 (0)11 551 0603

Sarah Haines - PA to James Orford

2 Carse O’Gowrie Rd

sarahh@lombardins.com

Parktown, Johannesburg
2193, South Africa

www.lombardins.com
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Mitsui Sumitomo
About the company

on society. We will utilize advanced technologies such as AI (arti-

Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Company, Limited is one of the core

ficial intelligence), big data, and block chains to offer the products

operating companies within the MS&AD Insurance Group. Our

and services that are in line with our changing society.

mission is to contribute to the development of a vibrant society and

We will continue to fulfill our raison d'être with integrity and a sense

help secure a sound future for the earth by bringing safety and se-

of speed in order to further gain the trust of our customers and

curity through the global insurance and financial services business.

support social development.

Within each area, we are successfully advancing reorganization by
function, one of the core themes of our medium-term management
plan, “Next Challenge 2017”. In the claims services area, we are

History

proceeding with system development in collaboration with Aioi

Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Company, Limited was formed in Oc-

Nissay Dowa Insurance as we aim to provide the industry's top tier

tober 2001 through a merger between the former Mitsui Marine &

claims services.

Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.(“Mitsui Marine”) and the former The Su-

We also are developing strong synergy with MS Amlin, which joined

mitomo Marine & Fire Insurance Co., Ltd. (“Sumitomo Marine”).

the Group in February 2016. We will apply the cumulative know-

Mitsui Marine and Sumitomo Marine were leading non-life insu-

ledge and experience of MS Amlin towards meeting the needs of

rance companies boasting long histories, having been establis-

even more customers.

hed in 1918 and 1893, respectively.
In April 2008, the entire group transitioned to a holding company

We believe our raison d'être is to provide security and safety, and

structure for the purpose of engaging in more advanced business

to contribute to society through our insurance business. As risk

diversification. In April 2010, the Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance

professionals, we will continue our efforts to resolve various social

Group, Aioi Insurance Co., Ltd. and Nissay Dowa General Insu-

issues by working to reduce traffic accidents, improving preparati-

rance Co., Ltd. merged to form the MS&AD Insurance Group.

ons for large-scale natural disasters, and promoting the dissemination of renewable energy.

Board of Directors
With the spread of ICT (information communication technology)

Mr. Yasuyoshi Karasawa (Representative Director, Chairman of

and other new technologies, social infrastructure and people's

the Board), Mr. Noriyuki Hara (Representative Director, President,

lifestyles are changing at a pace unlike anything we have ever seen

Chief Executive Officer), Mr. Hisakazu Oochi (Managing Executive

before and these technologies are expected to have a great impact

Officer, General Manager of Underwriting Division)

Contact
Guarantee and Credit Section
Property and Casualty Underwriting

Phone

+81 3 3259 3481

Department

Fax

+81 3 3259 7199

3-9 Kanda Surugadai,

kashin-hoshin@ms-ins.com

Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, 101-8011, Japan
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Munich Re
About the company
Munich Re Group pursues an unique integrated business model

Following a rising number of natural catastrophes the GeoRisks

consisting of reinsurance and primary insurance under one roof.

Research Department, the first global entity dedicated to the

Munich Re stands for solution-based expertise, client proximity,

risk of long-term climate change, was inaugurated (1974) and

consistent risk management and exceptional financial stability.

assumed an important role. The Nineties were marked by several

Munich Re is rated AA- by Standard & Poors/Fitch, Aa3 by

milestones: Acquisition of American Re (1996), creation of ERGO

Moody’s and A+ by A.M. Best.

Insurance Group (1997) and formation of MEAG (1998), the asset manager of Munich Re Group. In the recent decade Munich

In reinsurance, Munich Re is a global leader with gross premium

Re progressed from a classic reinsurer to a provider of solutions

written of €28bn in 2015. Munich Re writes business in all lines

across the entire insurance value chain.

around the globe combining global presence and local knowledge. Munich Re is a much sought-after business partner for
large capacity needs, solutions for complex risks as well as for

Highlights in 2016/2017

extensive services.

-	Munich Re Group targets a net result of around €2bn (2016:
€2,6bn) on gross premium written of €48-50bn (2016: €49bn)

Credit and surety reinsurance is the most important segment

in 2017, an ambitious target given the severe claims triggered

within the Financial Risks unit which is part of the division Special

by the devastating hurricane season 2017, combined with

and Financial Risks. Our specialized staff in Munich and abroad

the continuing low interest rates and intensive competition in

also includes underwriter for political risks, contingency risks and
several kinds of entrepreneurial risks.

reinsurance.
-	For 2016, Munich Re Group reported €529m gross premium
written in reinsurance of credit and surety lines of business.

History
Munich Re was founded by Carl von Thieme in 1880 and soon

Board of Directors

began its international expansion with an office in Paris, followed

Dr. Joachim Wenning (Chairman of the Board of Management),

by other offices across Europe and North America. After the

Pina Albo, Dr. Thomas Blunck, Dr. Doris Höpke, Dr. Torsten

prohibition of activities outside Germany in 1947, Munich Re was

Jeworrek, Herrmann Pohlchristoph, Dr. Markus Rieß, Dr. Peter

allowed to resume international business in 1950 again.

Röder, Dr. Jörg Schneider.

Contact
Koeniginstr. 107

Contact person:

80802 Muenchen

Thomas Lallinger

Germany

Phone

+49 89 3891 3806

tlallinger@munichre.com

Fax

+49 89 3891 73806

www.munichre.com
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Nationale Borg
About the company

tees for private individuals, was acquired. Since 2011, the group

N.V. Nationale Borg-Maatschappij (Nationale Borg), rated A by AM

has two separate carriers for its two main activities: Nationale

Best, is the leading guarantee insurer in the Dutch and Belgian

Borg-Maatschappij for the surety activities (from its main office in

markets, as well as a worldwide recognized reinsurer of guarantees

Amsterdam for the Netherlands and its branch office in Antwerp

and credit insurance. With a staff of 75 employees and a turnover of

for Belgium), and Nationale Borg Reinsurance in Curaçao for the

€ 98 million (2016), Nationale Borg services its local and international

reinsurance activities. In 2016 Nationale Borg became part of

clients from its offices in Amsterdam (Netherlands), Antwerp (Bel-

US based AmTrust Financial Services, Inc., which transferred the

gium) and Willemstad (Curaçao).As a member of ICISA, PASA, SFAA

two companies to different positions within its group structure.

and Alasece, Nationale Borg is an internationally recognized partner

However, this transfer had no impact on the operations of the

and a household name in the (re)insurance world of guarantees and

two companies. Nationale Borg-Maatschappij continues to pro-

credit insurance. Our mission is twofold: we aim to expand our

vide services to its former Curacao based subsidiary and the joint

global presence via specialized, tailor-made reinsurance capacity,

pool of expertise is put to use for clients in both the surety and

as well as strengthen our leading position in selected European

reinsurance markets.

guarantee markets by providing excellent service, speed and performance. Nationale Borg is owned by AmTrust Financial Services,
Inc., which will use Nationale Borg’s know-how to facilitate the Eu-

Highlights in 2016/2017

ropean expansion in surety of Dublin-based AmTrust International

After a number of years of very prudent underwriting, the impro-

Underwriters DAC through a legal merger of the two companies.

ved economic circumstances allowed us to grow our exposure
and income again in 2016, Despite increased competition and
some pressure on premium rates, this growth continued in 2017.

History

The interim 2017 results show a solid increase in premiums and

Founded in 1893, Nationale Borg initially focused on direct gua-

bottom line results.

rantee business in the Netherlands. Around 1950 the company
started writing inwards reinsurance for the same line, as well as
for trade credit insurance. Around the turn of the millennium,

Board of Directors

the company started up activities in Belgium, where it has since

Pieter Walhof, Jeremy Cadle, Mike Pinner, André Tukker

become the market leader in guarantees. In 2008, Nationale

Executive Management

Waarborg, a company specializing in home purchase guaran-

Jos Kroon, Harmen Ettema

Contact
N.V. Nationale Borg-Maatschappij

N.V. Nationale Borg-Maatschappij

Nationale Borg Reinsurance N.V.

Keizersgracht 165, P.O. Box 955

Uitbreidingsstraat 66

Kaya Mensing 18

1000 AZ Amsterdam, Netherlands

2600 Antwerp, Belgium

Willemstad, Curaçao

Phone +31 20 553 3900

Phone +32 3 285 9880

Phone +599 9 465 1866

nationaleborg@nationaleborg.nl

nationaleborg@nationaleborg.be

nationaleborg@nationaleborgre.com

Contact persons:

www.nationaleborg.nl

www.nationaleborg.be

www.nationaleborgre.com

Jos Kroon, Paul Daas
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PartnerRe
About the company

History

PartnerRe Ltd. is a leading, diversified and global reinsurer that

In 1993, PartnerRe was founded to bring expert catastrophe

helps insurance companies reduce their earnings volatility, streng-

reinsurance to a market in need of capacity. Over the following two

then their capital and grow their businesses through reinsurance

decades our capabilities grew to serve clients dealing with a broad

solutions. PartnerRe is fully committed to a set of client-centered

spectrum of risks, positioning us as a global and diversified reinsurer

values and to bringing a more personal approach to the market-

who could step up to any challenge. Our acquisition by EXOR in

place. With PartnerRe you will encounter a distinctive balance of

2016 solidified our position as a pure-play reinsurer and allows us

partnership and technical expertise.

to set our sights on the long-term horizon rather than short term
financial reporting metrics. For the year ended December 31, 2016,

Since the global financial crisis, financial risks have become

total revenues were $5.4 billion. At June 30, 2017, total assets were

increasingly complex. Now more than ever, insurers of financial

$22.8 billion, total capital was $8.3 billion and total shareholders’

risks need reliable reinsurance partners who understand the long-

equity was $6.9 billion. PartnerRe enjoys strong financial strength ra-

tail nature and volatility of their risks. We do, and we combine

tings as follows: A.M. Best A / Moody’s A1 / Standard & Poor’s A+.

significant financial capacity with innovative and reliable solutions
to serve our clients according to their particular geography and

Board of Directors (as of September 2017)

risk environment.

John Elkann (Chairman), Emmanuel Clarke, Brian Dowd, Bilge
Our Financial Risks team operates on a worldwide, centrally ma-

Ogut, Nikhil Srinivasan, Patrick Thiele, Enrico Vellano

naged basis, with three regional divisions delivering strong local
expertise: U.S & Canada, Asia-Pacific and EMEA-Latin America.

Executive Management (as of September 2017)

We are a strong player in the trade credit, contract surety and

Emmanuel Clarke, President and CEO, PartnerRe Ltd.

trade-related political risks arena, as well as providing solutions

Dorothée Burkel, Chief Corporate and People Operations Officer

for bank-related transactions, mortgage business and other

Tad Walker, CEO Property & Casualty

specific customized financial transactions.

Mario Bonaccorso, EVP and Chief Financial Officer, PartnerRe Ltd.
Marvin Pestcoe, Chief Risk and Actuarial Officer
Charles Goldie, CEO Worldwide Specialty
Marc Archambault, CEO Life & Health
Scott Altstadt, Chief Operating Officer

Contact
Bellerivestrasse 36

Contact person:

8034 Zurich, Switzerland

Christophe Renia, Head of Financial
Risks, PartnerRe Worldwide Specialty
Phone

www.partnerre.com

+41 44 385 36 01

christophe.renia@partnerre.com
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PICC Property and
Casualty Company Limited
About the company

more competition in the market and all its subsidiaries became in-

PICC Property and Casualty Company Limited (PICC), with a 33.5%

dependent in 1999. While the other two subsidiaries changed their

market share and premium income of CNY 310.45billion (about USD

names to become China Life, China Re, PICC Property Insurance

46.83 billion), is the oldest and largest non-life insurance company

Company inherited the time honored name PICC. In 2003 PICC

in mainland China and provides all varieties of general insurances in-

was listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, being the first

cluding motor vehicle, hull and cargo, commercial and homeowner’s

Chinese state-owned financial enterprise to go public overseas.

property, liability, credit and surety, aviation and space insurance.
PICC started to underwrite export credit insurance on behalf of

Highlights in 2016

the central government in 1988. In 2001, its export credit business

-	Net profit of RMB18.02bn, a YoY decrease of 17.5%;

became independent to form Chinese Export and Credit Insurance
Company (Sinosure). In 2005, PICC decided to return to the credit
insurance market while the surety/bond businesses have been
on its product shelf for the past decades. Starting from January 1
2013, PICC is licensed by Chinese Ministry of Finance to underwrite
short term export credit insurance, becoming the first and so far the
only commercial insurer to do business in the export credit market.
We have 4500 branch offices all over China. Being the People’s
insurance company, PICC aim to serve the people’s interests first
and foremost.

ROE 15.8%, EPS of RMB1.215.
-	Turnover of RMB311.16bn, a YoY growth of RMB29.46bn or
10.5%.
-	Underwriting profit of RMB5.02bn, combined ratio of 98.1%,
consistently outperforming the industry.
-	Investment income of RMB15.07bn, a YoY growth of 5.6%;
total investment yield of 5.2%.
-	Net operating cash inflow of RMB22.07bn, a YoY decline of
18.94%.
-	Total assets and net assets increased by 13.21% and 9.51%
from the beginning of the year, respectively; solvency margin
ratio of 232%.

History
In 1949 the People’s Insurance Company of China (PICC) was
founded as the first and only insurance company in P. R. China.

Board of Directors

In 1996 the People’s Insurance (Group) Company of China (PICC

Mr. Wu Yan – Chairman of the Board

Group) was established, PICC Property being one of the Group’s

Mr. Lin Zhiyong – Vice Chairman of the Board,

three main subsidiaries. PICC Group was disbanded to nurture

Executive Director and President

Contact
PICC Office Tower,

Contact person:

2 Jianguomenwai Avenue,

Mr. Ni Hong

Chaoyang District

Deputy General Manager (Presider) of

Beijing, 100022, China

Credit Insurance & Surety Department

Phone

+86 10 63156688

nihong@picc.com.cn

Fax

+86 10 63152266

www.epicc.com.cn
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Ping An Property & Casualty Insurance
Company of China, Ltd
About the company

History

Property and Casualty insurance is one of the Ping An's core busi-

Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China, the first insurance

ness operations, and has achieved steady growth for the past 29

company in China to have a shareholding structure, was establis-

years. Ping An Property and Casualty Insurance Company of China,

hed in 1988 in Shenzhen. Today, it has developed into an integra-

Ltd. was established in 2002.

ted financial services conglomerate with three core businesses:
insurance, banking, and investment. The Group’s shares are listed

Ping An Property and Casualty Insurance provides country-wide

on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange under the stock code "2318"

services from its 42 branch offices and over 2,200 sub-branch

and on the Shanghai Stock Exchange under "601318".

offices. The company also has established a representative agent
network in almost 400 cities in 150 countries and regions, developing business relationships with over 160 insurance and reinsurance

Highlights in 2016

companies, including China Reinsurance, French Reinsurance,

Ping An Property & Casualty had its premium income exceeding

Munich Reinsurance and Swiss Reinsurance.

178 billion RMB and was ranked the second largest in its field in
China. The Group’s consolidated total assets and equity attributable

The company had over 3 million corporate customers and 47 mil-

to shareholders of the parent company amounted to RMB 5.57 tril-

lion individual customers as of December 31, 2016. Thanks to its

lion and RMB 486 billion, respectively.

professional and high-quality service, Ping An Property and Casualty

Ping An was ranked No.16 in Forbes’ Global 2000 league table

Insurance has developed a prestigious image in China.

in 2017, No.39 in U.S. Fortune Magazine’s Global 500 Leading
Companies ranking, and No.1 among China’s non-State owned en-

How we succeed

terprises. Apart from these accolades, Ping An was ranked in WPP

Ping An Property and Casualty has strong pricing and underwriting

Millward Brown’s BrandZ as the 1st among all insurance brands

capability due to the value-driven corporate culture, centralized

worldwide, and it ranked 6th on the “Best Chinese Brand” ranking

control structure, experienced actuarial team and professionalism

by Interbrand, the largest brand consultancy in the world, making

of its underwriting staff. Moreover, the company believes that its

it the top insurance brand in China.

information technology platform, centralized customer database
and professionalism of the claims processing staff enable the
company to be more competitive in the areas of customer service

Board of Directors

and claims control.

Mr. Roger J.P.Sun – Chairman and CEO

Contact
Ping An Property & Casualty
Insurance Company of China, Ltd

Phone

(0086)0755-2262 2536; 		

Xu Zhang

(0086)0755-2262 7105

zhangxu062@pingan.com.cn

Credit Insurance Dept.

www.pingan.com.cn

39F PAFC, NO. 5033, Yitian Road

Contact persons:

Futian District

Qin Sheng

Shenzhen, China, 518048

SHENGQIN845@pingan.com.cn

www.pingan.com.cn
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Qatar Reinsurance Company Limited,
(Bermuda)
About the company

History

Qatar Re is licensed as a Class 4 Insurer by the Bermuda Monetary

Established in 2009, Qatar Re is today a global reinsurance

Authority and write all major Property, Casualty and Specialty lines

company based in Bermuda, with branch offices in Zurich, Singa-

of business. By connecting deep sector experience with technical

pore and Dubai, a representative office in London and a service

underwriting expertise, we are able to tackle the most complex of rein-

company in Doha, Qatar. In its initial years, Qatar Re focused on a

surance challenges; managing risk and uncertainty around the World

range of classes in the MENA region and other African and Asian

with precision. At Qatar Re, we understand how important it is to be

markets, complemented with business elsewhere in the world re-

present in the World’s major reinsurance hubs and to remain close to

ceived from London. In 2013, Qatar Re embarked on a strategic

our clients’ core operations. That’s why we’ve established a network

expansion, the aim being to build a leading and broadly diversified

of offices in Bermuda , London, Zurich, Dubai International Financial

global reinsurer whose mission is to make the market place more

Centre, Singapore and Doha that supports our “close-to-cedant” vi-

diverse, efficient and entrepreneurial. The branch in Switzerland,

sion. Qatar Re’s ratings reflect our underlying financial strength and the

established in 2013 marked the start of this process. The move

exceptional support provided by our ultimate parent, Qatar Insurance

of the head office to Bermuda in 2015 positioned Qatar Re closer

Company S.A.Q. As at 31 December 2016, our strong capital position

to its US client base. The establishment of offices in the Dubai

was reflected in a capital coverage ratio of 436% (vs. the Bermuda

International Financial Centre has brought the company closer to

Solvency Capital Requirement). Our capital position has been further

its clients in the MENA region. The same philosophy applies to

strengthened following a hugely over-subscribed Tier 2 capital issu-

the recently established branch in Singapore. As at 31 December

ance that took place in early 2017.

2016 Qatar Re has achieved a GWP of USD 1,2 billion and a net
profit of USD 38 million.

Credit, Surety and Political Risk – Qatar Re helps clients diversify
their reinsurance panels, with capital not dependent on western
equity markets, and offers credit, surety and political risk covers on a

Executive Management

proportional and non-proportional basis. Qatar Re’s experienced and

Gunther Saacke (Chief Executive Officer), Luke Roden

specialized team provides lead quotation services, supports clients

(Chief Underwriting Officer, Short Tail Classes), Michael van der

in product development and helps to create innovative solutions. It is

Straaten, (Chief Underwriting Officer, Long Tail and Specialty

also the goal of the underwriters to assist companies in initiating credit

Classes), Andrew Smith (Chief Risk Officer), Richard Sutlow

and surety business and executing operational reviews. In all client

(Chief Financial Officer), Mark Cockroft (Chief Actuary),

relationships, Qatar Re aims to be a reliable partner for the long term.

Steve Tidd (Chief Operating Officer)

Contact
Qatar Reinsurance Company Ltd.,

Contact person:

Pembroke (Bermuda)

Stefano Lorenzini, Head of Credit &
Financial Risks

Zurich Branch

Phone

+41 44 207 85 70

Bleicherweg 72

Fax

+41 44 207 85 85

8002 Zurich, Switzerland

slorenzini@qregroup.com
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QBE
About the company

QBE offers products suitable across all industries and customer

QBE Insurance Group is one of the world's top insurance and

segments. QBE supports SME businesses, large corporations,

reinsurance companies with operations in all the key insurance

and financial institutions. The core products are Comprehensive,

markets. QBE is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange and

Key Account, and Single Risk policies. Additional products include

is headquartered in Sydney. QBE employ more than 14,000 people

excess of loss, top-up, factoring, receivables purchase, payables

across 37 countries.

purchase, and tenant default.

QBE’s strategy is focused on delivering the potential that comes

Surety

with being one of the world’s few truly global insurers. QBE achie-

QBE Surety is a provider of contract and commercial bonds with

ves this through maintaining a commitment to underwriting and

capabilities to underwrite surety in many key markets with dedi-

claims excellence while continuing to invest in strategic growth and

cated surety underwriters in Australia, France, Hong Kong, New

operational efficiencies. QBE fosters a strong underwriting culture

Zealand, Singapore, UK, and the US. QBE has significant capacity

that is supported by a high-quality balance sheet.

to issue a broad range of surety bonds across various sectors of
industry and commerce. The surety team’s success is attributable

Trade Credit

to its underwriting expertise and industry experience to meet the

QBE Trade Credit applies a consistent and aligned approach to the

needs of its customers.

way it manages, grows, and builds its global trade credit business
supported by its global online underwriting platform and suite of
products, all underpinned by a commitment to providing technical

Executive Management

underwriting expertise and claims excellence. As a result, QBE is

Jeff Grange, President, North American Specialty Insurance

one of the top providers of trade credit insurance in the world.

and Global Credit and Surety Practice Leader, QBE

QBE currently has the capability to provide trade credit insurance

John Sutherland, Head of Credit and Surety, Australia,

solutions in 65 markets worldwide by placing via company offices,

New Zealand & Pacific

fronting partners, and QBE’s Syndicate 1886 at Lloyd’s of London.

Trevor Williams, Head of Credit and Surety, European Operations

Specialist trade credit underwriters are based in Australia, Brazil,

Brett Halsey, Head of Credit and Surety, North America

Hong Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore, Thai-

Barry Robinson, Head of Credit and Surety, Asia

land, UAE, UK, US, and Vietnam.

Paul Gunning-Stevenson, Head of Market Development &
Products, Global Credit and Surety

Contact
Level 5,
2 Park Street
Sydney NSW
2000 Australia
Phone

+61 2 9375 4600

www.qbetradecredit.com
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R+V Re
About the company

2007 	The non-life, non-group portfolio exceeded EUR 500 m in

R+V Re is a professional reinsurer placed among the top Europeanbased reinsurance companies with a premium income of over 1,7

gross written premium.
2010 	The non-life, non-group portfolio exceeded EUR 1 bn in

billion EUR in 2016 and a rating of “AA-” by Standard & Poor's. R+V
Re is part of R+V Versicherung AG, a stock corporation and parent

gross written premium.
2016 	The non-life, non-group portfolio exceeded EUR 1,5 bn in

company of R+V Group, owned by DZ Bank AG and local coopera-

gross written premium.

tive banks. As the insurance unit of the largest cooperative financial
services network in Germany, R+V Group generated over 14,8 billion
EUR of consolidated premium income in 2016.

Highlights
APRIL 2017 – Standard & Poor’s affirms R+V Versicherung AG

With a dedicated team of nearly 300 professionals based in Wiesba-

the existing rating of „AA- with stable outlook“ since November

den, Germany, R+V Re operates worldwide offering treaty reinsu-

2010

rance in all non-life lines of business with specialized departments

SEPTEMBER 2017 – AM Best ranks R+V Versicherung AG No

for Credit, Bonds, Political Risk as well as Aviation and Space.

16 of Global Reinsurance Groups Non-Life

Facultative reinsurance in Property and Engineering completes the

DECEMBER 2017 – The Credit, Bond and Political Risk Portfolio

product portfolio. The underwriting approach of R+V Re privileges

is the third largest line in de R+V Re book on a stable premium

long-term relationships with clients.

basis

History

Executive Board

1922 	Foundation of „Raiffeisen Allgemeine Versicherungsgesellschaft a.G.“ and „Raiffeisen Lebensversicherungsbank a.G.“
1955 	The reinsurance activity was launched on 17th October 1955

Board of Management
Dr. Norbert Rollinger (Chairman), Frank-Henning Florian, Heinz-

with the foundation of the Rhein-Main Rückversicherungs-

Jürgen Kallerhoff, Dr. Christoph Lamby, Dr. Edgar Martin, Julia

Gesellschaft AG in Wiesbaden.

Merkel, Marc René Michallet, Peter Weiler

1994 	On 31st December 1994 we merged with the Holding of R+V
Group. Since that day R+V Re operates under the name of

Supervisory Board

R+V Versicherung AG Rückversicherung Reinsurance.

Wolfgang Kirsch (Chairman)

Contact
Front Office

Contact person:

Leipziger Straße 35

Kay Scholz

Phone

+49 611 533-9547

65191 Wiesbaden, Germany

Divisional Chief Underwriting Manager

Fax

+49 611 533-779547

New address starting February 2018

Trade Credit, Political Risks,

Mobile

+49 151-26410486

Abraham Lincoln Park 1

Surety Bonds

Kay.Scholz@ruv.de

65189 Wiesbaden, Germany
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S2C S.p.A.
About the company

Highlights in 2016

S2C S.p.A. is an Italian insurance company founded in 2010

S2C S.p.A achieved 10.45% year-over-year growth in a surety

to operate exclusively in the surety market as an alternative to

sector characterized by 7.20% market increased and a highly

domestic multi-line insurers. The company’s senior management

competitive environment. Thanks to our strict underwriting policy,

team has deep-rooted market expertise both locally in the Italian

our combined loss ratio has remained at a favorable level compared

and International surety markets. Our underwriting policy is built on

with current market benchmarks.

extensive industry experience in understanding risk to ensure our
client’s long-term success.

Board of Directors
We operate from our headquarters in Rome and our Milan office

Renato Boccia (President)

through a broad commercial network covering major Italian cities

Carla Angela

and regions. In a few short years, the company has expanded in

Gianluigi Boccia

both reach and diversification of products, offering a selected range

Gian Alberto Ferretti

of sureties through our non-tied agency and broker partners. We

Paola Fersini

primarily focus on contract, VAT and customs bonds.

Antoine Ninu

S2C S.p.A. has based its growth and expansion on a talented and

General Manager

skilled team, rigorous talent development, significant investments

Antoine Ninu

in proprietary technology and ensuring a values-based relationship
with our clients to guarantee excellence in product and customer
service.
Our business is currently expanding the network of partners in order
to be better able to serve our growing list of clients, which include
a diverse portfolio of multinational and medium-sized companies in
various industries.

Contact
Via San Gregorio 29

Contact person:

20124 Milano, Italy

Antoine Ninu

Phone

antoine.ninu@s2cspa.it

+ 39 02.89.05.58.38

info@s2cspa.it
www.s2cspa.it
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SACE BT
About the company

History

With a total of written premiums in 2016 around 80 mln, SACE BT

SACE BT was established in May 2004 and authorized from insu-

is the fifth player in the Italian credit insurance and surety bonds

rance regulatory authority in July 2004. Operations started in October

market, operating all over national territory. It operates also in the

2004. One year later SACE BT had a 70% stake in Assicuratrice Edile

P&C business, offering cover to construction risks (C.A.R/E.A.R./

(SACE Surety in 2008), specialized in surety bonds and construction

Decennial Liability cover on buildings). SACE BT is a subsidiary

risks. SACE BT and SACE Surety S.p.A merged in December 2008.

of SACE, Italy’s leading provider of credit insurance, investment
protection and contractual guarantees to cover political and com-

Highlights in 2015/2016

mercial risk.

SACE BT performance in 2015/201 has been characterized by
SACE BT’s mission is to provide Italian companies with strong

continuity in positive technical results with a significant decrease

protection against customers’ non-payment risk on short term

of the company’s loss ratio.

credit operations, up to 24 months, on both domestic and export
markets. As for bonding and construction risks, SACE BT provides
tailored surety bonds to ensure due performance to contractual or

Board of Directors

legal obligations and insurance coverage against construction risks

Mr Marco Traditi (Chairman), Mr Piergiorgio D’Ignazio, Mrs Andreana

and civil work execution.

Esposito, Mrs Ludovica Giglio, Mrs Chiara Maruccio, Mr Marco Zizzo

Lines of Credit Insurance Written: Domestic – commercial risk and

Executive Management

Export – commercial and political risk.

Mr Valerio Perinelli – General Manager

Lines of Bonds and Guarantees: Bid Performance and Advance

Mr Roberto Allara - Head of Business Department

Payment Bonds for Public Tenders, Customs, tax and/or similar

Mr Alessandro Calamea - Head of Business Unit Surety

bonds and Concessions Bonds.

Mr Paolo Dalmagioni - Head of Business Unit Construction Risks
Mr Roberto Prageldi - Head of Risks and Claims Department
Mr Valerio Coari - Head of Administration Department
Mr Enrico Sinno - Head of Projects, Control & Actuarial Department
Mr. Federico Maitino - Head of Risk Department

Contact
Piazza Poli, 42

Contact person:

00187 Rome

Enrico Sinno

Italy

e.sinno@sacebt.it

Phone

+39 06 697697 830

Emanuele Corradino

info@sacebt.it

Fax

+39 06 697697 714

e.corradino@sacebt.it

www.sacebt.it
Landor Associates
Via Tortona 37
Milan I-20144
Italy
Tel. +39 02 764517.1

cdp
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SCOR
About the company

Highlights

With total premiums above EUR 13.8 billion and a balance sheet of

In September 2016, SCOR launched its new 2016-2019 strategic

EUR 43.3 billion assets in 2016, SCOR is an independent global

plan “Vision in Action”, designed to strengthen the Group’s position

reinsurance company, aiming to develop its Life and P&C business

as a Tier 1 global reinsurer in both the Life and P&C sectors. Over

lines, to provide its clients with value-added solutions and to pur-

the last ten years, SCOR has continuously expanded its presence

sue an underwriting policy based on profitability, through effective

globally across all lines of business, leveraging the upgrades of its

risk management and a cautious investment policy. In this way,

rating to AA-* as well as its confirmed status as a market leader and

SCOR offers its clients an optimal level of security (AA- rating from

an independent global player.

S&P and Fitch and Aa3 rating from Moody’s) and creates value for
its shareholders.

This new plan will be underpinned by the Group’s four cornerstones
- strong franchise, high diversification, controlled risk appetite and

The Group’s strategy is based on a development model driven by

robust capital shield, and will have two equally important targets:

three entities: the P&C entity (Property & Casualty reinsurance), the

profitability and solvency.

Life entity and the Asset Management division.
SCOR is in an optimal position to provide its clients with the highest
The Group is the fifth largest reinsurer and has more than 2,653

level of expertise and service, thanks to the quality of its underwriting

employees worldwide in 38 offices spread across 5 continents.

policy and the recognised skills of its teams throughout the world.

The P&C entity has witnessed a strong organic growth since 2008
and has been a global leader in the underwriting of Credit and

Board of Directors

Surety reinsurance risks for more than 40 years. The Credit & Su-

Denis Kessler, Chairman and CEO, with Claude Tendil, Thomas

rety team draws its expertise from an unparalleled local presence

Saunier (representing Malakoff-Médéric), Thierry Derez, Bruno

in the Americas (Miami, Chicago), Europe (Paris, Zurich) and Asia

Pfister, Jean-Marc Raby, Augustin de Romanet, Marguerite

(Singapore), combined with longstanding experience in the actual

Bérard-Andrieu, Vanessa Marquette, Kory Sorenson, Fields

risk industry.

Wicker-Miurin.
* Standard & Poor’s and Fitch Ratings

Contact
General Guisan-Quai 26

Contact persons:

8022 Zurich

Mr Tobias Povel

Mrs Doris Egli-Schaufelberger

For more information:

Switzerland

Chief Underwriting Officer

Underwriting Manager Credit

Please check our website www.scor.com or follow us on

Phone

& Surety

www.scor.com

+41 44 639 91 44

tpovel@scor.com

Phone

http://twitter.com/SCOR_SE
+41 44 639 97 02

degli@scor.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/scor
http://www.tinyurl.com/scor-channel
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Seoul Guarantee Insurance
About the company
Seoul Guarantee Insurance Company (SGI) was originally

Our lines of Credit Insurance written: Commercial Credit Insu-

established in 1969 under the name Korea Fidelity & Surety

rance, Financial Credit Insurance and others.

Company. A merger with Hankuk Fidelity & Surety Company in
November 1998 formed the SGI of today. As a comprehensive

Our lines of Surety Bonds written: Fidelity Bonds, Contract Bonds

guarantee service provider, SGI is currently the domestic market

(Bid, Performance, Advance Payment, etc.), Statutory Bond

leader in the surety and credit insurance industry and is enjoying

(customs, tax, court bonds, etc.), Financial Guarantees and Other

an unsurpassed reputation for its financial strength in the global

Bonds. Our other services include Debt Collection and Recovery.

market.
In FY2016, SGI posted USD 1.3 billion in premium income and

Board of Directors

USD 428 million in comprehensive income. As of the end of

Mr Sang-Taek Kim – (Acting) CEO

2016, the guarantee-exposure topped USD 214 billion. Mean-

Mr Dong-Hoi Cho – Standing Auditor

while, SGI’s financial soundness was confirmed by the RBC(Risk

Mr Sang-Taek Kim – Executive Director

Based Capital) ratio of 421.1% in December 2016, well above

Mr Byung-Se Kang – Executive Director

the average RBC ratio of top 4 domestic non-life insurance com-

Mr Chul Park – Executive Director

panies. SGI has reinforced its position in the market by receiving

Mr Seung-Woo Lee – Managing Director

a credit rating of “AA-(Stable)” and “A+(Stable)” from Fitch and

Mr Jeong-Muk Lim - Managing Director

Standard & Poor’s, respectively. Our headquarters is in Seoul,

Mr Bo-Sun Shin – Managing Director

Korea. We have one branch office in Hanoi(Vietnam) and three

Mr Bong-Moon Paik - Managing Director

overseas representative offices in Beijing (China), Dubai(UAE),

Mr Chang-Kook Yang - Managing Director

and New York(USA).

Mr Deug-Yung Lee – Managing Director
Mr Hyung-Taek Lim - Director

Principal Shareholders

Mr Yu-jin Lee – Director

Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation – 93.85%

Mr Bum-Seok Kang – Director

3 Life Insurance Companies – 4.80%

Mr Sam-Jae Sung –Director

8 Non-life Insurance Companies & others – 1.35%

Mr Sang-Il Nam – Director

Contact
136-74 Yeonji-dong, Jongro-gu,

Phone

+82 2 3671 7480

Seoul, 110-737

Fax

+82 2 3671 5534

Korea

jwbae@sgic.co.kr

www.sgic.co.kr
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SID – First Credit
About the company

History

The SID – First Credit Insurance Company’s registered activities

The company entered the insurance business on 1 January

as defined in the Articles of Association comprise underwriting

2005, when it took over the portfolio of short-term credit insu-

and exercising of non-life insurance business in the class of

rance that had been previously conducted by SID. The founder

credit insurance. SID – First Credit is located in Slovenia and

and sole owner of SID – First Credit is SID – Slovene Export and

covers short-term receivables from private law entities (normally

Development Bank Inc., Ljubljana. The paid-up share capital of

suppliers’ credits with maturity of up to 180 days or exceptio-

the insurance company amounts to EUR 8,412,618.92.

nally of up to one year). The company underwrites commercial
and non-commercial risks of companies selling abroad or/
and in Slovenia on deferred payment and, normally, on open

Highlights in 2017/2018

account. By providing financial security at trading goods and

In 2017, in spite of growing Slovene economy the business

services, SID – First Credit promotes trade and economic

environment in which the company operated continued to be

development.

very demanding due to pressure of decreasing premium rates of
competing European insurance companies entering the Slovenian

The owner of the company started the sell-buy process in 2017

market. Though, the volume of business insured and the invoiced

in which it is selling up to 100 % stake. The process will be

premium grew.

going on further in 2018.

In 2018, the Company expects to increase premiums due to new
sales channels and entering new markets. SID – First Credit is fo-

The new Management Board consisting of Mr. Sergej Simoniti,

recasting that claims paid in 2017 will be higher due to insolvencies

Mr. Denis Stroligo, and Mr. Igor Pirnat, Msc., was appointed

of the major Russian and Croatian debtor.

for the period of 4 year commencing on 1.1.2018. The former

It is expected that the owner will take a final decision referring the

president of the Board Mr. Ladislav Artnik will conclude his

sell-buy process in spring 2018.

mandate by retiring, but Mr. Igor Pirnat will start his second
mandate. Both new members of the board have long experi-

Board of Directors from 1.1.2018

ence in insurance.

Sergej Simoniti, President of the Management Board
Igor Pirnat, M.Sc., Member of the Management Board
Denis Stroligo, Member of the Management Board

Contact
SID – Prva kreditna zavarovalnica d.d.,

Davcna ulica 1

Contact person:

Ljubljana

1000 Ljubljana

Vanja Smeh

Slovenia

info@sid-pkz.si

SID – First Credit Insurance Company

Phone

+386 1 200 58 00

Inc., Ljubljana

Fax

+386 1 425 84 45

www.sid-pkz.si
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Sompo International
About the company

from Standard and Poor's on our principal operating subsidiaries.

The Sompo International companies are wholly owned subsidiaries

In addition, we are backed by Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Insurance

of Sompo Holdings, Inc. (Sompo), whose core business encom-

Inc., which holds more than $67 billion in total assets and has A+ fi-

passes one of the largest P&C insurance groups in the Japanese

nancial strength ratings from both A.M. Best and Standard & Poor’s.

domestic market. Sompo International is a global specialty provider
of property and casualty insurance and reinsurance. We underwrite
agriculture, professional lines, property, marine and energy, casualty

History

and specialty lines of insurance and catastrophe, property, casualty,

We have offered specialty reinsurance including trade credit

professional lines, weather risk and specialty lines of reinsurance.

coverage since 2002 and began writing surety reinsurance from
our U.S. platform in 2005 and from our Zurich operation in 2012.

Surety Reinsurance

We serve global markets from offices in the U.S., U.K, Bermuda,

Sompo International offers proportional and excess of loss reinsu-

Switzerland and Singapore and are expanding our presence in

rance of contract surety and commercial surety and fidelity lines

key markets as part of Sompo.

of business on a worldwide basis. Our international team offers
facultative reinsurance (except in the U.S. and Canada).

Highlights in 2016/2017
Trade Credit Reinsurance

In March 2017, we marked a very significant and historic milestone

Sompo International offers proportional and excess of loss reinsu-

with Sompo’s completion of its acquisition of Endurance. Almost

rance of trade credit lines of business on a worldwide basis.

immediately, we rebranded Endurance as Sompo International,

Operating in key markets, Sompo International brings to each ac-

which encompasses the overseas commercial insurance and rein-

count experienced and specialized underwriting teams along with a

surance operations of Sompo.

depth of understanding of local cultures. Our disciplined approach
to risk management and claims handling coupled with strong analytical skills, enables us to provide capability across a wide range of

Leadership

reinsurance products.

John R. Charman - Chief Executive Officer & Chairman
Stephen Young - Chief Executive Officer, Global Reinsurance

We maintain excellent financial strength as evidenced by the ratings

Christoph Virchow - Executive Vice President & Head of Global

of A+ (Superior) from A.M. Best (XV size category) and A (Strong)

Specialty Reinsurance

Contact
Pelikanplatz 15

Christoph Virchow,

CH-8001 Zürich

Executive Vice President & Head of

Switzerland

Global Specialty Reinsurance

Phone

+41 44 21325 47

cvirchow@sompo-intl.com

Fax

+41 44 21325 99

www.sompo-intl.com
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Sompo Japan Nipponkoa
About the company

technology to deliver new value to customers, with the goal of

Fiscal 2015 was the final year of the current Mid-term Management

becoming the most highly evaluated P&C insurance company.

Plan, and by realizing merger synergies and improving profitability,

As the core company of the SOMPO Holdings Group, we will

primarily in automobile insurance, we succeeded both in reaching

take on a wide range of businesses that contribute to the security,

the initial plan and in building a foundation for future growth.

health and wellbeing of our customers, leading the Group in

This is due, in large part, to the support of our customers and

achieving its goal of always being the best customer service

others who have stood by us over the many years prior to the

provider both at home and abroad.

merger of Sompo Japan and Nipponkoa, support for which we are
most grateful.
Recent advances in digital technologies together with climate

History

change on a global scale are expected to be disruptive change in

The Tokyo Fire Insurance Co. Ltd., forerunner of The Yasuda Fire

various business activities and our daily lives. We recognize that it

& Marine Insurance Co. Ltd., was founded in 1888 as the first fire

is precisely because we live in times of such profound change that

insurance company in Japan. Sompo Japan began the opera-

the P&C insurance business will become increasingly significant to

tions on 1 July 2002 after the merger of two companies, The

society.

Yasuda Fire & Marine Insurance Co. Ltd. and The Nissan Fire &
Marine Insurance Co. Ltd. Then the company merged with Taisei

Under these conditions, we feel strongly that to continue suppor-

Fire and Marine Insurance Co. Ltd. on 1 December 2002. Sompo

ting the lives and businesses of our customers with highest quality

Japan and Nipponkoa Insurance Co., Ltd. established a joint

products and services, and to continue fulfilling our public mission

holding company, NKSJ Holdings, Inc. in April 2010. As regards

as a P&C insurance business, we ourselves must continuously

to credit and guarantee insurance, the company started to write

evolve by monitoring changes in our customers and approaching

fidelity insurance in 1930, credit insurance in 1950, guarantee

our business from the customer’s perspective.

business in 1951 and bonds in 1966.

Under our new Mid-term Management Plan, which begins in fiscal
2016, we will launch our Future Innovation Project. This project

Board of Directors

involves reforming business processes and system infrastructure

Mr. Keiji Nishizawa, President

to slim down operations and drastically improve productivity. We

Executive Management

will also be proactive in introducing and utilizing cutting-edge digital

Mr. Masachika Nakao, General Manager

Contact
Guarantee & Credit Underwriting Section

Phone

Commercial Risk Solutions Department

+81 3 3349 3972 (direct)
+81 3 3349 3111 (central)

26-1, Nishi-shinjuku, 1-Chome

Fax

+81 3 3348 3290

Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-8338

kyoshida10@sjnk.co.jp

Japan

www.sjnk.co.jp
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Swiss Re
About the company

04 Aug 2017	Swiss Re reports Group net income of USD 1.2

The Swiss Re Group is a leading wholesale provider of reinsurance, insurance and other insurance-based forms of risk

billion for the first six months
11 Sep 2017	Swiss Re develops solutions to help clients address

transfer. Dealing directly and working through brokers, its global

new challenges and is a founding member of insu-

client base consists of insurance companies, mid-to-large-sized
corporations and public sector clients. From standard products

rance industry blockchain initiative B3i
03 Oct 2017	Swiss Re opens modern office building Swiss Re

to tailor-made coverage across all lines of business, Swiss Re

Next on Zurich's Mythenquai and underlines its

deploys its capital strength, expertise and innovation power to

commitment to Zurich.

enable the risk-taking upon which growth and progress depends.

02 Nov 2017	Swiss Re reports nine months 2017 loss of USD

Founded in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1863, Swiss Re serves clients

468 MN impacted by expected large insurance

through a network of offices in more than 25 countries and is

claims of USD 3.6 billion following hurricanes

rated "AA- (Very strong)" by Standard & Poor's, "Aa3 (Excellent)"

Harvey, Irma, Maria and Mexico earthquakes.

by Moody's and "A+ (Superior)" by A.M. Best. Registered shares
in the Swiss Re Group holding company, Swiss Re Ltd, are listed
on the SIX Swiss Exchange and trade under the symbol SREN.

Board of Directors
Walter B. Kielholz, Chairman
Renato Fassbind, Vice Chairman

Group Chief Executive Officer

Highlights
23 Feb 2017	Swiss Re reports good results, full-year net income

Christian Mumenthaler

Executive management of Trade Credit, Surety and Political

of USD 3.6 Bln
16 Mar 2017	Swiss Re reports economic net worth growth of

Risk Reinsurance

11% per share for 2016 and proposes an 5.4%

Adrian Kärle, Global Head Trade Credit, Surety and Political Risk

increase in regular dividend

Reinsurance

21 Apr 2017	Shareholders approve proposals put forward by
Board of Directors

John Boulton, Head Credit & Surety Re North America, PRI
María Rodríguez, Head Credit & Surety Re Iberia and Latin America

04 May 2017	Swiss Re reports solid Group net income at USD

Pius Leupi, Head Credit & Surety Re Europe and Asia

656 million for the first quarter after USD 350 million

Daniel Hui, Head Credit & Surety Re Asia, CoC PRI

expected insurance claims from Cyclone Debbie

Uwe Carl, Head Credit & Surety Re Product Centre

Contact
Mythenquai 50/60

creditsurety_re@swissre.com

8022 Zurich

www.swissre.com

Switzerland
Phone
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Tokio Marine Group
About the company

History

Tokio Marine Group was founded in 1879 as Japan’s first insurance

The company was established in 1879 and has the distinction

company. Since then, the Group has built its business with a global

of being the first insurance enterprise to have been created in

view and developed numerous insurance products after quickly

Japan. In 1944, a series of important mergers contributed to

perceiving changes in the market environment. We aim to become a

the growth of the company. In 1948 we obtained the necessary

global insurance group that supports our customers in times of need

authorization from the Minister of Finance and started underwri-

and lives up to the trust placed in us by people and society.

ting Fidelity Insurance, followed in 1951 by underwriting credit

Tokio Marine Group utilizes its strengths that include a well-balanced

insurance, guarantee insurance, and surety bonds.

business portfolio, a wide network and a sound financial base to
enable it to operate across four business domains — domestic

In 2004, the Tokio Marine and Fire Insurance Co.Ltd. and the

non-life insurance, domestic life insurance, international insurance,

Nichido Fire and Marine Insurance Co.Ltd have merged to form

and financial and general businesses. We also leverage our diverse

Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance Co. Ltd., a step taken fol-

human resources and work to enhance our business platform to

lowing the establishment of Millea Holdings Inc. In 2008 the Mil-

further demonstrate our strengths in each of these business fields.

lea Holdings Inc. changed its name to Tokio Marine Holding Inc.

Through these initiatives, we are striving to contribute to resolving
social issues and enhance corporate value.

In 2015, HCC Insurance Holdings (U.S.) joined to Tokio Marine
Group.

Tokio Marine Group operates a worldwide network that spans 38
countries and regions. The Group has built a structure that can
respond to the diverse needs of customers in each country.

Board of Directors
Mr. Shuzo Sumi - Chairman of the Board

Tokio Marine Group has been working to enhance ROE and achieve

Mr. Tsuyoshi Nagano – President, CEO

sustainable profit growth while ensuring financial soundness based

Mr. Hirokazu Fujita – Senior Managing Director & CIO

on Enterprise Risk Management (ERM). These efforts have been
evaluated highly by rating organizations, helping us to earn worldclass ratings of A+ from Standard & Poor’s, Aa3 from Moody’s, and
A++ form A.M. Best. Also, the Group’s market capitalization, JPY
3.5 trillion, is one of the highest among global insurance companies.

Contact
Tokio Marine & Nichido Fire Insurance
Co., Ltd.
Guarantee & Credit Insurance

Phone

+81 3 3515 4187

Tokio Marine HCC

Phone

+44 1664 424 896

Group, Investment Department 3

Fax

+81 3 3515 4176

The Grange Rearsby Leicestershire

Fax

+44 1664 424 343

6-4 Sanban-cho, Chiyoda-ku,

SATOSHI.NAGASHIMA@tmnf.jp

LE7 4FY United Kingdom

creditsupport@tmhcc.com

Tokyo, 102-0075 Japan

www.tokiomarine-nichido.co.jp

www.tmhcc.com/international

bonds@tmhcc.com
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Travelers
About the company
Travelers Bond & Specialty Insurance, a division of The Tra-

The Construction Services business unit offers bonding and

velers Companies, Inc., is a leader in the surety industry and

related services to general contractors and construction ma-

provides a wide range of customers with construction and

nagers; prime subcontractor trades, mechanical and electrical;

commercial surety bonds and risk management services. Tra-

road, bridge and paving contractors; and underground utility

velers has operations in the United States, Canada, the United

contractors. Bond offerings include bid bonds, performance

Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland and at Lloyd’s. In Brazil and

and payment bonds, license and permit bonds, release of lien

Colombia, the company also has joint ventures with JMalu-

bonds and supply bonds.

celli, Brazil's market leader in surety. Well established fronting
relationships are utilized to provide bonds in other parts of the

History

world.

Travelers was founded in 1853 and is one of the largest property
Travelers’ financial strength allows us to deliver the capacity our

casualty companies in the United States. A component of the

clients need in any circumstance. AM Best, S & P, Moody’s and

Dow Jones Industrial Average, Travelers has more than 30,000

Fitch have assigned Travelers financial strength ratings of A++,

employees, 10,500 independent agents and brokers, and multi-

AA, Aa2 and AA, respectively.

ple market segments across the personal, business, financial
and international insurance groups. Revenues in 2016 totaled

Within Travelers Bond & Specialty Insurance, the Commercial

US $26 billion; as of December, 2016, total assets were

Surety business unit specializes in the handling of the domes-

approximately US $100 billion and shareholders’ equity

tic and international bonding needs of clients ranging from the

was approximately US $23 billion.

largest multi-nationals to “Main Street” businesses. Industries
serviced include financial institutions, healthcare, manufacturing, public utilities, retailers, concession companies, service
contractors, technology, telecommunications, mining and
transportation. Bond offerings include performance and payment bonds for commercial entities, court bonds, tax bonds,
concession bonds, license and permit bonds and customs/
carnet Bonds.

Contact
The Travelers Companies, Inc.

Contact Persons:

Bond & Specialty Insurance

Richard Hazzard

Gonzalo Videla

One Tower Square

Vice President

Vice President

Hartford, CT 06183

Bond & Specialty Insurance

Bond & Specialty Insurance

Phone

Phone

Phone

+1 860 277 0111

www.travelers.com
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+44 20 3207 6881

RHAZZARD@travelers.com

+1 267 675 3045

gvidela@travelers.com
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Tryg Garanti
About the company
Tryg Garanti is a main provider of surety bonds, guarantees and
trade credit insurance in the Nordic area. We issue bonds for all
client types. Bonds are issued worldwide when required.
Extensive services are available for clients who require cross border solutions and support from local staff is available from offices
in Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland.
Tryg Garanti is part of Tryg Forsikring A/S, the second largest
general insurer in the Nordic region. Branding is aligned to group
branding, which means that the name Tryg Garanti is applied in
Denmark, Norway and Finland, while the company operates in
the name of Moderna Garanti in Sweden.
Tryg Forsikring is rated “A1” by Moody’s.
Our lines of bonds and guarantees written are: Contract and
Supply Bonds, Customs and Excise Duty Bonds, Guarantees in
favour of the EU Intervention Board.
Trade credit policies written: Whole turnover and single risk
Policies

Management
Mr Mads Løgstrup – Managing Director

Contact
Tryg Garanti

Phone

Klausdalsbrovej 601

post@tryggaranti.dk

+45 44 20 39 00

Postboks 199
DK-2750 Ballerup

www.tryggaranti.com

Denmark

www.modernagaranti.com
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Zurich Insurance Group
About the company

Global Head of Credit Lines

Zurich Insurance Group is a leading provider of surety bonds,

Alessandro Castellano

guarantees, trade credit, credit insurance and political risk products
organized as Credit Lines and headed by Alessandro Castellano

Market Management

and is serving the needs of customers worldwide. Zurich delivers

Surety Global: Robert D Murray – robert.d.murray@zurich.com

meaningful surety, trade credit, credit insurance and political risk

LATAM:	Horacio Bach – horcio.bach@zurich.com

capacity with strong underwriting and technical understanding to

Europe:	Markus Deubert (Germany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland)

help customers mitigate their risks. Surety and guarantee facilities
are provided to the construction industry and a diverse range of

– markus.deubert@zurich.com
		Leroy Hobson (UK, Benelux, France, Asia-Pacific) –

industry sectors in Europe, the United Kingdom, North America,

leroy.hobson@zurich.com

South America and Asia Pacific. Trade credit, credit insurance and

Asia:

Tim Warren – tim.warren@zurich.com

political risk products are provided to a wide variety to lenders,

Canada:

Brent McAllister – brent.mcallister@zurich.com

investors, and multinationals who have trade accounts receivable

US:	Michael Fay (Contract Surety) –

to any geography or balance sheet exposures to emerging market
countries.

michael.c.fay@zurichna.com
		Brian Hodges (Commercial Surety) –
brian.hodges@zurichna.com

Zurich’s financial strength of S&P AA-/Stable, depth of knowledge,
technical resources, and global platform make it a preferred partner

Trade Credit Insurance

for corporate clients.

Global:

Alessandro Castellano (ad interim)

Germany:	Alexander Oeding – alexander.oeding@zurich.com

History

Switzerland:

Claude Rochat – claude.rochat@zurich.ch

US:

Ryan Cummings – ryan.cummings@zurich.com

Zurich Insurance Group (Zurich) is a leading multi-line insurance provider with a global network of offices in Europe, North America, Latin

Credit & Political Risk Insurance

America, Asia-Pacific and the Middle East as well as other markets.

US:

David B Anderson – david.anderson@zurichna.com

Founded in 1872, the Group is headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland.

Europe:

Nuria Gorog – nuria.gorog@zurich.com

Further information about Zurich is available at www.zurich.com.

Contact
Zurich Commercial Insurance,
Europe, Middle East & Africa
Credit Lines
11th Floor
70 Mark Lane
London, EC3R 7NQ, United Kingdom
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ICISA Member Guiding Principles
ICISA and its members are committed to operate in a professional manner that is financially responsible,
respectful of the environment and which demonstrates high ethical values - all in the best interest of
the long-term success of our industry.
ICISA’s role in the international credit and surety marketplace provides opportunities to promote behaviours and
practices that contribute to sustainable growth in global economic exchanges for the benefits of our customers,
the transactions and projects we facilitate, the countries where these transactions and projects are located, and our
various stakeholders.
We acknowledge the value of establishing a set of Guiding Principles that underpin our behaviour in the pursuit of our
objectives and in our daily interactions with our customers, our distribution partners, our peers and our stakeholders.

Guiding Principles
Enabling Trade

Customer Focus

We strive to conduct our business in a manner which

We strive to provide products and services that contri-

contributes to strengthening and expansion of global

bute to the success of our customers and distribution

trade on a sound basis.

partners while creating value for our shareholders.

Technical Excellence

Integrity and Compliance

We strive for the highest quality and for continuous

We promote integrity, fairness and an open approach with

improvement in all that we do. We strive to understand

our customers, employees and other stakeholders and

our customer’s needs and the risks we are assuming

strive to comply with all applicable laws and regulations.

and managing. We strive to promote leadership and
learning in our organisations, to build the talent pool in

Sustainability

our industry.

We are sensitive of environmental issues and we strive to
promote environmentally sustainable business practices

Best Practices

to protect our employees, our customers and the

We strive to promote best practices in the credit and

communities where we work.

surety industry through the exchange of information and
the development and sharing of best practices around
the globe.
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Statutes of the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association
1.

TITLE

4.

The "International Credit Insurance & Surety Association", hereinafter referred
to as the "Association", is hereby constituted as an association under Article
60 of the Swiss Civil Code and is domiciled in Zurich.

2.

OBJECT

The object of the Association is to study questions relating to Credit
Insurance and Surety, to provide opportunities for Members' employees
to acquire knowledge of the theory and practice of credit insurance and
surety underwriting, to represent the Members’ interests and to initiate
means whereby the common action of the Members can be facilitated in
order to develop their mutual relations in the interest of their national and the
international economy, in the interest of their insured and in their own interest.

3.

MEMBERS

3.1	Eligibility for Membership is confined to:
1	Insurance companies continuously and solely underwriting direct
credit insurance and/or surety business or reinsurance companies that
comply with the Admission Policy as defined in the Regulation.
2	Insurance companies having a department, which continuously and
solely conducts direct credit insurance and/or surety underwriting
operations or reinsurance companies that comply with the Admission
Policy as defined in the Regulation.
3	Joint ventures between a company in Category 1 and/or 2 above and/
or any other company, provided that such Joint Ventures continuously
and solely conduct direct credit insurance and/or surety underwriting
business.
4	Consortia, comprised of companies in Category 1 and/or 2 above
and/or any other company, provided that any such Consortium
continuously and solely involved in the underwriting of direct credit
insurance and/or surety underwriting business with, and/or on behalf of
its members.
3.2	The Association recognises the following types of members:
a	Member: an insurance company or reinsurance company, as defined in
3.1.
b
---c	Observer Member: an insurance company or reinsurance company
as defined in 3.1 that meets the provisions and conditions on the
Association’s admission policy as laid down in the Regulation, as
referred to in 4.1, wishing to be recognised as a Member after a period
of no more than 12 months.
The rights and obligations of each type of member are laid down in the
Regulation referred to in Article 4.1.
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ADMISSION OF MEMBERS

4.1	Members are admitted to the Association by a unanimous decision of
the President and the Management Committee, following consultation
of all Members. An application for membership cannot proceed if two
or more Members have made their objection to the application known
in writing to the Executive Director. An application must have been
dealt with according to the procedure which shall be laid down in a
separate Regulation.
4.2	The Regulation mentioned in 4.1 shall be enacted or amended by the
General Meeting by the same procedure as is provided for a change of
these Statutes.
							

5.

MATERIAL CHANGE IN MEMBERS’ ORGANISATION

5.1	Members are required to advise the Association of any material
changes in their business, organisation and control. Such notification
may be made in writing to the Executive Director or orally to any
meeting of a Committee.
5.1.1	For these purposes, a change of "control" means a change in
shareholding of a Member which either alone or with any associate(s) is
entitled to exercise or control the exercise of more than fifty percent of
the voting power at any annual general meeting of such member or of
a body corporate of which it is a subsidiary.		
5.2	The Management Committee will monitor any material changes in
the business, organisation and control of the Members. If it is the
Management Committee's view that any such change makes the
continued membership of the Member in question undesirable, it will
take such action as it sees fit.

6.

OBLIGATIONS

The following particular obligations are required of Members:
6.1	Members must furnish particulars of their activities in the required
manner and as agreed from time to time and in general, to contribute
all relevant data necessary to technical enquiries that may be
undertaken by the Association. Failure to do so for two consecutive
years will require the Management Committee to consider imposing
sanctions, which can include suspension of voting rights or
recommending expulsion to the next following General Meeting.
6.2	Members undertake not to use membership of the Association for the
furtherance of interests, which are not concerned with the underwriting
of credit or surety risks.
6.3	A Member must be prepared to participate at committee meetings
of which it has become a member, by ensuring appropriate-senior
executive representation. Failure to do so for two consecutive years will
lead to cancellation of membership of that committee.
6.4	All Members become member of the Committee on Management
Issues (COMI) upon inception of their Association membership.
Members are required to be suitably represented at general and at
such associated meetings that they are eligible to attend. Failure
to attend the meetings of the COMI twice during a period of three
years will require the Management Committee to consider imposing
sanctions, which can include suspension of voting rights or
recommending expulsion to the next following General Meeting.
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7.

CESSATION OF MEMBERSHIP

7.1	Members may resign as from the end of any calendar year, by giving
at least three months’ prior notice of their intention to do so, to the
Executive Director of the Association.
7.2	Members are expelled from the Association by a secret vote of at least
75% of the Members present or represented at a General Meeting
convened in accordance with Article 10 of these Statutes.
7.3	Membership shall terminate on the cessation or transformation of
a Member's activities, should the activities no longer fall within the
framework of credit insurance or surety business.

8.	ENTRANCE FEES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS
8.1 	Members pay:
8.1.1	In case of a new Member: An entrance fee equivalent to 150% (one
hundred and fifty percent) of the annual subscription levied in respect
of the year of their admission.
8.1.2	An annual subscription and/or levy, fixed yearly by Members.
8.2	The annual subscription rate and/or levies may be differentiated
according to the several categories identified in article 3 above and as
fixed by Members.
8.3	The annual subscriptions relate to each calendar year and must be
paid within thirty days of the date of the Treasurer’s written request
for payment. All entrance fees and subscriptions paid belong to the
Association except in case of over-payment.

9.

MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION AND POWERS

9.1	The Association is managed by a President, a Vice-President, an
Executive Director and a Treasurer. A Management Committee
functions as adviser to the President.
9.2	The President and the Vice-President are elected at each General
Meeting, for a period lasting from the end of one General Meeting to
the end of the next, by a majority of the votes of the Members present
or represented, the ballot being secret. Either the President or the
Vice-President or both may be re-elected for not more than two further
consecutive periods, making three consecutive periods in all.
9.3	The Management Committee meets under the chairmanship of the
President. The Vice-President is ex officio member of the Management
Committee. Six Members are elected by the General Meeting as
members of the Management Committee for a term of office of three
years; these terms shall overlap so that two Members come up for
replacement at each General Meeting.
9.4	Subject to ratification by the next following General Meeting,
the Executive Director and the Treasurer are appointed by the
Management Committee.
9.4.1 Both these offices may be held by the same person.
9.5	The Executive Director has the power to represent the Association in all
current administrative business except in financial matters unless he is
also the Treasurer.

10.

GENERAL MEETING

10.1	A General Meeting of the Association shall be held at least once
in each year at such time and place as may be determined by the
Members.
10.2	Invitations to a General Meeting, including the agenda for the Meeting
shall be communicated by the Executive Director to the Members of
the Association at least forty-five days before the date fixed for the
General Meeting.
10.3	The General Meetings are presided over by the President or in his
absence by the Vice-President of the Association. In the event of
the absence of the President and the Vice-President, the Members
shall elect a Chairman for the Meetings to which they have been
summoned.
10.4 The essential business of a General Meeting is:
10.4.1	To elect the Officers of the Association and to appoint Members to the
Committees of the Association - annually.
10.4.2 To expel Members from the Association.
10.4.3	To consider reports of Committees appointed by a General Meeting or
the President.
10.4.4	To make such alterations in the Statutes as may be approved by at
least 75% of the Members present or represented at the meeting.
10.4.5	To determine the amounts of entrance fees and annual subscriptions.
10.4.6	To approve the accounts and to decide upon the use of the funds in
the event of dissolution of the Association, including their distribution
among the Members.
10.4.7 To appoint an Auditor for the ensuing year.
10.4.8 To deal generally with all matters affecting the interests of the
Association.
10.5	Questions put to a General Meeting or any Committee meeting are
carried by a majority of votes, except where otherwise prescribed in
the Statutes, and in the event of equality, the President or Chairman of
the Meeting has a casting vote in addition to the vote to which he may
be entitled as a Member. Each Member has one vote, but may act as
proxy for other Members who, being unable to attend a Meeting, shall
have appointed him. Observer Members may be granted the right to
vote in the Regulation mentioned in 4.1. No Member shall act as a
proxy for more than 3 other Members.
10.6	The decisions of a General Meeting are not valid unless the total
number of Members voting either personally or by proxy represents at
least half the number of Members of the Association.

11.

OTHER MEETINGS

11.1	Other Meetings may be called as often as necessary by request of the
President, Vice-President or by a majority of Members for the purpose
of dealing with anything (everything), which is not specially reserved to
a General Meeting by these Statutes.

12.

DISSOLUTION

12.1	The dissolution of the Association can only be decided upon by a
majority of three-quarters of the Members present or represented.
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part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in
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a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any

ble efforts have been used in collecting, preparing and

means: electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording
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completeness, or adequacy of these. Each individual
member company has delivered the content for the
member pages. ICISA is not responsible for any inaccuracy, omissions or any other kind of incorrect information
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Herengracht 473
1017 BS, Amsterdam
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Netherlands

panies be liable for any direct, indirect, special, punitive
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